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On the first day of school 
the year looms before you. 
180 days seems an eternity. 
All you can see is the future of 
struggling with jammed locks, 
trying to stay awake during 
neverending lectures, surviv
ing the new seven period day, 
and sweating blood over hor
rendous math problems. 

But then the days begin to 
trickle forward. The warm 
summer breezes turn into 
brisk fall blusters. The leaves 
turn a glowing bronze and 
drift lazily to the ground. 
Homecoming spirit ebbs and 
flows throughout the school. 

The first snows dust the 
ground, transforming the 
world. During Thanksgiving 
and Christmas break you 
inhale that much needed 
breath, sleep in late, enjoy the 
snowy slopes or well known 
sights. Then come semester 
exams, and the year is half fin
ished. 

Eventually, the world begins 
to thaw. You and your friends 
catch Spring Fever. The return 
of blue skies makes students, 
especially Seniors, restless. 
Then comes the flurry of final 
activity. 

Before you know it, the 

school year is over. The year is 
just dust in the past. Your 
friends move away and their 
faces b egin to fade from your 
memory. The vivid colors of 
autumn leaves, winter snows, 
and pastel springs, begin to 
dull in your mind. 

Our brown, blue, green, 
and hazel, smiling, serious, 
intense, and laughing eyes 
capture the world in different 
ways. Eyes hav e been said to 
be the windows of the soul, 
catching the details and sub
tleties of precious memories: 

An architectural master
piece with split levels, a Fish-
bowl, red lockers, Victoria 
Falls, a Forum, Druid gather
ing places in our back woods 
Turkish putziraus. 

Five teachers that come in 
pairs (Hanks, Heffernans, 
Minettes, Rehwaldts, Reising-
ers), a zoo for a biology room, 
two student teachers (Jones, 
Werner), graphing calculators 
in math classes, new seven 
pound English books, student 
IDs, Renaissance passes. 
With these eyes you can gain 
an insight into the 1991-1992 
uniqueness of Patch. 

Natalie Laquement (10) 
yells, "I'm so happy, Let's 
jump for joy!" 
Amy Rhodes (12), are you 
thinking of Jonathan 
again?" 
"The Possee", from left to 
right - Chris Dickerson, 
Roshonda Cutler, Shonka 
Hill Tomeaka Lewis, 
Antoine Williams, and 
Lashawna Jordan 

Jason Downtain squints into the bright sunlight. Faster than any histo
ry class, the one and only, Super Heff. 
"Today is not my day," says an exhausted Boris Western (11) during 
a football game. 
Judy Wilson, Derrik Lowe. Jennifer Smithwick, and Erin Peterson 
display an interesting way to get off the bus. 

(top) Hedvig Elander (11) shows off her Scandanavian eyes, (middle) Joanna Murra) 
nTo,",?"an" SmHe' ,b0,t0m) "We're Cod's »ft 10 women," proclaims Pat Pinschm» 
(12). P) Chang (12), and Thomas Dyer (12). 



by Jen Tarpley 
After  proving your  nat ional i

ty  wi th  a  plas t ic  be ige  card ,  
the  noble  MPs permit  y ou to  
squeeze  your  way through the  
narrow entrance  to  Patch Bar
racks .  Stea l th i ly  av oiding t he  
mass ive  brown "f lowerpots"  
in  the  middle  of  the  road,  you 
crawl  a long the  quaint  cobble
s tone  s t ree ts  a t  a  safe  30  ki lo
meters  per  hour .  

Being sure  to  check for  
pedes t r ians  a t  the  f requent  
cross ings ,  yo u w ind your  way 
through s t ree ts  bordered by 
neat ly  t r immed grass .  Cruis ing 

pas t  Washington Square ,  
which is  rea l ly  a  c i rcle ,  you 
hear  the  blas t  of  a  t rumpet  and 
pause  to  pay y our  respects  to  
the  Red,  Whi te ,  and Blue  (and 
Black,  Red,  a nd Yel low)  being 
pul led  do wn from thei r  poles .  
Beneath  pecul iar  s tadium 
l ights  l ies  Hu sky Fie ld ,  w here  
the  basebal l ,  t rack,  and soccer  
teams pract ice .  

A ch ange in  d i rec t ion pro
vides  a  view of  Baskin  Robbins  
(31 f lav ors?!)  and a  newly ren
ovated Post  Exchange.  Next  in  
your  l ine  of  v iew is  th e  com
missary ,  where  you should  

" jus t  ask  the  folks  a t  the  s tore  
— that ' s  what  you should  do 
— your  commissary  helpers  
are  there  to  help  you!"  A 
glance  to  the  r ight  re veals  the  
Patch Play house ,  which shows 
movies  that  were  re leased in  
America  only  s ix  months  ear l i
er .  Moving on,  you are  greeted  
by that  which is  yo ur  des t ina
t ion:  a  p lace  where  yes terdays  
a re  t reasured memories  . . .  
Alexander  M.  Patch American 
High School ,  a  Patch of  br ight 
ness  on an  ordinary  green 
army post.  
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Malt Beatty (9) and Joel Sgro (9) stand by the wall th< 
was. Washington Square's plaque announces Pate 
k Barracks' proud heritagf 

X Patch 

Dmitri Carokis (8) enjoys the finest of Baskin Robins' 31 (16?) flavors. 
This massive, triangular glass building, alias Patch High, houses over 500 of the 
finest students and teachers in an atmosphere bursting with sunshine and ideas. 

With top movie features like "Other People's Money," $2.50 better be the cheapest 
price goin'. Comics, newspapers, magazines and inquiring minds are found within 
these hallowed walls. 
Buried within this fortified command building, generals worked toward keeping the 
edge and ending the cold war; they worked very well. 

Patch 



PHS Students 
Explore Europe 

A beautiful view of the Fairytale Castle Neuschwanstein. 
Ulrikke Castberg (12) and Amy Rhoades (12) caught in a 
moment of inspiration by the famous "head"-statue in 
Stuttfart. One of the things we'll remember the most: Fest! 
Ulrikke Castberg (12) looks at the mountains in her 
homecountry of Norway. 

Europe • 

We are everywhere! PHS spelled 
out on the beach in Ibiza, Spain. 
The French alps. 
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Homecoming 

It was time. Slowly the elected Home
coming Court proceeded to the dance 
floor. The culmination of weeks of work 
and competition gave way to a night of 
memories. 

Homecoming 1991-1992 was a time 
for rejoicing and revelry. No other Home
coming has come close to the amount of 
excitement and energy displayed by all 
the classes during this historic week. 

One of the high points of the week 
was the coronation ceremony which took 
place Thursday, October 17, at the end 
of Skit Night. There were a total of 18 
students elected to the Homecoming 
Court. 

"It was a good time. Many of the peo
ple I'd hoped to win did! There was a lot 
of spirit and enthusiasm," remarked Jen
nifer Guillory (11). 

"Most of these people I've known for 
several years, and for most it will be the 
only crown they will ever wear (without 
overthrowing a small country first). I 
didn't want to miss something that spe
cial," joked Matt Simmons, (12). 

Two days after the coronation, Oct. 
19, was the highlight of the week, the 
Homecoming Dance. The dance began at 
7:00 and lasted into the early morning 
hours. Most couples went out to eat at 
fancy German restaurants before arriving 
at tne dance, where there were small 
appetizers to appease the occasional 
hunger pang. 

"I liked the music and the munchies, 
and being with my friends," commented 
Jennifer Wells (11), "All and all it was a 
pretty awesome time!" 

Half way through the dance Larina 
Halvorsen (12) and Ryan Schlagheck 
(12) gave a special presentation with 
Biorn Nelson (12) playing the guitar. The 
duo sang "More than Words," by 
Extreme, the theme song for this year's 
Homecoming. After their duet, the 
Homecoming Court was again presented 
for the last time. 

"I think this year's Homecoming was 
awesome, and I really had a good time!" 
stated Sean Hanover (12). 

All wrapped up in Homecoming week, Heather Boze (8) helps to clean un 
after Skit Night. v 

A chorus line of black and gold: Tera Asbill (7), Lincoln Ratliff 7), Katie 
Lahnstein (9), Devon Smith (9), Natasha Bright (11), Ryan Meno (11) 
Angle Carroll (12), and P.J. Cheng (12). 
The Patch High Senior Court: P.J. Cheng, Joe Garcia Pat Pinschmidt 
Bryan Strickland, Leslie Perrault, Larina Halvorsen, Trish Eisemann 
Angle Carroll, and Abby Bates (a pseudo-Sarah). 

Homecoming 

All hail to King Bryan and 
Queen Leslie. 
Matt Erwin (7), Valada 
Bracher (7), and Ted Willis (7) 
look like they're having fun. 
"I want to be King, but ..." 
says P.). Cheng (12) to senior 
sponsor Mr. Rehwaldt 
Bubbly Amy Botts (10) enjoys 
David Winter's (12) arms. 

The many reactions of Mike Barry (12), 
Joanna Fernandez (10), and Mike Stevens 
(10), Leslie Wheeler (8), and Kris Abel (8). 
Watch out for that word! Tera Asbil (7) and 
Lincoln Ratliff (7). 
A picture says more than words can say. 
Larina Halvorsen (12) and Ryan Schlagheck 
(12) caught in an inspirational moment while 
singing "More than words" at the Home
coming dance. 
Lainey Tiderman (12), Karen Hutcheson 
(12), Angie Carroll (12), and Amy Rhoades 
(12) are belles of the ball. 



Homecoming Spirit 

Panthers decorate their faces and halls. 

"Can you tell me how to get, how to 
get to Sesame Street? 
"Peace man.' Michelle Nicon, Kathy 
McDonald Kris Kays, Elizabeth 
McDonald, and Joanna Huckins. 

"Yo, babe, what's happenin'?" says Abby Bates (10). 
Robert Ligon (9) a nd Christine Guess (9) celebrate peace with flowers 
and smiles. 
Devon Hogan (8) and Christine Guess dress in black and gold to the 
tips of their noses. 

Julie Gleisberg (10) and Natalie 
Laquement (10) demonstrates the lat
est fad: taped glasses and buck-
toothed smiles. 
Thomas Beadle (9) stands in awe 
before the mighty Senior hall. 
Ryan Snow (10) and John Shullo (10) 
show their true characters at the Pow
der Puff game. 
Karen Hutcheson (12) - feeling 
groovy. 

"Homecoming has given me 
a 'hall' of a week," says Junior 
Class president, Ben Burch. 

The four days were allowed 
you to show your true spirit. If 
you had reinforcers on your 
nose, a Hawaiian patterned 
shirt with a butterfly collar, and 
an apple for the teacher, you fit 
in on Nerd Day (Tuesday). A 
common comment heard on 
Nerd Day from unspirited stu
dents was, "Why didn't you 
dress up?" to those with "kick 
me" signs attached to their 
rears. According to some, Nerd 
Day brought out the best in a 
few students. 

"It was a b ig improvement 
for Angie Carroll (12)," says a 
smiling Jen Tarplay (12). 

More students dressed for 
Hippie Day (Wednesday). 
"There was love and peace 
between brothas and sistas 
today," says Burch. Wearing 
everything from your mom's 
swealband around your head 
to the cheap pink plastic beads 
your sister wore last year for 
Halloween, was the fashion 
that day. For some, cowboy 
boots seemed appropriate, 
while others went bare-footed. 

When Thursday came, stu
dents rushed through doors to 
look at the class decorations. 
The smell of paint and glue 
hadn't had time to dissipate. 
With the final touches added, 
everything was completed. 
There were a couple of halls 
with bonuses for the viewers' 
benefit such as t he Care Bear 
streamers in the Junior hall and 
"The Thing" from the Adam's 
family in the Sophomores hall. 
Some of the halls even had 
more than visuals. "Our hall 
started to smell like hay," 
bluntly claimed Tarpley. 

Even though some of the 
class themes chosen for the 
classes were difficult to dress 
up for, students seemed to 
manage (Thursday). Old over
alls, plastic cowboy pistols, 
black lipstick, Big Bird footed 
slippers, poodle skirts, and 
BDUs were all part of the 
attire. No two classes resem
bled the other. 

Erin Heinemeyer (12) com
mented, "It's weird, the Mun-
sters are getting credit for 
dressing the same way I dress 
everyday!" 



Coke, the choice of a Nerd 
generation! Carrie Lahn-
stein (12), Travis Howell 
(11), Bryan Strickland 
(12), Brenden "Joker" 
Mattingly (10), Julie Gleis-
berg (9), Malia Tata (11), 
and Sam Shullo (8). 
"You're not getting that ball 
unless it's over my dead 
body," says Faith Lewis 
(10). 
The many expressions of 
the winning Senior volley
ball team. 
Demonstrating the brand-
new dance craze, the Pan
ther Push! 
Future Women Football 
Players of America. 

CHEERING ON OUR TEAMS! 
They jump; they cheer; 

they have a good ol' time! 
Who are they? Cheerlead
ers! 

They run; they throw; 
they fight for their class 
honor! Who are they? The 
players! 
Once a year the guys get 

to put aside their macho 
image and wear a dress. 
The girls put aside their 
make-up and don sweat
pants, shorts, etc in an 
attempt to carry off the 
spirit points in a victory. 
This year the freshman 
played the sophomores 
ending in a tie of 7 to 7, 
and the juniors played the 

seniors ending in a tie of 14 
to 14. Because of the ties 
no Friday game was need
ed. 
"We showed what we can 

do, the Patch Football team 
needs a woman's touch 
(Just joking guys)," said 
Jenny Guillory, a powder-
puff player. (11) 

"The girls out there need 
us!" exclaimed Ryan 
McRae a powder-puff 
cheerleader. (11) 

Some people thought that 
having the powder-puff 
games all week instead of 
just on Friday, like last year, 
was a bad idea. They said 
that it didn't give them 

enough time to prepare. 
"It was boring, everything 

should be on Friday and we 
shouldn't have to go to any 
classes that day," said Sam 
Smith. (12) 
Others liked the new 

schedule. "The whole week 
was great! Having the 
sports all week let us out of 
a lot of class time," said 
John Woodhouse. (8) 
Thinking back on Home

coming week, Sonia 
Chavies (10) exclaimed, 
"The week is long over and 
we come to the last but 
through it all we had a 
blast!!" 

"Want to see us strut our stuff?" ask Edward 
Frothingham (9), )acob Reed (9) & Damon 
Boze (9). "Am I the only one doing the 
wave?" asks Michelle Bedell (9) while 
Tamiika Frowner (9) grins her biggest smile. 
Leslie Perrault (12) laughs as she points out 
the Junior's mistake. 
Let's do the Domino roll!!! 



Excited Students Parade to Husky Field 

"I think there's something really wrong with this guy," exclaims 
Robert Whitmore (8) over David Harrison (8). 
Whoa! I'm not finished yet," says Damon Boze (9). Hey little 
Indian, where's the other eight? Ryan Prince (7) catches a ride 
on Andrew Head (7). 
Jason Carrolo (12) & Erin H einemeyer (12) roll in the hay with 
Merlin. 

Remember the week when our 
school turned weird? Everyone 
dressed strangely; people laughed; 
guys played football. Teachers 
were seen "attempting" to play 
basketball. What could have possi
bly possessed our school to act so 
outrageously crazy? Well, whatev
er happened to our school. Janet 
Eads (12) says "Homecoming 
week is definitely something I 
won't forget!" 

Homecoming week left us plen
ty of memories. Each class had dif
ferent themes based on television 
shows so that they would be 
remembered in their own special 
way. Seniors left us with the mem
ory of the Hillbillies running wild 
through the school leaving behind 
a trail of hay. The crazy juniors 
wreaked havoc on the Nuernburg 
Eagles with the help of Big Bird. 
Let us not forget the sophomores 
who trekked through the halls as 
monsters frightening everyone 
who crossed their path. The fresh
men rocked and rolled to the top 
of their charts with Fonz and 
friends on the Happy Days series, 
and the busy eighth graders cam
ouflaged themselves to look like 
their favorite characters from 
M.A.S.H. Dressing in cowboy 
attire, eager seventh graders 
showed the school they've got 
spirit. 

Each class enthusiastically 
showed their spirit for PHS in a 
creative way. We paraded down 
the streets of Patch for a Pep-rally 
on Husky field, where everyone let 
loose with cheers, and chants for 
their class; preparing the Panther 
teams for their games against the 
Eagles. Homecoming was the key 
to excitement. 

Move over, it's the Big Bird Mobile! 

Homecoming Agenda 
Jen Tarpley (12) - The multi-talented Hillbilly, who 
chomps apples, plays the guitar, and sings folk 
songs for FUN. Kelli Wolfe (11) - Watch out, Eric, 
The Attack of the Killer Muppets! 
An unrecognizable Sophomore Ghost exclaims, 
"OH! My Gosh, it's a dead eagle!" 

Gwendollyn Williams 
(10) and Collen Cook 
(10) are the Nurnberg 
Eagles coffin bearer. 
"Hey, Padner!" says 
Eric Barnes (7) to 
Patrick Quentmeyer (7). 
The Freshman class, 
tries to show their spir
it. 
The Sophomore class 
gives a horrendous yell. 



Eyes on the World 
As the collective eyes of the 

world watched, political events 
took shape that could not have 
been foreseen by even the most 
informed political scientists. 

The Soviet Union met its ulti
mate demise only months after 
averting a return to hard-line 
Communist-style government. 
Makhail Gorbachev resigned his 
post as head of the Soviet Union 
on January 1. On that day, the 
Soviet Union ceased to exist. 
Replacing it was the Common
wealth of Independent States, 
now led by the Russian reformist 
Boris Yeltsin. The CIS was faced 
with its first challenge as the cold 
winter enveloped it. T he people 
were in desperate need of food 
and other supplies. In an effort to 
relieve this need, the U.S. 
launched Operation Provide 
Hope. 

In perhaps the most anticipat
ed peace talks in recent history, 
leaders of Israel and the Arab 
occupied areas of Israel met in 
an attempt to resolve their differ-

differences over land rights. 
Although no breakthroughs were 
made, the foundation was laid 
for a future of diplomatic rela
tions. In Yugoslavia, sovereign-
minded states Croatia and Slove
nia declared their independence 
in June, 1991. Since then, 14 
truces have been made and bro
ken in an effort to end the civil 
war which resulted from that 
declaration. 

Back a t home, politics were in 
the spotlight, as well. Supreme 
Court-nominee Clarence Thomas 
became wrapped up in a sexual 
harassment scandal which 
opened the eyes of the nation to 
a not-so-new problem: "How far 
is too far?" Meanwhile, the cam
paign for 1992 elections began 
amid President Bush's lowest 
approval ratings ever. 

Turning our eyes to the sports 
world, Magic Johnson announced 
his retirement from professional 
basketball on November 7. He 
had contracted HIV, the virus that 
causes AIDS. A lthough he might 

We said goodbye to the solid red flag of the Soviet Union and welcomed the 

r i. i , . . Russian white, blue, and red 
The Commonwealth's new leader, Boris Yeltsin, and the man he replaced; 

Mikhail Gorbachev. 

• 

play in the summer Olympics, it 
is unlikely that he will ever be 
able to play professionally again. 
Speaking of the Olympics, the 
winter portion was held in 
Albertvilie, France this winter. 
Although dreams of gold in h ock
ey were dashed by the Unified 
team, we enjoyed a fairly suc
cessful Olympics. 

The year 1991 brought politi
cal and social problems to the 
forefront of our attention. Before 
our very eyes, the winds of 
change ran their course. In their 
path lay the fall o f Communism, 
the beginning of diplomacy in 
Israel, a rift through Yugoslavia, 
and a fallen hero. 

Current Events • 

Magic Johnson retired after contracting the HIV virus. 
Indeed, some heads did roll following the purge of Communism in Russia, including this 
statue of V.I. Lenin, founder of modern Communism. 
Capitol Hill was not quite this serene as the Clarence Thomas hearings clouded the at
mosphere, and presidential campaigning got underway. 

Because Israel does not recognize the 
PLO, Palestinian Secretary General 
Habasch and PLO chairman Arafat 
remain the last obstacle to further 
peace talks in the Middle East. 

Current Events 

• 



Eye to Eye 
Just as mitosis separated the early bacteria, 
Tomeaka Lewis (9) tries to break into being 
from Chris Dickerson (9). 
"I have no idea who this girl is!! She just ran 
up, yelled 'JAM!' and grabbed me!!" Katie 
Halvorsen (7) and Larina Halvorsen (12). 
On next week's episode of Wild Kingdom, 
Eighth Graders! Devon Hagan and Barbra 
Wisniewski as "the fish sisters." 

"The devil made me do it!" explains Sam 
Smith (11) after popping, Vernon Lewis 

(9). 
Eutopoa Brice (9), Stacie Jordan (9), and 

Joanna Fernandez (10) "M axin' and relax-
in'." 

"Pucker-up Buttercup," says an elastic 
Aaron Wheeler (11). "You as much as 

drool on my jacket, and I'll tie your lips in 
a square-knot," asserts Amanda Cren

shaw (11). 
Let's see that Colgate Smile!! Seniors 

Ulrikke Castberg, Annetta Burger, and 
Carrie Lahnstein hang-out in the Band 

during Homecoming. 

by Rather Dan 

Bestamorphosis Friendshipotitis. A 
contagious disease that has swept 
through the world and affected the 
hearts of millions. It begins harmlessly 
enough, but it spreads so quickly that 
there is no hope for escape. B.F. 
attacks the hands, which begin to 
mechanically write notes in virtually 
every class period. It works its way 
into and corrupts the brain, usually 
affecting the ears first, which are glued 
to telephones from 7-10 p.m. every 
night. The eyes are usually affected 
next, plagued by knowing glances 
shared with other victims of the dis
ease. S lowly, the entire body is taken 
over, causing the afflicted to perform 
the ultimate symptom of the illness — 
HUGGING! 

There is only one known cure for 
this pestilence — separation. When 
victims are kept away from each other 
for more than a few months, there is a 
tendency for the illness to subside. 
Relapses m ay occur, though, at any 
time and without warning. A letter 
from a fellow B.F. vi ctim may trigger 
uncontrollable seizures of the heart. 
These, too , usually fade. However, in 
some instances, nothing can dissolve 
the genuine love that characterizes the 
sickness, making it more of a worth
while and enduring devotion than a 
disease. 

Micah Magill and Matt Simmons (12) gather 
more sand for their room at sunny Ibiza. 
Tyler Sweat (9) enjoys a brief hug of support 
from Boris Western (11). 
"As a sign of the further regression in dressing," 
says D aniel Bryant (10) "I present Luis Crespo 
(10) and Annette Dungca (9) ... " 
More Colgate Smiles!! Or was that Crest? ... 
Megan Rutherford (12), Jen Maddox (12), and 
Sarah Bates (12) provide the cameraman's bless
ing. 

Friends • 
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A famous dashboard. 
I yield for nobody, except the Polizei... and my daddy 

by Matt Simmons 

Ka-chunk. 
Cii-click. 

Okay. You're ready. 
Whirrrr ... ROOM!! It is 
alive, and you're about to 
make another impression 
on your German hosts. 
They don't make you do 
55 mph here!! 

Ah yes, the freedom of 
driving in Germany. The 
autobahns are the last 
roads in the world to still 
have unrestricted speed 
limits. Many American 
teenagers become accus
tomed to, and take advan
tage of these bursts of 
unchecked speed. To d rive 
with the pedal and needle 
pegged for hours on end is 

truly an intoxicating expe
rience. Passing cars and 
trucks like they were in 
reverse, you become a 
bahn-burner. Flat-out in 
the "Luftwaffe lane," your 
left turn signal arrogantly 
blinking, you gobble up 
the asphalt between you 
and that next rise. 

But the speed of the 
wide autobahn quickly dis
appears o n the backroads. 
Here you are limited by 
the twists and turns of the 
narrow road and your 
nerve to push them. You 
upshift after a corner, only 
to find a farmer's hay 
wagon lumbering at 10 
km/h in the next. German 
driving is frustration too. 

Medieval towns weren't 

designed for large BMWs 
and hot breathed 
Porsches. Tight corners 
and streets that require 
folding the rear-view mir
rors in are not uncommon. 
And then you're flying 
through the countryside 
again - till the cows cross 
the road. 

So you catch the nearest 
autobahn, pop in our 
favorite tape, and prepare 
to blast off. Once again at 
speed, you flash past a 
"Stau" sign. Great! You 
never really wanted to 
have a life anyway, so 
what's a few hours in a 
traffic jam gonna hurt? You 
shoulda taken the train. 
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by Erin Heinemeyer Linie 2 
Linie 3 

A small group walks into the club. 
The stench of smoke and the pulsat
ing beat o f the music reaches their 
senses. Inside , they stare blankly at 
the masses of dancing people. 

on a Saturday night. However, drink
ing is not the only reason i t proves 
popular. Jenny Guillory (11) com
mented, "It's not necessarily a place 
to go drinking, it's also a cool place to 
go, meet your friends, and get ou t of 
the house". 

mauuawi i 

Groups of black clad people cluster Parents, however, are another 
to the side, their hair standing on problem. Convincing them to let you 

Stadtbahn 
end 

After living in 
America, where 
there is not much 
to do for teens at 
night, many stu
dents are over
whelmed by the 
choices of where 
to go. Clubs 
prove to be a 
popular place to 
meet and social
ize. There seems 
to be an abun
dance of clubs 
downtown and at 
least one for 
every individual 
— from heavy 
metal to rap to "wave." Some of the 
more popular hangouts are Roxy's, 

kland, Rc 

ride the "Nachtbus" home at 1:15 or 

"1 enjoy going down
town and hanging out 
because the atmo
sphere seems more 
relaxed and I can talk 
to people I normally 
don't spend time with 
at school," comment
ed Angie Carroll (12). 

Musikland, Rock Palast, C inderella, 
Rock Fabrik, Ari's and PA's. 

Others find the availability of cer
tain beverages a new experience to 
enjoy. One can often find "The Ter
minator" crowded with Americans 

iew. 
s also a 

ended up taking 
the 2:30 bus. My 
parents were 
asleep, so they 

memorable time for 
many PAHS stud ents. Students are 
often spotted enjoying the rides or 
%-tanding in the corner of the 
Stuttgarter Hofbrau tent, talking to 
friends and generally having a good 
time. 

Rockpalast the place for a blast. 
McDonald's brings a taste of America to 

Germany. 
A bird's eye view of downtown Stuttgart. 
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Pj? 
Boblingen 

2:35 is not always 
an easy task. 
Thinking of a new 

®nd original 
excuse on the 
way home, was it 
challenge 
many. "The car 
broke down" and 
"I missed- The 
'strass'/bus" were 
frequent excuses. 
Heather Thiessen 
(12) remarked. 
ysyVe always 
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by Paula Coet 
Take a trip here, take a trip there, there 

are so many trips and such little time. A lo t 
of students at PHS have to choose what 
trips they want to take. There are many trips 
offered for different types of courses and 
clubs. 

"I had a lot of fun on the drama trip to 
England, I wi sh I co uld go back to see the 
sites," said Mike Stevans (10). The drama 
class had an awesome learning experience 
in England for a week. 

The history courses also have trips. For 
instance, the world history class went to see 
the Celtic tomb. "I had so much Fun, 
although I d idn't expect it to be," Abby 
Bates (10) said enthusiastically. There are 
other history trips that PHS students look 
forward to. Two Russian history students 
will have an opportunity to go to Moscow 
and St. Petersburg in th e spring. If a student 
was in the states, it wo uld be rare for a stu

dent to go visit Russia. 
What most German students look for

ward to is, of course, the Deutschland Reise, 
a wonderful tour of Germany. Most PHS 
students enjoy the fact, that they get to take 
a tour of Germany, and miss out on school 
for a little while. The French class, of course, 
goes to nearby France. 

What else could you be a part of, to go on 
trips? If you are interested in a certain club, 
Join! Many different clubs, for instance, 
FBLA, g o on plenty of trips each year. "I 
think that all t he FBLA trips a re informative, 
but are still a lot of fun," stated Erin H ewe-
meyer. 

Lucky seniors get to go to Euro Disney, in 
Paris for a senior class trip. If you want to 
get away from Mom and Dad plus your 
teachers. Keep your grades up and take a 
trip. 

^rr'^T,0 '  Eng 'fd tour is ts  make fr iends  wi th  the natives 
CathedraHowere majKhca"'^overLondoa ^ ^ '9)  ^ ̂  a 'Umni in  h igh P"*«- St. Pa ul's 



"Christmas angels" 
Ms. (ensen sporting that Christmas look. 
"Wouldn't you say this Gliihwein is of the finest vin
tage?" asks Lincoln Ratliff (7). 

by Colleen Crook 

Bubbling excitement fills the school build
ing. The winter vacation overshadows the 
upcoming exams. By living in Stuttgart, stu
dents can enjoy the rich traditions Germany 
offers during the holiday season. 

Beginning the first week in December, 
some Germans light one candle on an 
advent wreath every Sunday until Christmas. 
Then, on December sixth, the children place 
their shoes before the door to collect the 
gifts that St. N iklaus might bring. If they are 
good, chocolates or candy will appear, and if 
they are bad, the only thing the children get 
is a switch. 

Throughout the holiday season, revolving 
stages on pyramids depict the birth of 
Christ. Four candles adorn the corners, and 
the heat rising from them turns the paddles 
on the top. This makes the nativity scene on 
the bottom spin. Smoking men are also 
burned. These brightly colored figures have 
a hollow space in which incense is placed. 
On Christmas Eve, the parents decorate the 
tree with ornaments and candles. It is then 
locked in a room to await the joyful smiles 
on Christmas day. 

During the month of December, students 
often go to the Christmas Market in 
Stuttgart, the largest "Weihnachtsmarkt" in 
Germany. The sights, scents, and sounds are 
enough to delight anyone. People brave the 
cold to shop, eat, drink, and see the won
ders the Christmas Market beholds. Choco
late covered fruits, candied apples, jewelry, 
pottery, and other crafts may catch your eye 
as you stroll between the stalls. After a 
warm glass of Gluehwien and some food, 
the weary shopper prepares to face another 
row of goods or return home. 

Christmas is a special time of year, no 
matter where you are, but Germany con
tains some marvelous new customs that are 
wonderful to adopt and make our own. 

"Calories my butt!" says Chad Hastings (8). 

Thomas Groves (10) displays the ultimate in 
Christmas spirit: "This better be for me ... " 
Angela Lewis (12): Hershey's little helper. 
Amanda Ingalls (7) and Joanna Murray (7) 
find that cavities are universal - even at the 
Weihnachtsmarkt. 
Rebecca Grimm (7) sighs with relief as she 
finally separates her tongue from her candy 
apple. 



Carolyn Dragoo (10) and Wendy Williams (10) prepare to depart for the States 
Newcomers, Warner Steward (7), Theysia Fowler (7), Robert McClure (8), and 

Christina Ray (12) practice the AFN wave. 

Comings & Goings 

A sober Mike Durgin (7) reminisces about days gone by on his 
last day at Patch. 
Strolling in the snow, Devin Wansburn (7) and Alexis Borden 
(11) wave a friendly hello. 
"Parting hath such sweet sorrow," thinks Pam Groves (11). 
One last Sterling moment for McCormick (12). 

by Alyson Soma 

Half-packed and unpacked boxes, 
personal belongings strewn every
where: external and internal chaos. 
The orders came down through the 
"chain of command" and the time to 
pick up and start over has struck again. 
Once more it is time to pack up the 
house, the family and the memories 
and move on. Moving time can be 
long, tiresome and difficult (leaving 
friends is never easy), but it is an 
undeniable part of military life. 

"All I can think about is le aving this 
summer. Whenever I get to gether with 
my friends, all I can t hink about is how 
hard it will be to say good-bye to 
them," Angela Proctor (11) remarked 
sadly. 

Tired of Germany or excited about 
seeing old friends, some students, on 
the other hand, are thrilled to be leav

ing. 
"I cannot wait, it'll be so much fun," 

Mike Stevens (10) stated enthusiasti
cally. 

With the drawdown, or troop reduc
tion, in Europe, moving has become 
not only more frequent, but a surprise 
for some. Every morning on the news 
more base closings are announced. 
Parents expecting to stay through the 
year have received unexpected orders 
or found out that their units will be 
deactivating soon. 

Students come and go on a regular 
basis. Fresh faces are often seen wan
dering around the halls searching for 
their next class. "New Kid", the two 
most dreaded words in a teenager's 
mind, are being applied to more and 
more students as they come into Patch 
or go off to a new school. 

Whether arriving in a new place or 
leaving an old one, the feelings are 

always mixed. The sadness of depart
ing mixes with the excitement of what 
lies ahead. 

"It was exciting and depressing at 
the same time," remembers Alexis 
Worthington (11). 

The anxiety of being the "new kid" 
mixes with the eagerness to make new 
friends. 

"I was apprehensive, but I lo ved it 
once I g ot here," remarked Kevin 
Steinman (10 with a grin. 

And the desire to stay mixes with 
the desire to see and experience the 
unknown. Whether "coming" or 
"going", "old" or "new", "good" or 
"bad", moving is still an important part 
of our American military heritage. 

WmM 
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At first glance you see a row of faces, nothing in particular to distin
guish one from the other. All have two eyes, a nose, a mouth. All in the 
row are approximately the same age. 

Yet, each of these faces belongs to an individual with a unique per
sonality. Some of them you know, and know well. You have shared 
laughter and tears. You both remember passing notes under Ms. River's 
nose, groaning about Mr. Reisinger's tests, or chuckling over Mr. Hef-
fernan's jokes. You remember giggling at sleepovers, hanging out on 
Senior Hill, or sending the telephone bill rocketing through the ceil
ing. By getting to know them, these faces have come to mean much 
more than just cold flat photographs. Each rekindles a memory of a 
long lost friend. 

Without its people, Patch High School would be a lifeless 
skeleton, inhabited only by the wind. Individuals breathe life 

into the brick walls. You see students smiling and joking in the 
halls and classrooms. Their laughter becomes the life blood 
which flows throughout the school. The constantly stepping 
feet become the heartbeat throbbing in the air. Each individ

ual sees the world in a different light, and these different 
perceptions have given Patch the eyes to see the future. 

People 31 



i£aak 3ntn ilg Eyes Clockwise from below: Ulrikke Castberg shows her cannibalistic Viking instincts. 'The sign says it alll'Joe Garcia gives 
the Senior Powderpuffers some last minute winning strategies as Angie Carroll suspiciously eyes our camera. 'What are 
you looking at?" asks Jay Gleisberg as he gives a poster for the Senior Hall a f inal touch. Sean Hanover ponders the 
importance of his tongue in a spare moment. 

Yee Haw!! 

Bryan Strickland has his crowning moment. 
Bjorn to be wild! 

"Look into their eyes, and you will 
see ..." blank, empty stares sha dowed 
darkly by deep bags. Their eyes were 
red-rimmed and blood-shot, reflections 
of all nighters spent building physics' 
bridges, filling out college applications, 
and writing term papers. Now these 
eyes sparkle as the seniors s tride down 
their school's halls, with their heads held 
high. The struggle falls beh ind, forgotten 
in the past, and the future opens up 
before them. 

These senio rs have t riumphed. Over 
the past four years the class of 1992 has 
struggled through Freshman Friday, 
Sophomore Sophistication, Junior Jitters, 
and finally Senioritis. At last, the moment 
is here as s eniors stand up to receive 
their diplomas. Their favorite uncle from 
the states has traveled twenty-four hours 
just to see this special moment, and their 
parent's eyes glisten with pride. But only 
the glory of the moment seems to mat
ter, when all of those struggles pay off. 
This is what Senior Royalty means, 
standing before everyone with that 
diploma and being able to say, " I made 
it! I'm king of the hill!" 

During the year, the Seniors set of f to 
the newly opened EuroDisney in France, 
proudly wearing their class sweat-shirts. 
Now a summer of bumming around or 
working for college tuition lies ahead. 
On their own they will get a taste of the 
new discoveries to be found in the world 
beyond their parents' sheltering arms. 

Having stolen the show at Homecom
ing, prom, and graduation, it is no won
der that these graduating students are 
thought of as princes of thieves. "Every
thing I do, I do it for you," the theme 
song from Robin Hood, reflects these 
seniors, whether they are called kings o f 
the hill or princes of thieves. 

ENIORS 



Lashanda Allen 
Never love unless you can bear 
with all the faults of man. 

Rob Arnold 
Yeah, I care. 

Heather Baker 
The hardest years The wildest 
years The desperate and divid
ed We will remember These 
should not be forgotten years 
-Midnight Oil-

Michelle Barkey 
Fate determines who comes 
into our lives Our attitudes and 
actions determine Who stays in 
our lives.-Javan-

Mike Barry 
Fight 'em 'til hell freezes over, 
then fight 'em on the ice!! 

Sarah Bates 
I spend most of my time work
ing. When I'm not working, I'm 
laughing. When I'm not laugh
ing I'm listening. When I'm not 
listening I'm crying. 

Chris Brandhorst 
Life is a tragedy for those who 
feel, and a comedy for those 
who think. 
-J.B.

Jennifer Bray 
I have had dreams and I have 
had nightmares. I overcame the 
nightmares because of my 
dreams. They say youth dreams 
to escape from the future. I say 
youth dreams to create a 
future. 
-Johonas Salk-

Annetta Burger 
I gotta be me. 

Angie Carroll 
Vou must always give people 
room to surprise you. If you 
don't, they'll probably act like 
the boring people you expect 
them to be. 
-Sharon Linnea-

Ulrikke Castberg 
A woman without a man is li ke 
a fish without - a bicycle. 
-traditional Viking proverb-

P.J. Cheng 
Vou may have seen this all 
before, but it's so different 
when it's you it's happening to. 
So don't count your chicken 
before he crawls out of his 
shell. 
-inspirational carpets-

LailmuLi AMM 
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•Ryan Wheeler watches Julie Santos glow in sunshine. '"What's going on?" says Page 
Garner as s he digs into her locker. 'Joanna Reininger tinfoils the Senior hall for the 
first day of school. *A frown of fierce concentration mars Hill Billy Karen Hutcheson's 
face a she searches for the fallen eagle. 'Ryan Schlagheck gives Pat Pinschmidt and 
Joe Garcia some well deserved encouragement, while they pull the Senior float. 



Our famous senior President, Angie Carroll, shows spirit at the 
Homecoming pep-rally.Two sweethearts from the Senior class, 
Katy P olcar and Beth Wood ask, "O.K., you've seen u s; now 
where are the Senior guysi!!""Does this look good?" asks 
Trish Eisemann, while hanging up balloons for the Senior hall. 

Waheed Choudhry 
Let your mind go and your body will follow. 

Emily Clove 
If you would not be forgotten as soon as you are 
dead and rotten, either write things worth read
ing or do things worth the writing. 
-Benjamin Franklin-

Darrell Colley 
It is the fear of becoming the enemy that pre
vents man from a lot of possibilities of pleasure. 

Sascha Cotton 
Life is full of parties and remember there is time 
to rest when you die. 

Thomas Dyer 
Hasta La vista, Baby! 
-Arnold Schwarzenegger-

Janet Eads 
But when he asks, he must believe and not 
doubt because he who doubts is like a wave of 
the sea, blown and tossed by the wind. 

Thanks D.J. I love you! 

Trish Eisemann 
Life is s omething that happens to you while you 
are making other plans. 
-Margaret Miller-

Kim Fuller 
Fear none, Respect all. 

Katie Miedema enjoys 
the antics of the Patch 
Football team. 
Homecoming Court 
Finalists Jeni Tarpley, 
Angie Carroll, and Amy 
Rhoades pose for the 

Pandora Fuller 
Tread softly because you tread in my dreams. 
-WB Yeats-

Jackie Gann 
Strive after perfection. 

Joe Garcia 
She's just a friend! 

Jay Gleisberg 
The Great Pleasure in life is doing what people 
say you cannot do. 

Walter Bagehot 

John Haagar 
To err is human; To really louse things up takes a 
computer. 

James Hagan 
Yo woman! Get off your lazy behind and get me 
a drink! 

Larina Halvorsen 
Through good times and bad times, I'll be on 
your side for evermore. That's what friends are 

for. JAM! 

Sean Hanover 
There is a wisdom that is woe, and a woe that is 
madness. There is a Catskill eagle that flies in 
some men's soul that no matter how low it flies, 
is higher than the birds of the valley. God loves 
you. 



Benito Mendoza points 
out his talent for "throwing 
the best parties around 
here" in his speech for 
Class President. 
Juliet Mount questions her 
fellow Seniors, "Are you 
sure this is the right way to 
Husky Field?" 

"Did we sell out already?" Emily Suh asks 
Megan Rutherford and Sarah Bates sketch out their version of BeoReisinger. 

CUWi/TK 

Carson Hellwinckel 
A wise man speaks with his 
mind, not with his mouth. 

George Helmick 
Bye! 

Kari Henderson 
A dream is never fulfilled unless 
the dreamer tries. 

Richard Holt 
A dream is o nly a dream until 
one learns to live in it. All 
alone, ball in hand, then I 
heard Touchdown! 

Karen Hutcheson 
I wa nted to live deliberately; I 
wanted to ... suck out all the 
marrow of life ... and not when 
I had c ome to die discover that 
I had no t lived. 
-Henry David Thoreau-

Meredith Johnston 
Succes is never final and failure 
is never fatal. I t's the courage 
that counts. 

Paul Karl 
Be strong and courageous. Do 
not be terrified; do not be dis
couraged, for the Lord your 
God will be with you wherever 
you go. 
-Joshua 1:9 

Scott Kennedy 
If w e are strong, our character 
will speak for its elf. If w e are 
weak, word will be of no help. 
-John Fitzgerald Kennedy-

Carrie Lahnstein 
Two roads diverged in a wood, 
and I -1 took the one less trav
eled by, and that has made all 
the difference. 
-Robert Frost-

Angela Lewis 
The love of power is the love of 
ourselves ... and has a great 
influence on the sum of life. 

Matt Lewis 
Success as I s ee it is a result, 
not a goal. 

Jennifer Maddocks 
We're captive on a carrous el of 
time. We can't return, we can 
only look behind from where 
we came and go around and 
round and round in the circle 
game. 
-Joni Mitchell-



Sterling McCormick 
Before obeying those around you, you must first 
obey yourself. 

Martin McGibney 
This is your Senior year. It wil l be the only one (I 
hope), and it'll go by fast. So make it a good one. 

Stephan Meszaros 
I d on't know where I'm going, but I s ure know 
where I've been. 

Katie Miedema 

Two roads diverged in a wood and I - 1 took the 
one less traveled by and that has made all the dif
ference. 
-Robert Frost-

Tremayne Moore 
Hold on to your dreams, because dreams could 
take you to the multitude. 

Juliet Mount 
There are those who know they are only human 
but who try not to be any less. 

-Lloyd Alexander-

Tony Nance 
Life's experiences will come and go, but lessons 
learned shall forever be a part of you! Mart - see 
ya in the surf! Jah Praise! 

The Senior Powderpuff team (from 
left) Pandora Fuller, Larina 
Halvorsen Kay Sandberg, Angela 
Lewis, Lahanda Allen Carrie 
Lahnstein. Emily Suh, Leslie Per-
rault, Katy Miedema, Angie Car
roll, and Trish Eisemann 

Spirited (and very cold!) Seniors at the Homecoming pep-rally: James 
Hagan, Julie Santos. Janet Eads, Sean Hebert, David Winters, Beth 
Wood, Joanna Reininger and Lainey Tiderman 
Alyson Soma snuggles up to Waheed Choudhry and graduate Thomas 
Barthmus 

RleJtotd Hot 

Bjorn Nelson 
All m atter is merely energy condensed to a slow 
vibration. We are all of one consciousness flow
ing through itself subjectively. There is no such 
thing as death, life is merely a dream, and you 
are the imagination of yourself. 

Brienna Perelli 
From a little spark burst a mighty flame. 
-Dante- CARPE DIEM! 

Leslie Perrault 

The key to success is believing in yourself. 

Pat Pinshmidt 
The only one who can tell you you can't, is you. 
And you don't have to listen. 

Katy Polcar 
Where there is no vision, the people perish. 
-Proverbs 29:18a 

Joy Poorman 
So when the hunting starts and when the night
mares begin Remember you can fill up the sky 

you don't have to give in. 
-Robert Smith-

Mike Prost 
A true friend never gets in your way unless you 
happen to be going down. 
-Arnold H. Glasow-



Merideth Johnston shows off her winning smile while Juliet 
Mount hides seductively behind her veil of lovely locks. 
"Groovy!" exclaims Brienna Perelli as she chills out on Hippy 
day. 

Sean Hanover grins maniacally as he 
assumes he knows the answer during 
a round of Anglo-Saxon Jeopardy. 

Angie Carroll. Amy Rhoades and Lainey Tiderman 
bend over to hear the latest gossip. 
Tony Nance grins as he dream about being part of the 
cheerleading team. 

JuAet Momt 

Christina Ray 
Imagination is the key to a writ
er's heart. 

Joanna Reininger 
Love one another. 
-Jesus Christ-

Amy Rhoades 
I can do all things through 
Christ who strengthens me. 
-Phillipians 4:13-
So can you! 

Joe Rousseau 
I think not, therefore I am! 

Megan Rutherford 
To be nobody-but-yourself in a 
world which is d oing it's best 
night and day, to make you 
everybody else - mea ns to fight 
the hardest battle which any 
human being can fight; and 
never stop fighting, 
-e.e. Cummings-

Kay Sandberg 
Today, well lived, makes yester
day a dream of happiness, and 
tomorrow a vision of hope. 

Julie Santos 
Hey World! ... There ain't no 
fury like the recently freed! 
Remember Ryan, I love you. 
You can do everything through 
him who gives you strength. 
Don't worry about tomorrow, 
for tomorrow will worry about 
itself. Each day has enough 
trouble of its own. 

Ryan Schlagheck 
If you think education is expen
sive, try ignorance 
-Derek Bok-

Matt Simmons 
I have been crucified with 
Christ and I no longer live, but 
Christ lives in me. The life I live 
in the body, I live by faith in 
the Son of Cod, who loved me 
and gave himself for me. 
-Galations 2:20-

Angela Smith 

And what should they know of 
England who only England 
know? 
-Kipling Rudyard-

Alyson Soma 

I've suffered a great many 
catastrophes in my life. Most 
of which never happened. 
-Mark Twin-

Lei&e, Pwuudt Pot PiMicJmidt 



Bryan Strickland 
It is not death that a man 
should fear, but he should fear 
never beginning to live. 

Emily SuH 
Music is heard with the ears, 
understood with the heart. 

Jen Tarpley 
Peace is . .. seeing a su nset and 
knowing whom to thank. 

Heather Thiessen 
We are yo ung despite the years. 
We are concern. We are hope 
despite the times. 
-R.E.M.-

Lainey Tiderman 
Love is the only thing you get 
more of by giving it away. 

Eric Van Den Beldt 
Who will care in 700 years? In 
500 years it'll be in the history 
books. 

Sergio Villafane 
All that we see or seem is but a 
dream within a dream. 

Jeff Walfield 
Sorrow is b etter than laughter: 
For by the sadness of the coun
tenance the heart is m ade bet
ter. 

Roje Watson 
Those who think of what they 
say will succeed in life. 

Cena Wells 
In the day when I c ried out 
Thou answered me. And made 
me bold with strength in my 
soul. 
-Psalm 138:3 

Ryan Wheeler 
Where your heart is, there your 
treasure will be also. So make 
sure your heart is guarded from 
corruption that way your trea
sure won't become corroded as 
well. 

David Winters 
To the football team; Yee broil 

Beth Wood 
God gives us music, we are our 
own instruments. 
-Unknown-

Rich Yates 
As a dog returns to his vomit, 
so does a fool repeat his folly. 
-Proverb-

Bryan Strickland tries out the Beauty Queen Wave. 
Eric Van Den Beldt seeks shelter during the Homecoming pep-rally behind the Hill Billy Mansion. 
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Sam Smith hides in his coat collar during the cold Homecom
ing game. 
Trish Eisemann and Joe Garcia laugh at the thought of being 
nominated for the Homecoming court. 
Mr. Rehwaldt raves to Ms. Jensen about the first hit by his 
favorite group Color me Badd. 
"How can I smile w hen my mouth is full of food?" ask Annet-
ta Burger and Brienna Perelli while munching their lunches. 

Senior Hill Billies 
hold on to their 
hats during the 
windy Home
coming game. 
" E v e r l a s t i n g  
love!" exclaims 
Beth Wood as 
she shows us the 
button of her 
beloved Chris 
Nieman. 
Ryan Schlag-
heck peeks in on 
the added touch
es to the Senior 
float-Erin Heine-
meyer and Jason 
Carollo. 



1. R o b 
Arnold 

2 .  H e a t h  
B a k 
Band (9-11) 

3. Michelle Barkey 
4. Mike Barry 

Ftball JV(9) V(10-12), Soccer 
JV (9) V (1 0-12), FBLAI9-12) 
MUN(11), Sitzmarkers(9-12) Living 
Poets(12) 

5. Sarah Bates Basketball V(12), Track V(9), 
Tennis V(9-12), NHS(11,12), Living Poets(12), 
Sitzmarkers(12), Class Rep.(12), French Club, Latin 
Club, Teen Council 

6. Annetta Burger Yearbook(12), NHS(10-12), 
NHS(11), Math NHS(10,11), Latin Club(9), lnteract(11), HELP 
P(9-11), MUN(12) 
7. Angie Carroll 

Soccer V(9-12), FBLV9-12), Chorus(9), Sitzmarkers(9,10), Class 
Pres.(12), Class 8. Hist.(11), Independent Ski Racing 
8. Ulrikke Castberg Swim team(9), Band(9-12), Chorus(9), Harmo

ny Ex.(11), Flag corps(12). Honor Band(12) Sitzmarkers(11,12), 
Yearbook(12), Student Council VP(9), Class VP(10) 

P.J. Cheng 
Golf(11 ),Sitzmarkers{9,12) 

10. Waheed Choudhry 
Ftball JV(9), Drama Club(11,12), NHS(11,12), Class Rep.(9) 

11. Sascha Cotton 
12. Thomas Dyer 

Ftball JV(10), V(11), Wrestling V(12), FBLA(9-12), Sitzmarkers(9-
11), Class Treas.(9) 
13. Janet Eads 

14. Trish Eisemann 
Soccer V(9-12), FBL4(10,11), Drama Club(10,11) NHS(9-12), Sitz-

markers(11), Class Hist.(12) 
15. Kim Fuller 

Wrestling JV(9,10) V(11,12), Tennis JV(9,10), FBLA(12), Sitzmark-
ers(12) 

16. Pandora Fuller 
17. Jackie Gann 

FBLA(12) 
18. Page Garner 

Basketball JV(11), FBLA(10,11), Band(9,10), Class VP(11) 
19. Joe Garcia 

Ftball JV(9) V(10-12), Basketball JV(9,10) V(11), 
Soccer JV(11), Track V(9,10), FBLa( 12), 

ROTCdO), Chorus(9) Newspaper(9,10), 
Yearbook(12), Class Sec.(9) 
20. Jay Gleisberg 

Ftball V(11), Basketball JV(9,10), 
Band(10-12), Honors Band(12) 

Seniors 

2 0 .  
Christi
na Ray 

D r a m a  
Club(11,12), Cho-

rus(9-12), Living 
Poets(12), Newspa

per^) 
'19. Mike Pros! 

Ftball(9,10), Cross Coun-
try(11), Track JV<9), 
FBLA(11,12), Sitzmark-
ers{12), MUN(11), Class 
Treas.(11), UiL(10), Base
ball V(9-12) 

18 Joy Poorman 
Soccer JV(9) V(10-12), V-ball JV(10) V(11,12), 
Swimteam(10,12), Cheerleading JV(10), Band(9-12), 
Chorus(12), Harmony Ex.(12), NHS(10-12) 

17. Katy Poicar 
Drama Club(9,10), Band(10-12), Honors Banddl), Flag 
Corps(12) NHS(10-12), Student Council Hist.(12) 

16. Pat Pinschmidt 
Ftball JV(10) V(11), Basketball JV(9,10) V(11,12), Tennis V(9,12), 
FBLA(9-12), Sitz markers(9-12), MUN(11), Student Council Pres.(12) 
V.P.<11), Class Rep.dO), Model U.S. Senate(10-12) 

15. Bnenna Perelli 
Cross Country(12), Drama ClubdO-12), NHS(10-12), SitzmarkersdO-12) 
MUN(11,12), Yearbook(10,11) Ed.(12), Class Rep.dU 

14. Bjom Nelson 
FBLA(10), Sitzmarkers(9,10), Class Rep.(11) 

13. Juliet Mount 
Cross Country V(11,12), Soccer JV(9) V(11,12), Drama Club(11,12), 
NHSd1/12), Living Po ets(12), MUN(11,12), Literary Magazine(9,10) 

Tony Nance 
Soccer JV(9), Tennis V(11,12), Swim Team(9), Baseball(9-12), FBIA<10-12), 
Sitzmarkersd0-12) 

12. Tremayne Moore 
Ftball Vd2), Track Vd2), FBLA(10,12), ROTC(12), MUN(12) 

11. Katie Miedema 
Soccer V(10), Cheerleading V(11-12), Dancerettesd 0,11), Drama Club(9,10), 
Class V.P.(12), French Club(9), FCAd0.11), FHA(9) 

10. Angela Lewis 
Basketball JV(9) V(10), Track V(9-12) 

9. Carrie Lahnstein 
Drama Club Hist.dD Treas.(12), Band (9-11), NHS(9) Hist.(11) Pres.(12) 

Paul Karl 
Cross Country(10-12), Track(9-12) 

Meredith Johnston 
Cross Country JV(10) V(11,12), Soccer JV(11), Track jV(10), FBIA(10), Drama 
Club(9,11,12), NHS(9,11,12), Sitzmarkers(10-12), MUN(11,12) 

6. Karen Hutcheson 
Drama Club(9-12), Chorus(11), NHS(10-12), Living Poets(12), Newspaper(12), 
Foreign Lang. Club(11), Future Educators Clubd 1) 

5. Kari Henderson 
Soccer JV(9) V M gr.(11,12), Volleyball JV(10,11) V(12), Tennis V M gr.(9), 
FBLA(12), ROTC(10,11), Band(9-12) 

4. Carson HellM^nckel 
3. Larina Halvorsen 

Soccer V(11), Track V(9), Tennis V(10), Cheerleading V(9-12), Band(9), 
Chorus (10,11), Harmony Ex.(11,12), N HS(9-12), Class Treas.(12), Girl 
Scouts(9-12) 
Sean Hanover 
FBLA(10,11), Chorus (12), Harmony Ex.(12), Newspaper 
E  d  -  (  1  I  , 1 2 ) ,  

Student Council Hist.(11), Class Pres(9), DYPTdO-
12) 

2. James Hagan 
Ftball JV(10), V(11,12), Track JV(9), 
FBLA(9,10), ROTC(9), S itzmarkers(9) 

'• John Haager 
Band(9,10), Newspaperd 1) 

Seniors 



1. Joanna Reininger 
Band (9-12), Hanrwny 
Ex. (9-12), NHS (9-12), 
Yearbook (11), Studen t Coun
cil Sec. (12), Hag Corps Capt (10-
12), Honor Choir (9-12) 

2. Amy Rhoades 
V-bail V (12), Yearbook (11,12) NHS (9-12) 

3- Joe Rousseau 

4. Megan Rutherford 
Cross Country V (11 -12). Soccer V (11 -12), Cheerleading )V (9) V 
(10), FBLA ( 11,12), NHS (10-12), living Poets (12), MUN (11-12), 
Field Hockey V (9.10), lacrosse (9,10) 

5. Kay Sandberg 
Track V (9 -12), Cheerleading V (1 0), Modeling Club V.P. (11), Cosmetology Club 
(10,11), Pride (10,11) 

6. Ryan Schagheck 
Soccer JV (1 0,11) V (1 2), V-ball V (9 -11), Band (9,10), Chorus (9), Harmony Ex. (1 0,11), 

Class Rep. (12), SAC Rep (12) 

7. Matt Simmons 
Yearbook (11,12), Newspaper (12) 

8. Alyson Soma 
Drama Club (9-12) Pres. (12), Student Council (11,12), VP (12) 

9. Bryan Strickland 
Basketball JV ( 11), Soccer JV (9) V (10-12), Track JV (9), Te 

(9-11), NHS (11,12), Sitzmarkers (10-12), Student Coun 

10. Emily Suh 
FBLA (10-12), NHS (10-12), MUN (11,12), CI 

Seniors 

11. Jen Tarpley 
Cross Country V (1 1), Soccer V (9 -12), Volleyball V (1 0,12), Drama Club (10), 

(11,12), Newspaper (11,12), Yearbook (9) 

12. Heather Thiessen 
Track V (9), Newspaper (9) 

13. Eric Van Den Beldt 

14. Sergio Vlllafane 
Tennis V (9,10), ROTC (9-10) Battalion Cmdr (12), Band (9-11), Baseball (9,10) 

15. Jeff Walfield 
Basketball V ( 12), Tennis V (10-12), FBLA (12), MUN (11) 

16. Cena Wells 
FBLA (10), ROTC (11), Chorus (9-11) 

17. Ryan Wheeler 
Football V (11,12), Chorus (12), Harmony Ex. (12) 

18. Beth Wood 
Band (9-12), NHS (10-12), Class Sec. (12), Girl Scouts 

(9-12), Honors Band (12) 

19. Rich Yates 
Track V <9), Golf (11), Band (9), Sitzmark-

ers (9), Studio Art (10-12) 

Senior Officers: Larina Halvorsen, Treasur
er; Angie Carroll, President; Katie Miede-
ma, Vice President; Emily Suh, Class Repre
sentative; Trish Eisemann, Historian; Beth 
Wood, Class Representative. Not Pictured: 
Ryan Schlagheck, Class Representative; 
Sarah Bates, Class Representative. 

• 

I lo ok back 
To tile-long halls in labyrinth schools 
where I w atched slow clocks tick 
and doodled notes on yards of paper 
while flipping through unabridged books 

I lo ok back 
To hard splinter-wood bleachers 
and rows of hoarse cheering students 
where coaches promised winning seasons 
and players laughed in yellow uniforms 

I lo ok back 
To long hours in pentagon classrooms 
watching teachers draw vectors and stir green chemicals 
when I sa l in rushed lunch meetings 
and conjugated irregular verbs 

I lo ok back 
To laughing friends in sun bright hallways 
when I r ode home in plush buses 
and carried loads of books on weekends 
while counting days till graduation. 

by Juliet Mount 
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On Top of Spaghetti 
by Jennifer Guillory 
"Juniors Rock!" exclaimed Ryan 

McRae, the class v ice president. Class 
spirit soared high for this year's Junior 
class. Dressed as Sesame Street char
acters, the class o f '92 took second in 
Homecoming's Spirit Week. While the 
juniors had fun getting into the spirit, 
we were also busy with school work. 

From the basics of US History and 
English 11 to the challenging SAT's, we 
spent many endless hours of studying. 
Alyson Soma remembers back on her 
junior year and states, "I've never 
taken so much Tylenol in my life." 

With so many things to be done, the 
junior year is certainly not one of the 
easiest. Malia Tata describes her jun
ior year as being "Exciting and very 
busy with a lot of hard work preparing 
for her senior year, but all in all, it has 
been a great year." Malia definitely has 
the "busy" part right. On top of study
ing and college searching, the juniors 
were working hard to raise money for 
Prom. Baked goods, candy, and pop 
were sold during the week days at 
break and lunch. When Basketball sea
son rolled around the juniors didn't 
waste anytime on setting up a conces
sion stand for the hungry fans. 

Though we were forever searching 
for lost time, we managed to keep our 
heads up and taking it step by step we 
made it through the year. Ben Men-
sah's o nly comment was, "Good luck 
to next year's juniors, the class of 
'94". 

Natasha Bright's brain shorts out at the PSATs. 
Chris Foulk contemplates his pop-tart during a 
short snack break before testing continues. 
The sign says it all! 

54 Juniors 

Joel S mith raises the Junior Battle Flae 
after the War of Homecoming on 
Husky Battle Field. 
"No, I can't go with you to Homeconv 
ing, Silly, Big Bird asked me first," says 
Amanda Crenshaw to Aaron Wheeler 
at the Pep Rally on Husky Field. The 
class of '93 shows their spirit. 

UNIORS 

Sam Abbot 
Karen Barabad 

Theodora Bellos 
Stefan Blum 

Andrew Bon 
Natasha Bright 

James Brock 
Belinda Brown 

Ben Burch 
Joel Cipriano 

Eva Conway 
Kim Couhig 



Amanda Crenshaw 
Thierry Curtis 
Jay Downtain 

Hedvig Elander 
Keeli Ellison 

Tina Engleman 
Jennifer English 
Lexi Fernandez 
Che Chen Field 

Chris Foulk 

Amy Franklin 
Jeff Frazee 

Kara Garner 
Lee Germain 
Pam Groves 

Jennifer Guillory 
Josh Halley 

Michael Harden 
Shonka Hill 

Travis Howell 

Jeremy Huffman 
Keith Jones 
Angie Kays 
Lori Lazor 

Tiffany Leister 

Tim Lennon 
Frances Lopez 

Scott Mason 
Christopher McCarthy 

Ryan McRae 

"Hey, watch the ear!" exclaims Ben Burch 

Tina Engleman and Amy Franklin experience brain 
drain at the PSATs. 
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Jacqueline Melton 
Ryan Meno 

Benjamin Mensah 
Lance Mitchell 

Leslie Morrison 
Sadya Moussa 

Lani Norris 
Angela Proctor 

Julie Quain 
Jennifer Reynolds 

Kara Shatto 
Paul Shediock 

Juniors Joel Smith, Angela Procter, and Ben 
Burch on top of spaghetti at the Spaghetti 
Dinner. 

Studmuffin extraordinare Shonka Hill chillin' 
at Husky Field. 

Kelly Wolfe and friends showing class spirit 
at the Homecoming pep-rally. 

58 Juniors 
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Joel Smith 
Joshua Spod 
Ryan Tadeo 
Malia Tata 

Jovonia Thomas 
Richard Thomas 
Elisabeth Turquand 
Gary Wafford 

Jennifer Wells 
Jason Wening 
Boris Western 
Trent Whaylen 

Aaron Wheeler 
Kelli Wolfe 
Yvonne Workman 
Rebecca Yarrow 

Eric Yount 
Tony Zinni 
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Best Legs: Chris Foulk & B eth 
Turquand 

"Best Class:" Kara Garner 
(Sec.). Ben Burch (Pres). 

Travis Howell (Rep). Che-Chen 
Field (Treas), Joel Smith 

(Hist). Amy Franklin (Rep), 
Malia Tata (Rep) 

Mr. & M s. Hofbrau: Jeff Frazee & M alia Tata (standing in for 
Tiffany Leister) 

Most Delightful Derriere: Ben Burch & Yv onne Workman 

Most Athletic: Travis Howell & M alia Taj 



"I can't believe they put me in Fresh-
# | | man English again!!!" exclaims 

1 * 1 — — I ̂  Michelle Thomas as she compares sn r ted roois whf h-V L' II I I- V^i I V V I V »you caught me!" says Marci Goede 
while she does her bird call. 

62 Sophomores 

by Amy Botts 
Late nights, endless stacks of books, and 

enthusiastic "Munsters" were just a few of 
the characteristics the sophomore class 
presented throughout the year. 

To prove ourselves worthy of being in 
the "Munstership" for this year's theme, 
we were definitely determined to exhibit 
our spirit and blast fellow competing class
es out of our "Munster" way. We did just 
that when we successfully won first place 
in the hall decorating contest during 
Homecoming Week. "Enthusiasm and 
responsibility were key characteristics of 
the students and their representative offi
cers ... especially during Homecoming 
Week," said Ann Holland, one of the 
mummified late-night sponsors of the 
class. Many a late night we were found 
traipsing our way up and down the science 
hall hanging and painting homemade deco
rations, creating our own "munificent 
Munster" theme. 

After Homecoming Week faded into 
thoughts only left for Egyptian mummies, 
hitting the books and realizing normality is 
a must for reality, all Sophomores could be 
seen carrying loads of the usual books 
home for study. Making the grades count 
is a stress of the 10th grade year, but tak
ing it too seriously would be too incredi
ble! Many Sophomores unwound by par
ticipating athletically, spending a little time 
socializing, or just having a good old-fash
ioned slumber party with popcorn and the 
works! 

Sophomores always seem to get kicked 
in the face with the old saying, "You're 
being sophomoric,"but this class was not 
known for being "sophomoric," rather, 
they were known as " sophists." Mrs. Hol
land gave her thoughts about the sopho
more class, "the range of maturity in the 
class in definitely unbelievable!" 

Obviously, this year's class has variety 
which one doesn't find everyday, and we 
certainly proved it through the fun we had. 
Maybe all those late zombie hours paid off! 

"I wonder if Dave's looking at me ... " thinks 
Amy Botts while Dave Winters (12) glances 
away. 
What's black and white and red all over? Sara 
Short of course! 
"Wait, that's my leg!" exclaims Natalie Lacque-
ment as she shows off her cheerleading skills 
together with Julie Gleisberg and Faith Lewis 
"Terrance, stop pretending you're Superman!" 
says Joanna Fernandez to Terrance Barnes (9). 

OPHOMORES 

Dee Abbott 
Steve Abellar 

Lydell Alexander 
Lakeisha Bankhead 

Sean Bartolain 
Michael Baskerville 

Abby Bates 
Andy Baumgardt 

Mandy Blain 
Wendy Blake 

Amy Botts 
Matt Brow 



Daniel Bryant 
Thijs Burger 

Butch Burton 
Heather Byerly 

Dani Cador 
Sonia Chavies 

Kersten Clifton 
Robert Conley 

Colleen Crook 
Roshonda Cutler 
Carolyn Dragoo 

Jeremy Eads 

Joanna Fernandez 
Angela Fisher 

Valerie Frederick 
Jennifer Fuller 

Sam Funderburg 
Angel Garcia 

Ed Gibson 
Julie Gleisberg 

Jason Glines 
Marci Goede 
Chris Greiner 

Vince Grey 

Andrea Haia 
Kevin Hart 
Kelly Hartberger 
Chacole Harvey 

Lars Hoernlein 
Christina Holling 
Dirk Humphreys 
Jennifer Jacobs 

Aron Jenkins 
Shawn Johnson 
Kristi Keesling 
Adrianne Kelly 

Who's the "spirited" zebra? - None other 
than J.P. Leibundguth 

We "can-can" do it! (Not!) Julie Gleisberg, 
Carolyn Dragroo, Michelle Thomas, Sam 
Shullo, Susan Rountree 

"Can I use your shoulder for a chin nest?" 
says Dustin Mitchell to Faith Lewis. Awhh-
hh! 
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Add to page 66 - Sophomores 

Amanda Kogle 
Joe Kreiwalt 
Natalie Laquement 
Michelle Lambeth 
Steve Larsen 

Ronald Lauck 
Jeong Lee 
Richard Lee 
JP Leibundguth 
Dee Levine 

Faith Lewis 
Tessany Lockhart 
Sam Lucas 
Don MacArthur 
Swanzetta Marshall 

Brenden Mattingly 
Meg Mazach 
Beth McDonald 
Rebekah McMullen 
Dustin Mitchell 
Kim Mestimaker 

Tenaiya Murray 
Bruce Palmatier 
Susan Pinschmidt 
Stephen Poehls 

Liz Polcar 
William Raley 
Melanie Reininger 
Katherine Rousseau 
Walter Saunders 

Add to Page 67 - Sophomores 

Rebecca Schlagheck 
Ingrid Shen 
Sara Short 
John Shullo 
Tennley Singer 

Teresa Skrypczuk 
Ryan Snow 

Anisse Soliz 
Natalie Stein 

Kevin Steinman 
Ryan Stewart 

Mike Stevens 
Josh Sundae 

Kaleb Taylor 
Michelle Thomas 
Edward Townsend 
Jeremiah Tussey 
Chad Van Pelt 

Teresa Skrypczuk, Thomas Groves, Colleen Crook, 
and Marci Goede, the ever cautious Sophomores, 
take great delight in carrying a cardboard coffin 
and a stuffed . . . bird? 

Carolyn Dragoo laughs against the gym wall. 



Craziest: Roshonda Cutler 
and Derek Lowe 

Biggest Flirts: Tomeaka 
Lewis and Dontell Green 

Best Smile: Susan Pin-
schmidt and Dustin 

Mitchell 

Most Involved: Dani Cador 
and Jason Glines 

Darcy Vigil 
Ken Ward 
Mike Watt 

James Whitmore 
Antoine Williams 

ence Room 

HOP SCHOOl KIDS 
SAVE LABELS 

Best All Around: Lakeisha Bankhead and Mike Stevens 

Most Athletic: Lakeisha Bankhead and Ryan Stewart 

Class Officers: Mike Stevens (Sen.), John Shullo (Sen.), Matt Brow 
(Sen.), Susan Pinschmidt (Sec.), Lakeisha Bankhead (Pres.), Beth 
Anne Coffman (Hist.), Ryan Snow (V. Pres.), Ryan Stewart (Treas.) 

Wendy Williams 
Tom Wilson 
Jeff Wood 
Meghan Woodhouse 
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Not At Eye Level 
by Sara Short 

How is a fresh-man to feel when s/he is 
duct-taped to the girl's bathroom wall on 
the first Friday of the school year? Could 
the feeling be anything like that of a greasy 
french fry plastered to the wall during a 
food fight in the school cafeteria? Scared 
9th graders crept through the halls trying 
to avoid the dreaded seniors lurking in the 
shadows. Their futures looked dim. "I was 
like oh, my gosh! I'm going to die!" recalls 
Judy Wilson. 

Some said more than that. "I ran for it, 
but 'they' caught me by the elementary 
school sidewalk. They took me down and 
duct-taped my legs together and put shav
ing cream all over me. When I g ot to class 
they all laughed at me," said Geoffrey 
Willis. 

Even though freshmen are at bottom of 
the pyramid, they still attempted to follow 
the rest of the classes in their pursuit for 
class funds. They sold 'cheek cheers' to 
spirited students during Homecoming 
week. 

Freshmen aren't just spectators any
more. They aren't just finding out what 
everyone else is doing. They can join the 
action too. "We are able to be more active 
in school life this year," said Jenn Smith-
wick. 

Greasy french fry or not, this year's 
largest class of students is the slickest one 
of all!! "By next year and the year after, 
they'll be a class to be reckoned with. They 
are definitely full of wild enthusiasm," said 
co-sponsor for the freshman class, Kathy 
Yount. 

Ryan Caulder and Damon Boze shake, rattle & 
roll the Panthers on to victory. 
Vanessa Valdez tells Kristine Kays "We're in 
the same class!" 
"How much did that cost?" asks Brian Wening 
to Tyler Sweat. 
"Don't even thing about touching my Wurst!" 
exclaims Eric Kennerson. 

70 Freshmen 

leoAmett 

Everyone watches breathlessly while 
John Bruckner takes off his shirt to 
show off his muscular chest! Damon 
Boze and Freddy Mendoza practice 
cross dressing in preparation for the ir 
special appearance on Donahue. 

Matt Anarde 
Holly Anderson 

Matthew Beatty 
Michelle Bedell 

Edrice Bell 
Jason Bewley 

Ronda Blood 
Jaromir Bon 

Damon Boze 
Lori Breau 

Terrance Barnes 
Thomas Beadle 



Eutopia Brice 
Chiquita Brown 

John Bruckner 
Alexandra Bryant 

Kathryn Buchanan 

Cristina Camacho 
Sonja Carroll 
Ryan Caulder 

Jennifer Chester 
Brad Clove 

Rogelio Colon 
James Conner 

Alexander Cooper 
Kathleen Davy 

Sarah Dean 

Joyce Desmond 
Christopher Dickerson 

Ebony Dixon 

How can we serve you? 
"Come on guys let me in, Uh, guys 
says Freddy Mendoza. Putt! Putt! Putt! 
The Freshman try to keep up. 

Joel Ellison 
Michael Fisher 
Anita Frazee 
Kevin Frick 
Edward Frothingham 

Tammiika Frowner 
Thomas Fugate 
Nicki Fuller 
Katy Garst 
Carissa Goerdt 

Ellanie Gomez 
Laura Greiner 
Christine Guess 
Ryan Halvorsen 
David Hampton 

Jaime Hancock 
Phillip Harris 
Ashley Hausam 
Kristine Hewitt 
Scott Hill 

Thomas Hirschmann 
Marc Hoferichter 
Jared Huffman 
Tory Ingalls 
Legion Jester 

Lance Jones 
Lashawna JOrdan 
Stacie Jordan 
Cara Kahl 
Kris Keesling 
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Erik Kennerson 
Andy Kern 
Jamie Kern 

Thad Lahman 
Katie Lahnstein 

Erica Lambeth 
Jo-Ellen Lauck 

Ron Lewis 

Tomeaka Lewis 
Vernon Lewis 
Robert Ligon 

Melissa Lindstrom 
Billy Little 

Derek Lowe 

Melanee Maddox 
Morgan McBride 
Brian McConnell 
Tonia McGibney 

Seth Meisner 

Freddy Mendoza 
Jimmy Money 

Shannon Moore 
Evelyn Mosley 

Erin Murphy 

Kenny Porter 
Jeremiah Rasmussen 
Nathan Rasmussen 
Juharia Redd 
Jacob Reed 
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WELL ... birds of a feather flock together... need we say more? 
Erin Murphy, Ronda Blood, Lori Breau 
Give me the stupid bucket you odor-eater!! Kevin Frick, Joel 
Sgro 

Terry Palmer 
Chris Pangman 
Jason Perreault 
Joshua Perreault 
Annette Philpott 

Jennifer Niederauer 
Jasmin Niederauer 
Michelle Nixon 
Brian Owen 
Antony Palazzo 



Thomas Resau 
Cindy Rider 

Jodie Robinson 
Melissa Robledo 

Richard Roche' 

"Don't ever say I'm desperate for a 
friend!" says Ms. Gibbs. 

Tyler Sorensen 
Summer Stewart 
Tyler Sweat 
Kevin Taylor 
Tarell Taylor 

"Look! I'm standing on the lockers in Senior Hall!" 
exclaims Geoffrey Willis. "You are so cool, Geoff!" 
replies Kevin Frick. 
Most Athletic: Devon Smith and Susan Rountree 
Class Clowns: Erik Kenerson and Anita Fra*ee 

Sara Uriona 
Vanessa Valdez 
Luis Villafane 
Janna D. Vinson 
Michael Waters 

Kelly Waynick 
Brian Wening 
Carl White 
Keria Williams 
Geoffrey Willis 

Anthony Wilson 
Judy Wilson 
Reno Wilson 
Alexander Woodard 
Kathy Zadwarny 

Freshmen 77 
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Words 5 

i Waves 

by Julier Mounr 

Some would argue rhor "Ameri
can" English is a flop. I hearrily dis
agree. What other language carries 
such eloquent expressions as, "dang," 
which, if used correctly can cause lis
teners to question a speaker's mental 
capacity? I maintain that the world 
would be a lesser pl ace if the follow
ing expressions were nor vivaciously 
used in the U.S. of A. 

"Holy cow," shows sentiment as to 
rest results, and con be used when 
other expressions might denote dis
gust, as in, "Holy cow, Aunt Bertha 
con pur owoy that side of beef!" 
Nobody knows where this expression 
originated, bur hypothesis hove con
nected it with Laughing Cow cheese. 
"Holy Cow," con be changed to, 
"Holy masrigophoran," or the popu
lar, "holy four-stomoched animal." 

"Cool," is a cceptable commentary 
during violent banana boat scenes in 
Jows, when brorry kids ore eaten by a 

shark with o hinged mouth. "Cool," 
also shows deep psychological feeling 
toward avant garde art exhibitions, 
when other expression, in the form of 
nausea, might be rejected as narrow 
minded bigotry. 

"Like," is one expression we con do 
without. However, this word is de eply 
imbedded in society, and will proba
bly still be used in the future, as in, 
"Like, I don't know where the earth is 
situated on this map of the galaxy." 
Also, "like," can help people realize 
to whom they ore speaking. For 
instance, if you call the White House, 
and someone answers, "Like, what 
can I do for you?," you will know Vice 
President Dan Quayle is on the line. 

I only scratched the surface here, 
and we know there are trillions of 
American expressions well worth 
using. So, like, if you are ever in a 
jam, just be cool, use handy Ameri
can expressions, and holy cow, peo
ple will be really nice to you at the 
Berry Ford clinic. 
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by Erin Heinemeyer 

For ages, music has been one 
of mankind's mosr faithful com
panions. When we are happy, 
sad, lonely, frustrated, or just 
there, music has always been by 
our side ... who ever said a dog 
was man's best friend? To many, 
music is one of the mosr important 
influences in life. People con often 
be found bragging about their 
extensive music collection of 
records, ropes, and CD's, their 
technologically superior stereos 
and speakers, or the grear concert 
they saw last nighr. 

Rap and soul are, perhaps, the 
mosr popular types of music at 
PH5. Bonds like Salt-n-Pepa, Ice 
Cube, Hammer, Ice-T, Boyz II 
Men, Michael Jackson and Prince 
were often heard blasting through 
earphones, cars, on rhe radio, 
and jusr about everywhere. 

Others prefer rhe less p ulsating 
beats and are found grooving to 
Bryan Adams, REM, U 2, Depeche 
Mode, rhe Doors, Elton John, and 
Billy Joel. 

Traveling a bit off rhe beaten 

loud, sweaty concerts that visited 
Stuttgart. 

One can't forger those black clad, 
odd hairstyled, trench coat and com
bat boor wearing students who 
favored rhe morose, morbid music 
of The Cure, Bauhaus, Sisters of 
Mercy, and Invincible Spirit. Many 
also throw in o bit of industrialized 
Ministry, Nine Inch Nails, Skinny 
Puppy, Front 242, or Einsturzende 
Neubauten, among others. 

Of course rhere are those who lis
ten to all types of music. One can 
even find a few classical fans and a 
myriad of Christian music listeners. 

Michelle Barkey (12) remarked, "I 
like wave and punk, but I really can't 
say why." Whatever rhe reason and 
whether students are jusr going to 
clubs, doing homework or merely 
hanging our, music is always rhere. 

path are those flailing about to rhe 
likes of the Red Hot Chili Peppers, 
Nirvana, Jane's Addiction, Primus, 
Metallica, Guns and Roses, the Sex 
Pistols, various death metal groups or 
techno. Many of these fans are able 
to see rheir icons up close at rhe 

TB\ 

TBLT&IR 
by Erin Heinemeyer 

Over the years rhe purpose of 
clothing seems to have evolved 
from mere items to cover and 
protect our naked flesh to more 
aesthetic statements. While 
strolling through rhe PHS halls, one 
can behold a plethora of fashions 
and trends. 

Although many students dress 
ro make themselves more attrac
tive, some fads are considered 
absurd by older generations. Is 
there any practical purpose for 
these fads? One can often 
observe students traipsing through 
rhe halls with conspicuous tags flut
tering afop rheir baseball caps. 
Does it have meaning ... or is it 
yet another pointless craze 
thought up ro make a fashion 
statement? What could it be say
ing? When asked of his opinion, 
Jomes Hogan (12) replied, "I 
always wondered that too. I really 
hove no idea why — maybe they 
jusr th ink it looks cool." 

Pacifiers are another item that 
can be considered odd. Neverthe
less, they are found swinging 
about rhe necks of many PHS stu
dents. Imagine the trouble thar 
our parents went through ro moke 
us independent of these devices. 
Yet, we hove regressed to this ... 

FUNKY 
STYLES 

or have we? Is it jusr another state
ment ro prove our independence 
and originality? 

What about those people we 
sometimes see roaming the halls, 
clad in monochromatic black, com
bat boors, trench coots or leather? 
Perhaps it is just a rebellious image. 
After oil, rhe look has been around 
for years, from James Dean ro Sid 
Vicious and other icons. 

Possibly rhe least gazed at and 
scrutinized style is that of rhe majority 
of PHS students ... rhe prep or rhe 
"average joe." While a few continue 
to moke waves with rheir snappy 
attire, many jusr coast along with 
compliments from their peers. These 
pupils can be found wearing sweat
shirts, rugby shirrs, j eans, cardigans, 
loafers, sneakers, socks, no socks, le t
ter jackets, swearers, leggings, T-
shirts, blouses, skirts, pants, and jusr 
about anything in "any color. Whatev
er the reason, preference, image, or 
statement, PHS students present an 
assortment of interesting trends and 
fashions. 

Have you ever bought a Blue-Lighr Special or K-Marr? 
Yes 31% 

Where do you shop? 

No 68% 

Vicious Vibes 

AAFES (PX.RB.erc.) 
German stores 
In rhe Stores 
Anywhere/anytime 
Nome-Brand stores 
Catalogs 
Everywhere 
In stores 
Anywhere, bur AAFES 
Don't ask/don't 
Thrift Shop 
Sex shops 
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Top Ten Places to Go on a Date on Patch 
10, The laundromat, a great place to listen to old country hits and eat 

half-frozen ice-cream while watching the clothes rotate in the dryer. 
(Great for those silent types.) 

9. His house to watch SAT math videos ... maybe the SAT verbal videos 
would provide for better enterrainmenr. 

8. The Patch Playhouse to see "Child's Play II" or, for the more romantic 
types, the "sizzling" "Hot Shots" 

7. Baskin-Robins where the couple can romantically slurp an ice-cream 
soda until around ... well ... 8:30 p.m. (For those who turn in early.) 

6. The Bowling Alley where the shoes make the man. 
5. Her house to sit and have a nice long chat with the folks and maybe 

play a game of 20 questions. 
4. Voihingen Bohnhof — a great place ro jusr "hang our." 
3. Breuninger parking lot where the couple can just "cruise" around 

with the music turned up and look cool. 
2. The Born (?????????) 
1. School dances, whar more is there ro say? 

Spring Break 
Spors 

When was your 
first kiss? 

19% 
17% 
11% 
11% 
10% 
8% 

5% 
4% 
4% 
4%-

4% 
2% 
2% 
2% 
1% 

6rh Grade 
7rh Grade 
Dirrh 
5rh Grade 
8rh Grade 
Long, long rime 
ago 
4rh Grade 
Kindergarden 
1 sr Grade 
3rd Grade 
9rh Grade 
2nd Grade 
10rh Grade 
Never 
Lasr Nighr 

Remember Your First Kiss? 

by Mimi Woods 

The moment is near. Saying goodbye to 
his first girlfriend. Eugene scuffs his feet and 
looks at the ground. Ar her front door, they 
soy goodbye. Tension hovers in the air. He 
reaches our a sweaty hand, and slowly leans 
his head near hers, millions of thoughts race 
through his mind. "Am I doing this right? 
Where does my nose go? Which way to I til l 
my head? Does my breath smell? Whar if our 
braces lock? Do I close my eyes or leave 
them open?" As he reaches our, she turns 
away and walks inside. Slam. He didn't want 
ro kiss her anyway. 

It is th e perfect time. Our hero sits next t o 
his second girlfriend at the theater. Stretching 
his arms, he lays one arm across her shoul
ders. So far, so good. Sighing loudly, he 
reaches for the popcorn. Their greasy hands 
meet amongst the kernels. Romance is in 
the air. He turns to face her, following Rhett 
Butler's lead. Except the arm reset intercedes 
and bars his passionate embrace. He could 
have sworn he heard a snicker. 

Ar the school dance, Eugene sways on ly 
slightly off-bear ro the slow, sensuous no tes 
with girlfriend number three. Feeling espe
cially daring and debonair, he sweeps hei 
off her feet - onto the floor. His c heek only 
hurt for 2 days where she slapped him. 

Eugene has decided to swear off girls. H e 
doesn't even notice how his new lab parfnei 
looks. Outside of the school, he begins to 
walk home, when he hears his named 
called. Spinning around, he faces Her. He 
notices for rhe first rime how deep the brown 
of her eyes are ... and how red her lips ore 
against rhe flush of her cheeks. Hesritantly, 
he steps near. She lifts her head, and sud
denly he knows which way ro turn his head. 
Their noses bump slightly, but their kiss is 
everything a first kiss should be: gentle, 
sweet, and perfect. 

by Karen Hutcheson 

It happens gradually. First, 
you feel a little antsy while 
listening to a lecture on 
mold. Then your eyes drift 
away from rhe computer 
screen, almost magnetically 
attracted ro rhe Grear Out
doors. As r he day wears on, 
it seems perfectly natural to 
run madly through rhe halls 
screaming "Toodles!" to your 
friends and hugging com
plete strangers. When rhe 
final bell rings, you all bur 
explode from rhe school 
building with cannon ball
like speed. Spring Break has 
arrived. 

Amid rhe school day dol
drums, Spring Break is almost 
unfailingly a time of fun, 
excitement, and romance ... 
even if you jusr sit at home 
and watch soap operas all 
week. The quest for rhe ulti
mate Spring Break experi
ence rook Parch students far 
and wide, from rhe slopes of 

Dates to look back on: 
Aug. 30: Freshman Friday 
Sep. 12: Class Elections 
Sep. 28-Oct. 13: Volksfest Bad Cannstadr 
Oct. 14-19: Homecoming 
Nov. 20: Death of Ms. Sheldon 
Nov. 28: Thanksgiving 
Dec. 23-Jan. 6: Christmas Break 
Jan. 10-16: Mid-term exams 
Jan. 28: Senior Love Sear Installed 
Feb. 5: Karen's Campaign for 

Prom Queen starred 
Feb. 13: Charlie's 183rd Birthday 
Feb. 25: Yearbook's FINAL deadline 
Mar. 6: Senior Skip Day 
Apr. 6-12: Spring Break 
May 2: Prom 
Jun. 7: Graduation 
Jun. 1 1: Lasr day of school for Non-Seniors 

Splices of Spring Break 

Switzerland ro rhe beaches 
of Spain. After arriving ar 
these exotic locales, every
one had their own unique 
plan for having a good rime. 
According ro Larino Halvors-
en (12), her itinerary for fun 
in Italy involved picking up 

Freshman Friday 
by Sora Short 

There were seniors lurking 
in every corner armed with 
markers and duct rape. The 
freshman were wanted — 
dead or alive! 

On Freshman Friday, 
Senior Hall was rhe wrong 
place to be. Red and white 
were their colors and Angie 
Carroll (12) lead rhe pack. 
Survival became rhe fresh
man goal. 

Many did nor have rhe 
luck of escaping rhe FEARED 
TAPE! "I turned rhe corner to 
my last class of rhe day, 
when 'they' grabbed me 
from behind. 'They' pulled 
me over to one of those sup
port poles in rhe basement 

and raped me up, from my 
knees to my shoulders. 
Everyone laughed ar me. 
Then someone yelled 
'MP!!!!!', and in less t han 10 
seconds, all I could hear in 
rhe hall was my own rapidly 

guys, preferably tall, dark, 
and handsome, wearing 
those near gondolier's hats. 

"It's rhe highlight of my 
life!" exclaimed Jen Torpley 
(12) ar rhe mere mention of 
rhe word Ibizo. This Spa nish 
isle, served as rhe sire for 

man Friday, 12:05 + seniors 
= feed rime! 

"Before lunch, on my way 
ro the commissary, these 
seniors starred chasing me. 
Since I was wearing Dock 
Siders, I co uldn't run very fast. 
After * grabbed me, I fell to 
rhe ground, and *, raped 
me to a tree. Then these 

"Freshmen Rule (Unril nexr year)." 
genr life form." 
"They ger worse every year." 
"They need ro be given o chance, 

They're o sod excuse for on inrelli-

nor roped ro rhe school walls." 

bearing heart ... I can't wait 
rill I'm a senior!" said Damon 
Boze (9) with a mischievous 
smile. 

Wirhour this watchful eye 
of rhe faculty, rhe freshman 
were easy prey. On fresh-

Malachi Ministries' annual 
Spring Break youth retreat 
and was a favorite destina
tion for many, despite there 
upheoveol of the boar ride 
there. Ibiza activities includ
ed cliff diving, cliff jumping 
(for weenies), and cliff 
watching (for real weenies). 
Souvenir barf bags helped to 
keep rhe memories "fresh" 
in the minds and digestive 
systems of Patch's Ibiza-
goers. 

Whether their final desti
nation was rhe living-room 
couch or rhe intrigue await
ing them in a foreign land, 
students found that Spring 
Break wasn't jusr about free
dom from school. It was 
about youth, and friends, 
and foreign men. Ah, mem
ories ... 

82 SlT^TS). war 

other guys started punching 
me. I was kind of scared 
only because I though I was 
going to be there for rhe 
rest of lunch, bur I was 
able ro rip away before that 
happened," said Mart 

Anarde (9). 
The freshmen did try to 

fight back. At rhe first d ance 
of rhe year, several freshman 
guys attacked seniors with 
markers. Also a bond of 
them drew chalk warnings 
on rhe sidewalk and hung 
threatening posters in Senior 
hall. "I thought it was rhe 
seniors who were supposed 
to ger rhe freshmen, and not 
rhe other way around!" said 
Ulrikke Castberg (12). 

All eighth graders should 
rake warning because YOU 
are nexr! 

* names changed to pro
tect rhe innocent 



All Covered with Cheese "You know it. We're the top!" 
Make love, not war! 
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Graders 

Kris Abel 
Bernadette Adams 

Karen Alexander 
Shannon Asbill 

Rebecca Austin 
Serena Bartolozzi 

Terence Bell 
Kimaiyo Belnavis 

Sereka Belnavis 
Dennis Berndt 

Ronald Blood 
Heather Boze 
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Little-known Fact #37: Korean medicine chains improve motor skills and 
prevent hair loss. 
Report suspicious characters to your local MPs IMMEDIATELY! 

Brian Glines 
Joanna Huckins 

Greg Hyland 
Emily Johnston 

Chris Kao 

Christine Haia 
Cornell Hazeiton 

Melissa Hearon 
Sally Higbee 

Erik Hoffman 

Chad Hastings 
Morgan Hammersen 

Latisha Hardwick 
David Harrison 

Kevin Hassinger 

Heath Howell 
Pat Goodrich 

Scott Goodrich 
Douglas Haagar 

Devon Hagan 

86 8th Graders 

Virginia Bradley 
Casey Franklin 
Jessica Fritz 
Rusty Gerhart 
A.J. Giasi 

Felicia Brown 
Faith Duncan 
Michelle Durgin 
David Fisher 
Santiago Fontanez 

Ashleigh Carraway 
Jonathan Crawford 
Mel Croll 
Will Dexter 
Rebecca Disiend 

Laurie Counts 
Jacob Castellaw 
David Charles 
Lissa Conway 
Heather Corey 

Troy Douglas 
Jennifer Brown 
Liz Brunelle 
Joe Bush 
Dimitri Carokis 

Mark Frank 
Billy Brison 
Bart Brock 
Alisha Brow 
Mark Brow 



8th Graders 89 

Marie Ligon 
Jason Liles 

Richard Littell 
Jeremy Lopez 

Leslie Low 

Sherica Lowe 
Jonathon McCarthy 
Summer McCollum 
Kathleen McDonald 

Genevieve Mount 

John Nance 
Sienna Newton 

Stephanie Pacific 
Ryan Palazzo 

Jonathon Peterson 

Kali Peterson 
Laura Peterson 

Meredith Peterson 
Eric Petterson 

Tom Phelps 

Teanna Quick Bear 
Benjamin Quigley 
Natasha Quinata 

Loye Ray 
Rebecca Reigel 

Ebie Riddick 
Arturo Rivera 
Jorge Rivera 

Emily Sawmiller 
Sam Shullo 

88 8th Graders 

Sherica Lowe, Bernadetle Adams, Ryan Palazzo, Scott Goodrich, and a quarter of Felisha Brown are 
all smiles at one of Patch's home football games. 
"You guys are supposed to play hard to get!" pouts Genevieve Mount while Michelle Durgin, Sonia 
Skrupczuk, and Laura Torbeck pose. 

Cheryl Karl 
Krissy Kays 
John Ketler 
Anthony King 
Kim King 

Christian Kucera 
Marc Lawrence 
Benji Led ford 
Michael Lewis 
Peter Lewis 

"I'm not going to tell you who I 
voted for!" exclaims Sam Shullo. 
"When's it our turn in the stretch
er?" ask Marie Ligon and Sam 
Shullo. 'This is our fourth trip 
today from the cafeteria carrying 
school food-afflicted patients." 



Laura Torbeck 
Ronald Turney 

Kirn Ward 
Natasha Wesco 
Leslie Wheeler 

Robert Whitmore 
Barbra Wisniewski 
John Woodhouse 

Emily Yeager 
Anthony Zavisho 

James Tomlinson 

Most Intelligent: Jake Castellaw and Rebecca Austin 
Best Looking: Pete Lewis and Leslie Wheeler 

8th Graders 91 

Most Spirited: Kris Abel and Sonia Skrypczuk 
Funniest: David Charles and Kim Ward 

90 8th Graders 

8th Grade Officers: (Top) Alisha Brow, Mark Brow, 
Grace Suh, Emily Johnston, (Bottom) Michelle Durgin, 
Sonia Skrypczuk, Laura Torbeck 

Laurie Counts, La'Tisha Hardwick, Heather Boze, and 
David Fisher enjoy themselves at the Pep Rally. 
Most Flirtatious Bart Brock and Barbra Wisniewski 

Tani Tata 
David Taylor 
Becky Thompson 

Ryan Smith 
Brad Sparks 
Brooke Story 
Grace Suh 
Megan Sullivan 

Chris Sick 
Chris Simpson 
Sonia Skrypczuk 
Erin Smith 
Lance Smith 



Eyeing the Top 
Flagging down that cameraman is always easier 
from loftier heights, as demonstrated by Christi
na Lewis (7). 
*Study of Extremes #35: hippie and homeboy 
Jeremy Sunday (7) and Tony Zavisho 'Show
ing off her fabulous finger strength, Dominique 
Burger hefts a weighty soda, but don't smash 
your hat! 
Rachel Wesco and Marisol Garcia eye their 
Stallions banner 

The chameleons slowly changes its 
color from an all around green to the 
golden luster that typifies the Patch 
American High School student. The 
seventh graders are at the beginning of 
those changes, their skins only a dull 
brown. The process is long and harsh. 

Upper-classmen glue seventh grade 
locks shut with Super Glue. Seventh 
graders are dumped into trash cans 
with their feet taped together. The sev
enth grade isn't easy. The new class 
came from bossing little kids in their 
elementary school to feeling like lowly 
kindergartners. Lunches that were 
once free for actually eating food have 
been transformed into rush meetings 
with little opportunity to eat. Is this all 
there is? 

The seventh grade is just one step in 
life's long climb to the top, but it's a 
big one. Now seventh graders can see 
their goal barely over the horizon. The 
sixth grade class, once so important, is 
too far beneath them to warrant recog
nition. "We're a part of the big picture, 
now!" exclaimed Dominique Burger. 
Participating in class skits, homecom
ing, raising money for clubs, and just 
hanging around with the older kids has 
become a part of the routine. Last year 
it was only a dream. 

They've come a long way, these 
seventh graders. The dull brown on 
these chameleons has become more of 
a golden shade. Next year they will be 
eighth graders, stronger and better 
than ever after their struggles at the 
bottom. Better watch out Patch, here 
they come! Who knows? Maybe they'll 
win the class skit competition! 

As Mandy Damon and Rebecca 
Grimm march along, one can't help 
but think, "this injun sho ain't got to 
fret 'bout that cowgirl 'hind'er!" *Two 
heads are always better than one 
unless you're the guy on the bottom 
as Justin Furbay would tell Phil Harb 
man. 

Graders 

Amanda Allen 
Brooke Anarde 

Teralynn Asbill 
Charles Austin 

Eric Barnes 
Jennifer Barto 

Margaret Bates 
Melanie Beatty 

Wesley Bieligk 
Valada Bracher 

Minnika Brinson 
Sebastian Brown 



7th Graders 95 

Meghan Hoover 
Amanda Ingalls 

Amy Issacs 
Yvette Jackson 

Jeffrey Kaloostian 

"I have a vision far better than my 
predecessors contemplates Car
rie Randa 
What you can't see is the unfortunate 
individual standing right below Sara 
Conway. 
Native to the darkened hallways of 
high schools, black-vested Lisa 
Counts sings enchanting songs during 
the morning hours. 
"Things that make you go hmmm 
thinks Valada Bracher. Keeping up 
with the events of Homecomin 
Week was mind-boggling. 
"If I could just get my hat to stay 
straight like the other guys ... thinks 
Paul Miller. 

94 7th Graders 

Robert Harnish 
Phil Hartman 

Kristian Hassinger 
Andrew Head 

Bryan Holt 

John Buchanan 
Dominique Burger 
Chelle Cador 
Russel Cain 
Cayne Cameron 

Christopher Campbell 
Katherine Capps 
Dustin Carda 
Catherine Carreras 
Jason Clarke 

Jon Coffman 
Sara Conway 
Heather Corrick 
Lisa Counts 
Menion Croll 

Douglas Davey 
Sean Downtain 
William Durgin 
Michael Edwards 
Matt Erwin 

William Frank 
Jasmine Frowner 
Shaun Fuller 
Marisol Garcia 
Benjamin Gardner 

Paul Gibson 
Ami Goerdt 
Bobby Gomez 
Rebecca Grimm 
Katie Halvorsen 



Kristy Rogers 
Aaron Rowel I 

Erica Scott 
Eva Shen 

Charles Shuford 

"Stop touching my chest!" 
exclaims Cayne Cameron. "Now 
where's my locker, again?" ask 
students eager to begin the year 
again. 

Robin Kennerson 
Daniel Kern 
Andrea Kinne 
Bruce Lee 
Chris Leibundguth 

Christina Lewis 
Josh Lewis 
Jason Little 
Stephanie Little 
Stephen Lloyd 

Ann Lucas 
Angel Luna 
Laurel Mastnjak 
Patrick McCormick 
Daniel McGibney 

aBryan McGlamry 
Sean Megeath 
Corwin Miller 
Paul Miller 
Jayna Moore 

Joanna Murray 
Chris Netzel 
David Nixon 
James Noel 
Jamal Payne 



7th Graders 99 

Most Congenial Joanna Murray & Ryan Prince 

Seventh Grade Officers: Bryan McGlamry. Joanna Murray, Ted Willis, Carrie Randa, Katie 
Halvorsen, Andrea Kinne, Tera Lynn Asbill, and Robert Gomez 

Class Comedians Chelle Cador & Bryan McGlamry Biggest Flirts Mike Edwards & Valada Bracher 

Carrie Simonini 
Matthew Snow 
Dean Springer 

Jeremy Sunday 
Matt Tiderman 

Lori Lynn Tobias 
Tony Tobias 
Matt Tussey 

James Umland 
Mike Venturella 

John Vinson 
Roger Vinson 
Troy Watkins 

Rachel Wesco 
Kendra Wearing 

Nikita Whitaker 
Angela Williams 

Chris Williams 
Ted Willis 
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SJ 
Most Talkative: Tina Lewis & 

Nate Reierson 

Cutest Ex-Couple Mike Edwards 
& Joanna Murray 



Head of the Class? 
enabling students to get a better understanding 
of their lessons. 

"Faculty at Patch are very patient consider
ing they're not always treated with the most 
utmost respect. Teaching is not an easy job, 
but I think the faculty does manage it wonder
fully! I've learned a lot this year and my teach
ers are to be thanked for that!" said Lainey 
Tiderman (12). Without our faculty, we would 
not have a school, and without a school we 
would go nowhere in life. 

Study questions, spelling tests, writing chap
ters, Renaissance raps, co-functions, sonnets ... 
Beowulf memorizations, proofs, filmstrip ques
tions, SAT vocabulary words, pre-Algebra, 
bridge construction, an avalanche of essays are 
some of the faculty's many creative assign
ments. As much as we hate to admit it, they 
really do help us to learn. 

There are about 65 staff members at Patch. 
Their jobs range anywhere from principal to 
handyman. Don't get me wrong, both of these 
jobs are of equal importance! Every faculty 
member plays a vital role in each student's 
learning. Mr. Hanks adopts the more bizarre 
ways of teaching "He throws glass, birdseed 
and is very funny. He keeps animals in his 
room and gives lots of extra credit!" says Juliet 
Mount (12) enthusiastically. 

One way that enhances Barbra Wisniewski's 
(8) learning is having fun, which Ms. Anderson 
uses as a means of teaching. Visual aids help 
students see what they are learning. Brad 
Rehwaldt's food models and John Reisinger's 
graphing calculators help students to visualize 
confusing concepts. Hands-on teaching is yet 
another method used by many teachers, 

Ms. Heffernan, Ms. Muscle-
woman, torments a student. 
Dr. Brokaw - principal 
Ms. Plesa & Dr. Minette - assistant 
principals 

100 Faculty 

Terry Abel 
Brenda Anderson 
Louise Begandy 
Sandra Bernstein 
Julie Bottorf 

Betsy Bracken 
John Brokaw 
B.J. Clem 
Marcia Dawson 
Angela Degray 



Connie Hellge 
Ann Holland 
Carol Jensen 
Frank Jones 

Gloria Lozano 

Gerry Lyons 
Ann McKenzie 

Ellen Minette 
John Minette 

Kathy Mitchell 

Kerri Pangman 
John Pinschmidt 

Zuzana Plesa 
Brad Rehwaldt 
John Reisinger 

"Despite the loss, they're taking it pretty well," says Ms. Zekel to a less than jubilant Ms. Willis. 
"If I could get my hand unstuck from this board, I'd smash that camera of yours!" Unlawful 
aggravation? Nope. 'Ms. Richard. 
"Homecoming is soooo much fun, wouldn't you just want to be in high school again?" Ms. 
Zank-Rehwahlt asks Mr. Rehwahlt. 

Faculty 103 

From Russia With Love, 
Patch High's Teacher of the 
Year, our entertaining Mr. 
Heffernan. 
Ms. Gibbs and Ms. Daw
son take a break from their 
hectic schedule. 
"My class is NOT constant 
Hell, it's an intellectual dis
cussion of alternatives to 
academic success!" Sure, 
Dr. Hellge, sure. 

Kathy Ren no 
Ezra Rice 
Georgie Richard 
Pat Ridge 
Juanita Rivers 

Jim Russell 
Clifford Smith 
Sue Smith 
Carol Stehling 
Lynn Stockard 

John Swensen 
Ramona Taylor 
Paul Thomas 
Toni Tindall 
Helen Vetter-Bartch 



*Mr. Lyons gives David Fisher 
what he really deserves. 

*Mr. Hanks digs deep for 
knowledge. 

*Mr. and Mrs. Reisinger look 
at the spectacular view of the 

Matterhorn in the late 60's. _ 

Shane Washington 
Jane Werner 

Richard Wiedmann 
Marcia Willis 
Kathy Yount 

Carol Zank-Rehwaldt 
Winifred Zekel 

*"Did you see that guy's 
bell-bottoms?!" says a 

shocked Apre-ski, fashion 
expert Mr. DeLonge. 

Ms. Mitchell and Mr. Wied-
man are ready for parents 

on report-card pick-up day. 

The Humanities Twins 

Faculty 105 

•Ms. Zank-Rehwaldt, Ms. Jensen and Ms. 
Lyons put their thumbs up for the Patch Bas
ketball team. 
•Mr. Abel takes a double take 

Daily boomings and squabblings come 
from the Humanities classroom. Mr. Brun-
ner and Mr. Minette, also known as the 
Humanities twins, are at it aga in. Mr. Brun-
ner claims, "My problems with hearing are 
due to working with Minette. He's an occu
pational hazard." Yet the two go everywhere 
together; John and John are rarely separated. 

"The Brunnettes" met 25 years ago at 
Frankfurt High School. On that day long 
ago, Mr. Brunner, who had broken his leg 
skiing the week before, was wandering 
around on crutches. He heard a characteris
tic cackle behind him and turned around to 
find Mr. Minette laughing hysterically. Ever 
since, they have been fast friends. 

Over 20 years ago, the pair brought the 
team-taught Humanities class into existence. 
It is now the oldest continuous Humanities 
class in DoDDS. By col lecting slides of the 
actual art, and combining them with Classi
cal ideas, they give the class a unique per
spective. The best part of Humanities, 
though, is that Europe is o ur backyard, a nd 
we can visit what we learn about in class. 
About half the students used to go on a 
"Humanities Pilgrimage" by train. "This 
class would be less relevant in the States," 
commented Mr. Minette. 

They have travelled the world together, 
practically everywhere but South America. 
On their trips they have encountered not 
only monumental sights, but also interesting 
characters. Once when following the pil
grimage route to Santiago de Compestello, 
they met a Canadian couple leading a don
key. This poor beast was on its last legs, and 
yet the couple said they would find it h ard 
to sell him when they reached their destina
tion. 

By imp arting their vast knowledge to stu
dents, Brunner and Minette have enriched 
the Patch student's education. After taking 
their class, Humanities students truly under
stand the meaning of "You can not see 
unless you know." 



Academics 

The 180 days of 1991-1992 are over, and all the books are closed until next 
year. Spanish, English, Math, Science, and Humanities are just a m emory of 
one great year at Patch. Students who used to listen to all the numerous lec
tures breathe a sigh of relief. 

The badly torn notebooks, with covers barely hanging on, show markings 
of doodlers. All the lockers are now empty of the paper and love notes. The 
tests that made all the students freak out and cram at the last minute are now 
just a memory of the great year and all it had to offer. 

Students were chained to projects like the ever frustrating term paper, the 
8th grade science project, or the Physics bridge. 

At times it seemed as if the year would never end. Teachers tried out new 
techniques, like making the students write raps in Spanish or English. Some

times strange sounds emanated from filmstrips, or booming voices would 
echo through the hall. 

Picassos in the Art 1 and 2 classes made what could be future 
museum pieces. Drama students with their lovely portrayals of peo

ple, living or dead, made hollywood history. 
Along the bumpy road of 1991-1992 were many academic 
obstacles, but Patch students survived with the help of their 

friends. The unique learning atmosphere made this year truly 
an Academic Renaissance. 

Academics 



Heather Corrick (7) draws wild designs in art 
class making everyone smile. 

Shane Washington and Carol Heffernan- com
manding officers of P.E. 

Troy Watkins (7) and Terence Bell (8) are too cool for words. 
Kristy Rogers (7) and Melanie Beatty (7) use a considerable amount of brain power to construct 
a house. 

Agony and Ecstasy 

108 

Once a day students take a break from 
mind-boggling lectures and quizzes to 
escape to the gym. There the mind shuts 
off and students get a chance to let out 
the frustrations of the day. P.E. provides a 
much needed opportunity to keep stu
dents in shape, exercising the body as 
opposed to exercising the mind. 

The daily routine begins with a run, 20 
crunches, and 20 pushups. Then Wash or 
Heff, depending on your class, break stu
dents up into teams. Throughout the year 
they play volleyball, basketball, soccer, 
Lacrosse, baseball, and many others. Of 
course the P.E. teachers try for some vari
ety, other than the old tried and true. Stu
dents learn to play games like bleech-bot-
tleball, wiffleball, and adaptations on 
dodgeball. 

Many students prefer to find another 
means of giving the mind a break. These 
students sign up for Industrial Arts. There 
Mr. Rice turns students' minds to the 
practical application of the sciences 
taught upstairs. Students learn to build 
shelves and design buildings. Often their 
hands wind up covered in glue or worn 
by wood and splinters. But students 
rarely complain. Industrial Arts teaches 
them lessons that can be applied the 
minute they get home. "Hey mom, 
where's that shelf you wanted built?" 

Any way they are looked at, P.E. and 

Industrial Arts give students a much 
needed break from the brain drain. Here 
the teachers give students a chance to 
relax and have fun while learning. Stu
dents, more often than not, leave with 
satisfied smiles. 

Wash joins in and demonstrates the fundamentals of 
doing the "Texas star" square dance in P.E. 
Ingrid Shen (10) constructs the world's most fantastic 
thingamadooger. 
Jeremy Eads (1 0) got too caught up in jump roping. 



Brainiacs 
say? ... You knit." (Unit) 

Only 30 seconds to 
go! Finally, the bell rang 
and everyone dashed 
out the door to get to 
their lockers. They were 
free to do what they 
wanted until 8:15 the 
next morning. 

Over the years, math 
and science have in
creased from 2 + 2 = 4, 
and a petal is a part of 
the flower to proving a 
square, and learning 
parts of the cell. 

Drenched in water, 
while we sat in class 
what would come next. 
Zoom ... a whole hand 
full of organelles (which 
was actually bird seeds) 
landed in our laps and 
hair. These organelles 
showed us the part of 
the cell. "Mr. Hanks has 
a very creative way to 
teach a class," says Ten-
nely Singer. (10) 

It was seventh hour; it 
had been a restless day. 
We tried to grasp the 
proofs that Carol Jensen 
explained. Although it 
was terribly hard, we 
managed to sit there 
very quietly. Almost 
everyone was looking 
forward to the end of the 
day. 

Ms. Jensen pulled out 
her comic book, which 
was filled with math 
jokes. She asked, 

"What did the acorn 
say w hen it grew up? ... 
Gee, I'm a tree." (Geom
etry) 

"What did the girl 
who received a wool 
scarf from her boyfriend 

"You're too tall!" exclaims Emily Suh (12) as she attempts to give 
Mr. Reisinger bunny ears. 

"Chemicals make my fluid," Mr. Jones always says. 
Geometry links Wendy Edge (10) and Laura Greiner (9) 

together. 

Academics 



Matt Lewis (12) and Heather Baker (12) keep the Photo Dept. under con
trol at the Audio Photo Club. 
"Don't laugh, this is exactly what you want", says Shawn Hebert (12) to his 
customers at Four Seasons. 

CWE 

Cashing in on the Work Experience 

Service with a smile from Kelli Wolfe 
(11) at Baskin Robbins. 
Waiting for a big cash sale, Joe Garcia 
(12) and Janet Eads (12) enjoy their 
work at the Audio Photo Club. 
Ryan Tadeo (11) is proud of the 
graphic he created on his computer at 
DISA. 
Scott McClure (12) is ready to ring up 
cash sales at the Sight and Sound. 
"He did it!" Dennis Belovich Purchas
ing Manager at the Audio Photo Club 
and David Winters (12) are at a 
stand-off. 

by Megan Woodhouse 

"My mom made me do it, but at 
least it gets me work experience," says 
John Haagar (12). 

Cooperative Work Experience is a 
school program that gives students a 
chance to work and learn a job skill. 
The students choose the jobs they 
want or are given suggestions. The 
CWE jobs available to students range 
from child care to car mechanics. 

"I started hanging around the Craft 
Shop when I was 11 and my father's 
boss offered me a job. The CWE pro
gram lets me do my favorite kind of 
work during school and I get the extra 

credits I need," explained Sasha Cot
ton (12). 

"I set-up for functions, dinners, and 
formals. Then I wait at those functions 
(serving)," said James Hagan (12). 

CWE lets students learn other 
things. Earning money and holding 
down a job may be a new experience 
for some. CWE may help in the future 
too. 

"CWE will help me to get a job in 
the future and it teaches me the value 
of earning, saving, and spending 
money" Hagan went on to say. 

As the adult world looms at us from 
around the graduation corner, CWE 
seems to help prepare for the future. 

Ms. Begandy, the CWE Coordinator, 
encourages all Juniors and Seniors to 
explore the "world-of-work" through 
the CWE program. 

Steve Rider (12) shows classmates Scott 
Kennedy (12) the new computer technology at 

the Sight & Sound. 
John Haager (12) guards his office at DISA. 

The "Fabulous Four" enjoy their work at the 
Defense Information Systems Agency: Ryan 

Schlagheck (12), Julie Santos (12), Trent 
Whaylen (11), and Pandora Fuller (12). 



Death of A Sheldon 
Tom Dyer (12) narrowly escapes dire straits as Mr. 

Minnette calls on another student. 

At 8:15 a.m. Scandinavia invades Brunetteland. 
Dee Abbot (10) painstakingly decorates a grain of rice as Brian Wening (9) 
observes his great skill. 
Artistically talented English teachers signed their art work illustrating the frustra
tions of an English teacher. 

Academics 

Constant Hell-ge 
Faint strains of Mozart and 

Vivaldi could be heard drifting 
from the room. Inside an eter
nal flame glowed on a desk. 
Students diligently scribbled 
reflex writings on the latest 
quote from Chaucer... or was 
that Ghandi? One boy, com
ing late, attempted to escape 
notice as he slipped into his 
seat. Curses, foiled again! 
From her perch at the front of 
the class, his teacher called 
out, "Bryan, that's the second 
time! RE-tardy!" 

Paying no heed to the 
advice of their predecessors 
and other doom-sayers, 23 
students put themselves at the 
mercy of AP English instructor 
Dr. Constance Hellge ... or 
rather she was put at their 
mercy. While the class strug
gled under a load of advanced 
curriculum in preparation for 
the AP English test (SIXTY-FIVE 
DOLLARS?!?!), they also 
enjoyed Dr. Hellge's unique 
humor. According to Karen 
Hutcheson (12) this "Con
stant Hell"-ge, "probably pre
pared me well for college, but 
that wasn't what I was think
ing at one AM the night before 

my poetry project was due!" 
AP English was just one of 

the classes that allowed Patch 
students' creative juices to 
flow while exercising the brain 
muscle as well. Musically 
inclined students could make 
beautiful music together in 
band or choir, both directed 
by Ms. Marcia Dawson. The 
marching band provided spir
it-raising sounds at home foot
ball games, and both groups 
performed at the Winterfest 
and Springfest concerts and 
various special engagements. 
Artsy types congregated in 
Ms. Kathy Mitchell and Mr. 
John Swenson's classes to 
dabble in "papier mache and 
liquid color — we call it 
paint," explained Jen T arpley 
(12). 

In Humanities, instructors 
Mr. John Brunner and Mr. 
John Minette practiced the 
"Tabula Rasa" method of edu
cation, inscribing culture onto 
the blank slates of their stu
dents' minds while entertain
ing with tales of their adven
tures in exotic locales. A 20 
minute Louvre tour anyone? 

The epitome of attention, Rob Arnold (12) rubs the sleep from his eyes. 
"I told you, I'm king for the day!" points out John Haagar (12). 
In a fi t of rage, the true Grendel (aka Hellge) reveals her vicious nature and attacks the unsuspect
ing Bryan Strickland (12). 



by Mimi Woads 

Guten Tag! Hola! Bonjour! The sounds of 
several languages pour from the room as stu
dents in German, Spanish and French class 
gather together to share their second lan
guage's songs, foods, and customs. The 
"French" sing together in beautiful French 
fashion, accompanied by guitar. The rest of the 
other language students just join in on "Alle-
jueta", the tried and true French song. The 
"Germans" lead everyone in the fest song, 
"Mein Hut der hat drei Ecken," complete with 
hand signs. The "Spanish" just lose everyone 
as they take off in "La Rana," singing 90 miles 
an hour, as only the Spanish can do. 

The difference in the cultures was apparent, 
as well as th e similarities. The experience was 
basically enjoyed by all (especially the food 
part) and everyone learned a little of the other 
language, if only how to say hello. It was defi
nitely more fun than worksheets and the 
dreaded dialogues. (Ingo ist mein Freund ...) 

The teachers at Patch are out to destroy the 
stereotypical tourist image of the American 
("Oh look honey, CULTURE! Quick, take a pic
ture!"), so that as we view that steel thing in 
Paris, the leaning thing in Italy, and those 
crumbling statues that are everywhere in 
Europe, we can have a true appreciation of 
them. 

But even if you don't know the history of 
those monuments, and your language skills 
stretch to: V GATES, POR FAVOR, Ml AMIGO, 
and AUR VUA, that's okay, because you can 
still be "proud to be an AMURICAN!" 

Academics 
Chris Greiner (10) dutifully scribbles his homework "Ole!" Amy Rhoades (12) should have 
been a Spanish dancer. 
Ed Townsend (10), the cool, collected French student, leans against the Eiffel Tower. 

r 

It's All Greek 
to Me... 

or Spanish... 
or French... 
or German 

"I told you, you shouldn't have waited so long to do that home
work!" replies Theodora Bellos (11). 
U.S. History student Angela Proctor (11) discovers the value of com
puters. 
Senora Lazano explains the mysteries of the Spanish language. 
Jason Snell (10), Trent Whaylen (11), and Mike Harden (11) are 
forever fascinated by Ms. Richard's U.S. History class. 



by Jennifer Guillory 

The Army Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps, AJROTC, is a group 
of young men and women whose common goals are to learn good lead
ership skills, honesty and pride. The students study American History 
and get a b etter sense of Citizenship, Patriotism, and the Constitution. 
First year cadet, Natalie Stein (10) feels that she has achieved a better 
attitude since she has started the program. Natalie is working for a 
scholarship to the Service Academy. Another first year cadet, Kevin 
Sanchez (9), says, "I feel more responsible ... " His intentions are to 
"maybe" attend the Naval Academy. 

The AJROTC held the traditional Military Ball, which Chief Goldman 
referred to as b eing the "top social event of the year," on the 14th of 
March. The entertainment was provided by the Canadian Forces. Every 
year on Memorial Day Sunday, they take a trip to France to honor the 
Saint Marine United States military graves and lay a wreath on the grave 
of Field Marshall Rommel, a hero from World War II. 

The members of AJROTC donate money to the Red Cross. Every 
Christmas they visit a retirement home. Another highlight of the Christ
mas season is a party which the AJROTC hosts for severely handicapped 
children. They are also helping to support three children, one from the 
Philippines, and two from the Gaza Strip, who are in financial need 
because of hospital bills. The AJROTC is able to support their events and 
charities with the help of students at Patch High School. If you have 
bought hamburgers or wurst by the front door of the cafeteria you have 
helped to support the AJROTC. The money earned from lunchtime sales 
has helped the students support their functions. 

Patrick McCormick (7) bears his ton
sils for all to see as Jonathan 
Petersen (8) enjoys the show. 
Heather Corey (8) displays ultra cool 
as she performs a drill command. 
Eighth Battalion's executive board 
(from left to right): Frances Lopez 
(11), Dustin Mitchell (10), Ryan 
McRae (11), Julie Quain (11), Sergio 
Villafane (12), and David Sanabria 
(12). 

Attention, Troopies! "Did I leave the iron on?" ponders 
Joel Ellison (9). 
Two jROTC Colorguard teams per
form with pride at Patch football 
games. 

"No, No!" explains Benito Mendoza (12). 
"This is your left hand. Your LEFT hand ... " 
Kevin Sanchez (9) of the Fancy Drill Team 
marches in the Flomecoming Parade. 



Lookin' Good 
Cosmetology Models Strut Their Stuff 

Snip a little here, snip a little 
there. Watch out! Be careful! You 
wouldn't want to get nail polish 
all over the place, would you? 
Don't forget the ridge filler! 

"Each morning that I walk into 
my classroom, I feel very excited 
about the day. I know 1 ha ve 
another chance to keep the stu
dents interested, involved, and 
committed to doing their very 
best," stated an enthusiastic Ann 
McKenzie. 

"I look forward to coming to 
class every day. Maybe it will 
help me find a career in the 
future," commented Tennley 
Singer (10). 

Fashion shows are the high
light of another class Ms. 
McKenzie teaches, Modelling. 
"My students are a unique group 
of people who all have leader
ship abilities. I want them to real
ize their own capacities, their 
potential for personal growth and 
that they have the ability to find a 
professional career in modeling if 
they set their minds to it," said 
Ms. McKenzie. 

One thing making her course 
unique is that there are males as 
well as females in the modelling 
class. "I always knew that the 
guys in the magazines with the 

Darrell Colley (12) smirks as if to 
say: "You know I look fine!" 
Friday Lee and Sam Smith (11) 
sing "It's So Hard to Say Goodbye 
to Yesterday" acapella. 
Derek Lowe (10) & Tenaiya Mur
ray (10) get ready for the fashion 
modelling show. 

gorgeous bodies and copper tans 
were models and all, but I never 
thought of them going to mod
elling classes," said Beth Anne 
Coffman (10). 

Five guys made their first 
appearance in the Teen Fashion 
Show. When Derek Fowe (10) 
escorted a black-n-white polka-
dotted party of two, namely 
Melanee Maddox (9) and Alexan
dra Bryant (9) a gasp echoed 
through the audience. An 
unidentified speaker squeaked, 
"Oooh Derek looks FINE!" 

Chacole Harvey gave insight 
on the pre-show preparations. 
"You have to set up, pick out 
your clothes, practice, and all, 
but then, after a while, it starts 
getting fun!" (10) 

Fun is right! Ms. McKenzie has 
made cosmetology and modeling 
an experience that her students 
won't want to forget! 

Cosmetology 

Ebony Dixon (9) & Melanee Maddox (9) make a fashion 
statement. 
Lexi Bryant (9) poses in her polka-dots. 
Chacole Harvey (10) "shows off" her long, sleek figure. 
Abby Bates (10) "exercises" her love of fitness. 

Tenayia Murray (10) is the epitome of grace & poise. 
Students enjoy Cosmetology's Fashion show while chomping down on hot dogs. 

Cosmetology 



Walking down the halls to the fishbowl, you will see numerous signs deco
rating the walls inviting people to join clubs of every kind. There are bake 
sales every day and at least two clubs sell food during break. For example, 
FBLA offers hotdogs to those brave souls ready to face the lines and mad 
clutching for ketchup and mustard. 

But clubs are more than a conspiracy to stuff the student body - they are a 
way to get together with peers who have the same interests as yourself. It 
gives you a chance to SOCIAL-EYES. 

Patch might be small, but there are quite a few clubs around campus. 
ROTC, MUN, FLBA, NHS, Living Poets, cosmetology, Drama Club, Newspa

per, Yearbook ... the list goes on. 
Being in a club gives you invaluable experiences, as anyone involved will 

say. You can look back years later and know that you were a party of 
something - you made a difference. Not only do you get the satisfac
tion of belonging to a team, but you also have the friendships made 

during these times. Friends with things in common. Maybe you'll 
run into them again someday ... be it on Wallstreet, or in Cosmo, 

or in Congress ... or in the hotdog stands in New York ... 

Clubs & Organizations 



Band Takes Major Steps 

Matt Arnarde (9), a true member of the Mickey Mouse 
Club of the year 2000. 

Sleeves rolled & rem' to go, She-woman of the Snare, 
Sonia Chavies (10), gets ready to Rock & Roll. 

Erica Scott (7), Tera Asbill (7), Mike Reed (7), David 
Nixon (7) and Evelyn Mosley (9) are green with envy for 

the people in black and white - The Concert Band. 

Members of the Concert/Marching Band: Steve Abellar'Matt 
Anarde*Torrey Basset*Edrice Bell*Brandi Bender*Christa 
Boldenow*Melissa Bouldry*Katy Buchanon*Thijs Burger'Ulrikke Cast-
berg'Sarah Dean*Joyce Desmond*Amy Franklin'Kevin Frick*Nicki 
Fuller'Jay Gleisberg*Jason Glines'Ellanie Gomez*Laura Greiner'Jamie 
Hancock*|eremy Hancock'Kari Henderson*Scott HilPCara Kahl'Kris 
Keesling'Jamie Krieg*Erica Lambeth'Michelle Lambeth*Benjamin Led-
ford'Robert Ligon*Morgan McBride'Beth McDonald'Katy 
McDonald'Freddy Mendoza'Kim Mestemaker'Genevieve Mount*Erin 
Murphy * Bill Palmatier'Chris Pangman'Tom Phelps *Katy Polcar'Liz Pol-
car'joy Poorman'Melanie Reininger*Joanna Reininger*Cindy Rider'Jere-
my Robert*Jodie Robinson*Mark Rosenmeier*Noelle Rosenmeier*Tracy 
Samanka*Joel Sgro'Kara Shatto*Sonia Skrypczuk'Theresa 
Skrypczuk'Joel Smith'Kevin Steinman 'Vanessa Valdez'Janna 
Vinson'Reno Wilson'Beth Wood*Alexis Worthington*Scott Worthing-
ton* 

Members of the Cadet Band: Kris Abel*Rebecca Austin*Eric 
Barnes'Dominique Burger'Ashleigh Carraway'Sonia Chavies'Colleen 
Crook*Theysia Fowler*William Frank*Casey Franklin'Jessica Fritz*Tammi-
ka Frowner*Michelle Keeton'Jeremy Lopez'Leslie Low'Jason 
Palmatier*Eric Petterson*Rebecca Reigei'Adam Robert*Kristy Rogers*Brie 
Sweat'Erin Smith'Matt Tidermann'John Vinson'Carl White*Carl 
Wilson'Brian Worthington* 
Members of the Beginning Band: Sam Abbot'Amanda Allen'Brooke 
Anarde*Tera Asbill*Andy Baumgardt'Mika Brinson*Cathy Carreras'John 
Coffman*Heather Corrick'Jonathan Crawford'David Fisher'Shaun 
Fuller*RobertGomez*Dough Haager*Devon Hagan'Katie Halvorsen*Kelly 
Hartberger*Brian Holt*Tory Ingalls* Kristi Keesling*Andrea Kinne'Bruce 
Lee*Christina Lewis'Richard Littell*Stephanie Little'Stephen Lloyd*Tonia 
McGibney*jennifer McClure*Evelyn Mosley*David Nixon*jamal 
Payne*Melanie Polcar*Ryan Prince'Diane Purvis'Ray Garveate'James 
Redd'Mike Reed'Erica Scott'Brooke Story*Becky Thompson*Laura Tor-
beck'Matt Tussey'Sara Uriona*Kendra Wearing'Chris Williams* 

by Amy Botts 

Touring England, performing at 
the annual "Stuttgarter Nachrichten' 
Weihnachtsmarkt, and practicing 
numerous hours to perfect their 
performances (while making them 
look easy to the common viewer, of 
course) are just a few of the out
standing experiences of the Panther 
bands. 

This year was a different scene 
for students and volunteers who 
helped the bands. Student reduc
tions and fluctuating attendance 
affected the bands' ability to fill all 
their sections. "It was hard having 
to deal with student reductions this 
year. At the beginning of the year 
we started out with no French horn 
section, but fortunately, because of 
students constantly moving in and 
out, we eventually filled them all in 
and the band started to even out," 
said Amy Franklin (11), drum 

major of the concert/marching 
band. 

Another annual and exciting 
event for students is participating in 
a 24 hour lock-in at the school, 
Play-A-Thon. This year 200 students 
from all three bands along with all 
the chorus groups were locked-in to 
play or sing to their hearts content. 
Marcia Dawson, music director 
said, "This is a t ime for students to 
work together in fund raising for 
awards, equipment, and tour, but 
most importantly, a time to build 
skills, camaraderie, teamwork, and 
self-confidence. I believe this to be 
our most successful, productive, 
and definitely 'unique' event." 

"Marching season was a great 
experience and a definite success, 
and everybody worked so hard on 
extra rehearsals to get the shows 
together. If it wasn't for the flag 
corps, the first show would not 
have happened at all (I have to give 

some credit to us on the flag team!). 
Concert season was as good, if not 
better, and tour was definitely the 
event of the year," said Ulrikke 
Castberg (12). 

Ms. Dawson graciously accef 
audience's never-ending app 

Jamie Hancock (10) grooves < 

Chris Williams (7) and Shaun 
(7) impress the audience at th< 

ter Fest Cc 



1 4 l e w i  4 B e  " 4 B a m d " !  

The Brass Instruments, all lined up before their adoring fans. 
Is Reno Wilson (9) playing peek-a-boo on the way back from Husky Field? 
Brandi Bender (12) poses after practice on her way into the school. 
Isn't Joel Smith (11) a cute little "Drummer Boy"? 

Band 

Melanie Reininger (10) watches for her 
cue. 
Pauing for breath, Tracy Samanka (9) 
makes sure she remembers all the notes. 

All in uniform and looking 
good! 
Amy Franklin (11) leads 
the band. 
Reno Wilson (9) plays 
peek-a-boo, while Matt 
Anarde (9) fiercely concen
trates on his playing. 
Michelle Lambeth (10), 
Ulrikke Castberg (12), and 
Joanna Reininger (12) 
practice their routine 
before the game. 



Vocal Motion: Shannon Asbill*Rebecca Austin*Lakeisha 
Bankhead'Torrey Bassett'Troy Beaulieu'Mandy 

Blain'Ronda Blood*Katy Buchanan'Danielle Cador*Ash-
leigh Carraway*Beth Anne Coffman*Laurie Counts'Hedvig 

Elander*|ennifer English*Amy Franklin'Jennifer 
Fuller'Jason Glines'Marci Coede*Ellanie Comez*Christine 

Cuess*Jeremy Hancock*Sean Hanover'Chad 
Ftastings'Kim Hearon*Melissa Hearon*Sally 

Higbee*Richard Holt*Jennifer Jacobs'Andrea Kinne*Marie 
Ligon*Leslie Low*La-Tika Nelson*Lani Norris'Ellana 

Pak*Laura Peterson*Joy Poorman*Renee Prince'Christina 
Ray*Jennifer Reynolds*Jamie Ross*Susan Rountree*)ulie 

Santos'Sonia Skrypczuk*Ryan Smith'Anisse Soliz*Megan 
Sullivan*Jovonia Thomas*Nancy Tuggle*Jennifer 

Wells*Leslie Wheeler*Ryan Wheeler*Barbra 
Wlsnievvski*Yvonne Workman 

Vocal Motion reaches for the stars. 

Beth Anne Coffman (10) smiles at 
the camera before the concert. 
Lani Norris (11), lennifer 
Reynolds (11),  and Jennifer Wells 
(11) sing "Unchained Melody" at 
the Winterfest. 

Calm strains of "Peace, Peace" 
echo across the gym. Mandy 
Blain (10) downs a bottle of 
juice before singing at the Win
ter Fest Concert. 

by Christina Ray 

Ah! Ah! Ooh! it's murder 
on the high C 's! These are the 
words people probably 
thought of choir at the begin
ning of the year. Those muf
fled, sometimes hoarse, voic
es ringing into the halls after 
the short lunch, sounded 
more like upset stomachs than 
the choir that emerged at the 
end. 

Nobody will be able to for
get the wonderful Winterfest 
concert or the Spring tour, or 
the sounds of Christmas car
ols and brand new vests. 

Harmony Express was very 
successful, although they 
might have not been around 
all year if th ey hadn't gotten 
together before and after 
school to learn crucial dance 
steps and lyrics. As these 
members look back on a year 
of fun and happiness, except 
for the occasional appearance 
of The Wicked Witch (Ms. 
Dawson) coming back with a 
cold or sore throat, really 

didn't matter after the exuber
ating feel of an audience clap
ping. 

Sean Hanover (12) who 
sang in Harmony Express said, 
"This year has been extremely 
enjoyable, combining a chal
lenging repetoire with a fun 
loving group." On the other 
side in beginning chorus, 
Rebecca Austin (8) said, "last 
year in c horus we experiment
ed with show choir for the 
first time. It w as cool, I th ink 
everyone will agree who was 
here." 

They came back with a new 
and energetic group of young 
men and women striving for 
excellence. They even did 
things a little faster than last 
year. As Lani Norris (11) 
pointed out, "this year we've 
accomplished more in a short 
time than we have in the past. 
People are very enthusiastic 
and a lot of the talent has 
grown among the chorus." 
The chorus has made a transi
tion from being good to being 
really stupendous. 

"Psst! Yvonne, who's that guy with the dead fish around is neck?" Barbra Wis-
niewski (8) whispers to Yvonne Workman (11). 
Kevin Steinman (10), Joanna Reininger (12), Erin M urphy (9), and Larina 
Halvorsen (12) stun the crowd with their quartet number "Gotta Rise Up Singing." 



Cast of Characters 
Dr. Maxwell Clarke 
Sylvia Barrett 
Beatrice Schachter 

.John Shullo 

.Alyson Soma 
Karen Hutcheson 

.Mike Stevens 

.Erin Heinemeyer 

.Juli Quain 

.Marci Coede 
Megan Woodhouse 
Kevin Steinman 
.Brooke Story 
Kris Abel 

.Casey Franklin 

.Erin Smith 

.Megan Sullivan 

.Renee Prince 

.Robert Gomez 

.Colleen Crook 
Waheed Choudhry 
Summer Stewart 
. lanna Vinson 
. Genevieve Mount 
.. Sonia Skrypcjuk 

Lissa Conway 
Jake Castellan 

,. Christina Lewis 
Jason Carollo 
Barbra Wisniewski 

..Marie Ligon 
. Samantha Sh ullo 
..Amy Franklin 
.Kaleb Taylor 

. Rebecca Disieno 

Paul Barringer .. 
J.J. McHabe 
Ella Friedenberg 
Frances Egan ... 
Charlotte Wolf 
Samuel Bester . 
Sadie Finch 
Lou Martin 
Lennie Neumark 
Carole Blanca . 
Alice Blake 
Vivian Paine ... 
Rusty O'Brien . 
Linda Rosen 
Jose Rodriguez 
Carrie Blaine 
Harriet Kagan 
Jill Norris 
Rachel Gordon 
Elizabeth Ellis 
Charles Arrons . 
Edwina Williams. 
Joe Ferrone 
Helen Arbuzzi 
Francine Gardner 
Katherine Wolzow 

George Gordon 
Connie Carson... 
Gloria Gunzenhauzer 
Julie Jenson 
Louise Larson 

Alisha Brow 
.Brook Anarde 
.Valada Bracher 

liP the ffuii Staircase 
r nuihi Club ''ACTS" Mentally falls UP the Stairs. 

by Alyson Soma 

Thirty bodies, varying from age 12 to 18, crammed 
unceremoniously behind the big, black, ominous curtains 
(a.k.a. backstage) while stifled whispers and unclaimed 
giggles accidentally escaped. Tension levels varied from 
slightly nervous cast members to highly-strung stage 
managers. Terrifying, unwanted questions streamed 
through anxious minds causing hearts to race and sweat 
to drip. 

What if I miss my cue? 
What if my mom is in the front row? 
What if she waves at me? 
WHAT IF I FORGET MY LINES?! 
The actors madly dashed for a last-minute peek at the 

answer-to-it-all (a.k.a. the script), but before they reached 
their goal, the hand of destiny (a.k.a. the curtain) opened 
and the actors' souls were bared to the immeasurable sea 
of eyes somewhere beyond the brightness of the lights. 

To the masses in the audience who had just dined on 
spaghetti or munched on desserts, the actors were mere
ly characters in a play, but in the actors' youthful minds, 
they were the epitome of greatness: the rising stars. The 
play came to a sensational end as the curtain slowly 
closed on the elated cast. The play was over, but the 
glow of the shining stars lingered on. 

"You want me to do WHAT!?1" asks rebel Jason Carollo to strict 
Erin Heynemeyer 
Mr. Duffin contributes to John Shullo's grey hair 
"I'm Erin, I think ..." says Erin Smith 
Brooke Anarde and Megan Sullivan listen intently as Lissa 
Conway bares her soul. 

Director-John H. Duffin 
Student Director-Erin Heinemeyer 
Stage Manager-Christina LeGermaine 

Drama 

The cast of Up the Down Staircase take their final bows. 
"The left lens of my glasses was lost or stole/' exclaims 
Christina Lewis. 
"Gimme five, Barbara!" 
Go for it Sam! After the show fun - Sam and Jake 

Alyson Soma experiences the trials of a teacher. 
Jason Carollo and Kaleb Taylor are Boyz 'n' the Hood. 
Mike, stop immortalizing Alyson!! 
"What's in your ear?!?" screams Sonia Skrypczuk to an 
amused Genevieve Mount 



To eat or not to eat ... Drama Club officers: Karen Hutcheson (12), 
co-historian. Alyson Soma (12), president, Carrie Lahnstein (12), trea
surer, Juliet Mount (12). publicity, and Meredith Johnston (12), co-
historian ponder an "appealing" question. 
A starry-eyed Amy Frankin (11) has visions of an Academy Award 
nomination. 
Waheed Choudhry (12) flashes a mega-watt smile as he makes a 
dramatic entrance at a club meeting. 

by Alyson Soma 

The Year In Reveivv — a comedy in three acts 
Starring the Patch High Drama Club 

ACT I 
setting: A cl ock chimes the noon hour. Students are seen enter

ing the room in different groups. As it is lunch, students carry 
lunches in brown paper bags or trays with lunches they have just 
bought. Some students mill about the room looking at theater dis
plays as others sit with friends, talk, and eat their lunches. The 
seats are nearly filled, but the room is far from packed. Mr. John 
Duffin is seen sitting behind his desk surveying the room. He is 
the director, an older man who has taken upon himself the duties 
of running the theater department. At about 12:10, the president 
of the group begins the meeting. 

President (with extreme boredom): To be or not to be, that is 
not the question. The questions is: what have we done as a 
group to earn the right to be? 
All (with great surprise): WHAT?!!! The right to be? 

Vice-President (with alarm): You mean to say that one needs more 
than to be a 'Star-Bellied Sneech' to earn the right to be? 

All: We must be more?! 
Historian (quickly rising to the occasion): We have succeeded in 

going Up the Down Staircase, and you say that is not enough? 
All: That is not enough?! 

Not, that was not enough. Hard-work and silly jokes typify the 
core of the Drama Club. Working together, students ranging from 
seventh graders to seniors, managed to put on three shows, host a 
mini speech and drama festival for the school, reinstate Patch in 
the Thespian Society, and improve the stage. Tense moments and 
pulled-out hair were normal occurrences, especially on the sets, 
but inside jokes (i.e. the shallow dance) and lots of laughter far 
outnumbered the other moments. This year, under the direction of 
Mr. Duffin, the Drama Club not only proved they could put on a 
full-scale production, but that they could do it well. 

Drama 

Let's Dramatize 

"Co ahead and make my daw' sneers Kevin Steinman (10) in his 
best Dirty Hairy impression. 
Karen Hutcheson practices stage-kissing techniques on an unsus
pectingCapri-Sonne. 
Acting oil a funny line, thespian Breinna Perelli (12) displays 
amusement. 
"Ted is a much better actor than Bill ... and he \ much cuter, 
too." Janna Vinson (9) makes a point to Susan Rountree (9). 
Mr. John Duffin gets down to the serious business of drama pro
duction. 



FBLA & JFBLA Learn the Tricks 
of the Trade. FBLAat Fall Leadership Conference in 

Frankfurt. 

FBLA members: Matt Anarde, Rob Arnold, Mike Barry, Brandi Bender, Martin Berndt, Jason Bewley, 
Andrew Bon, Jaromir Bon, Damon Boze, James Brock, Matt Brow, Jason Carollo, Ryan Caulder, 
Waheed Choudhry, Darrel Colley, Robert Conley, Eva Conway, Thomas Dyer, Kevin Frick, Kim 
Fuller, Jackie Cann, Joe Garcia, Kara Garner, Lee Germain, Ellanie Gomez, Chris Greiner, Laura 
Greiner, Jennifer Guillory, Lody Hall, Phil Harris, Shawn Hebert, Erin Heinemeyer, George Helmick, 
Kari Henderson, Lars Hoenlein, Christina Holling, Travis Howell, Jeremy Huffman, Jennifer Jacobs, 
Keith Jones, Angie Kays, Scott Kenedy, Erica Lambeth, Michelle Lambeth, Lori Lazov, J.P. Lei -
bundguth, Tiffany Leister, Tim Lennon, Dee Levine, Meg Mazach, Ryan McRae, Seth Meisner, Benito 
Mendoza, Ben Mensah, Tremayne Moore, Leslie Morrison, Evelyn Mosley, Tony Nance, Michelle 
Nixon, Brent Owen, Pat Pischmidt, Mike Prost, Cindy Rider, Steve Rider, Meg Rutherford, Julie San
tos, Joel Sgro, Kara Shatto, Ingrid Shen, John Shullo, Ryan Snow, Josh Spoo, Mike Stevens, Ryan 
Stewart, Bryan Strickland, Emily Suh, Beth Turquand, Jeff Walfield, Ken Ward, Geoff Willis, Rebecca 
Yarrow, Rich Yates. 

The Prosts take on Wall Street. 
JFBLA members Alisha Brow (8), Brooke Anarde (7), and Jes
sica Ritz (8), take the oath. 
Mike Prost (12) and Mike Barry (12), the future Presidents ot 
America. FBLA O fficers Roster 1991-92 Mike Prost (12) (Pres.) Ryan Stewart (10) 

ICorr.secr.), Joe Garcia (12) (Rec. Seer.), John Shullo (10) (Vice Pres.). Tiffany 
Leister (1 1) (Hist.), Matt Brow (10) (Treas.). Mr. Delonge (sponsor). Not pictured: 
Sean Hebert (12) (Pari.) and Tony Nance (12XReporter). 

by Erin Heinemeyer 

Joking with friends, long bus 
rides, socials, business meetings, 
business suits and dresses, and fun 
are only a few of the memories 
which FBLA members hold from the 
year. FBLA wasn't just the intellectu
al conversations with "Herr 
DeLonge" about stocks, Wall Street, 
or the various aspects of business 
law or accounting; it also accom
plished many of its goals and pre
pared students for the business 
world. 

The Patch chapter, with over 80 
members, was once again the 
largest in Europe. They successfully 
raised money by selling hot dogs, 
candy, and by hosting dances. Many 
remember the mad rush to buy hot 
dogs at break and the screaming 
masses of students yelling for 
ketchup or mustard. Members could 
also take part in the "Tom Prost 
Challenge" under the direction of 
Mr. Tom Prost and Mr. Mark Shi-
dler. Members chose a mutual fund, 
learned about investing, and fol
lowed their funds throughout the 

year. A highlight of the fall was a trip 
to the Fischer Technik factory to 
observe the operation of a m assive 
German company and industrial 
facility, as well as to learn about the 
man who started it, Herr Professor 
Dr. Artur Fischer. 

The members also ventured to 
Frankfurt for the annual Fall and 
Spring Leadership Conferences and 
met with other chapters in Ger
many. The Fall Conference offered 
workshops on successful business 
skills and readied the members for 
the coming year. At the Spring Lead
ership Conference there were many 
categories of business skill competi
tions, and if one placed first or sec
ond, then it was off to the National 
Leadership Conference to be held in 
Chicago. If the SLC is anything like 
in the past, Patch will return with 
many winners. 

President Mike Prost (12) com
mented, "It's a lot of fun, and I enjoy 
working in the business field. Going 
to the conferences and other activi
ties should give me an approximate 
idea of what it will be like in the 
business world." 

Mr. Delonge caught in a happy 
mood. 
Ryan Snow (10). Christ Greiner 
(10, Ryan Stewart (10), and Meg 
Mazach (10) pause for a pose at 
the FBLA-dance. 

Members of JFBLA: Brook Anarde (Rep.) Jennifer Barto (Treas.), Wes Bieligk, Alisha Brow (Tres.), 
Mark Brow, Ashleigh Carraway, Jason Clarke, Lissa Conway (Pres.), Laurie Counts, Michelle Durgin, 
Bill Frank (VP), Jessica Fritz (Hist.), Sally Higbee, Meghan Hoover, Josh Lewis, Bryan McGlamry, 
Stephanie Pacific, Ryan Palazzo, Ryan Prince, Eva Shen (Sec.), Carrie Simonini (Rep.) Erin Smith, Ryan 
Smith, Brooke Story, James Umland, Michael Venturella, Ted Willis. 



"We're too sexy for our brains." 

Members of National Junior Honor Society: Ellanie Gomez, Tom Beadle, Matt 
Anarde, Laura Peterson, Sam Shullo, Kelly Waynick, Grace Suh, Katie Lahnstein, 
Cheryl Karl, Mr. Wiedman. 

"Would you trust this man (Travis Howell, 11) with your money? 
"Sam, how many times have I to ld you not to use your hands?" 
Ms. Zekel practices for a shoot out at the NHS Coral. 
Janna Vinson (9) of the NJHS reexamines the art of orange peeling. 

Members of National Honor Society: Beth Wood, Carrie Lahnstein, Travis Howell, 
Meredith Johnston, Bryan Strickland, Larina Halvorsen, Annetta Burger, Megan Ruther
ford, Katy Polcar, Brienna Perelli, Emily Suh, Karen Hutcheson, Alyson Soma, Trish 
Eisemann, Joanna Reininger, Amy Franklin, Juliet Mount, Amy Rhoades, Matt Simmons, 
Andrew Bon, Ryan Meno, Waheed Choudhry. 

by Karen Hutcheson 

Get a bunch of br ainiac high schoolers together 
for a lunchtime meeting, and what do you get? 
Discussions on man's search for meaning in a 
meaningless world? Presentations of ground
breaking new scientific experiments performed 
with a young chemists' set in the basement? 

Not a chance! As the National Honor Society 
gathered for its bi-monthly meetings, milk snorted 
out of the nose was more likely. Not that NHS 
meetings weren't full of intellectual stimulation; 
there was plenty of that, but it w as mixed with 
just the right amount of fun. 

"It incites me to violence!" exclaimed Annetta 
Burger (12) when asked how she felt about the 
sterotypical idea that students who are in the NHS 
are boring nerds. The projects that the NHS 
launched throughout the year showed that mem
bers were not only academically talented but also 
zany and environmentally aware. 

For NHS members, Halloween meant the 
chance to dress up in fu nny costumes, but it al so 
meant trick or treating to raise money for 
UNICEF. This had been a part of the NHS Hal
loween for two years and was just one of the 
ways that members provided a service to the 
community. "It is really awesome to be able to 
help save kids' eyesight and provide vaccinations 
for them through this program." stated NHS pres
ident Carrie Lahnstein (12). 

Another of the NHS projects involved placing 
garbage cans in cl assrooms around the school so 
that students could recycle their "slightly used" 
papers. This proved to be a great solution to the 
problem of where to file that last Physics quiz! 

Although NHS members did their best to live 
up to their studious reputations, anyone who 
walked by advisor Winnie Zekel's room at lunch 
on Fridays and heard the sounds of mirth and 
merriment, shouldn't have been surprised. It w as 
just an NHS meeting. 



All the President's Men & Women 
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"Hold on - did that hamburger just move?" 
asks Matt Brow (10). What do you mean we 
forgot?!! Everything is all settled. 
" 'Motion' my fanny," glares Ms. Richard. 
"When Katy's finished we'll begin," admon
ishes President Pat Pinschmidt. 
Mrs. Richard and Pat Pinschmidt confer on 
today's agenda. 
Marci Goede (10) attempts to tactfully 
phrase her question at the Leadership Con
ference. 

Student Council 

Alyson Soma and Joanna Reininger take a moment to eat 
their lunch at a busy Student Council meeting. 
Bryan Strickland (12), Pat Pinschmidt (12), Joanna 
Reininger (12), Katy Polcar (12), and Alyson Soma (12) 
study the principle of the attraction of matter. 
Participants in the Leadership Conference listen intently to 
the guest spokesman. 
Student Council members Emily Suh (12), Amy Frank in 
(11), Travis Howell (11), Mike Stevens (10), John Shullo 
(10) Freddy Mendoza (9), Laura Torbeck (8), Soma 
Skrypczuk (8), Michelle Durgin (8), Ted Willis (7), and 
Robert Gomez (7). 

by Alyson Soma 
Student Senate (stood'nt sen'it) n. 

(studere senex) 1. a group consisting of 
eighteen elected representatives gov
erned by a 5-member, elected board 
of officers who serve their school by 
erecting Christmas trees, awarding 
groups with Baskin-n-Robbins' ice 
cream cakes and hosting competitive 
class competitions. 2. the gathering of 
3 student representatives from each 
grade level with the officer's board and 
their leader during lunch hour on 
Mondays and Wednesdays to puzzle 
over complicated matters and make 
delicate decisions concerning school 
functions. 3. — adj. the feeling one 
gets when trying to formulate new 
ideas to set'the 1991-92 Senate apart 
from previous years. This feeling sub
sides when it is brought to mind that 
this year's Senate: a. bought a Christ
mas tree to decorate Patch for the 
Yuletide season, rewarded an ice 
cream cake to the group with the best 
tree ornament and then donated the 
tree to a family who did not have one. 
b. hosted their own leadership confer
ence. c. donated money to clubs in the 
school, d. brought panther jackets to 
Patch, e. carried on the traditions of 
sponsoring class elections and class 
night. See also SPONSOR, BOARD 

Sponsor (span' sar) n. (spondere) 
she who fearlessly leads the Student 
Senate: Ms. Georgie Richard. See also 
GREY HAIR 

Board (bord) n. (bord) 1. a long, flat 
piece of wood. 2. a clan of 5 SENIORS 
who have voluntarily taken over the 
official positions on the Student Sen
ate; generally made-up of a prez, vice-
prez, sec, treas, and historian. See also 
CRAZY PEOPLE 

Student Council 



Raid the Hague 

United 
Norwegians 

ROMANIA 

by Brienna Perelli 

(Heavy, slow, British accent) "The African Republic of Angola (ahn 
go la), wishes to say, regarding clause six, BLAHH!" 

Spontaneous laughter bursts from the General Assembly, a huge 
congregation representing about 180 nations. It seems incongruous 
to see 2000 people elegantly dressed in suits, ties, and dresses, 
laughing so hard, until you look into their youthful faces, and realize 
that these are not actual UN representatives, but teenagers at the 
Hague International Model United Nations. The atmosphere of 
THIMUN, however, is hardly always frivolous. The students treat 
their resolutions and goals seriously, as if they were to be enacted in 
the "real" world. 

The delegations come from over 60 countries around the world, 
everywhere from Ireland to Venezuela, and for the first time this year, 
Russia. Non-Americans outnumbered the Americans, and accents 
were common. Several delegations did fly over from the US. 

Patch's adopted country was Norway, Land of the Midnight Sun. A 
European country, with Western ideas, was not hard to represent. 
Basically, Norway's policy is the same as that of the U.S. Also, the 
"Norwegians" had the benefit of having a real Norwegian (Ulrikke 
Castberg (12)), tell them about Norwegian culture and sayings. She 
even loaned her National Costume to Brienna Perelli (12), who deliv
ered the opening speech. 

Besides spending long, grueling hours at work, the delegates also 
partied hard. The Hague was attacked by 2000 students seeking out 
good food and fun. Two rather infamous bars, Cremer's and St. J 's, 
were crammed with delegates who enjoy loud music and no personal 
space. For those who prefer a peaceful atmosphere, there was the 
beach and boardwalk. Listening to the soothing swish of the sea, 
washed away the worries of the day. 

MUN is an experience the delegates will never forget. By observing 
first-hand the operations of the United Nations, they definitely 
received an understanding of the world at large. 

MUN 

Confident! Confident! Dry and secure 
... Raise your placard if you're sure. 
Annetta Burger (12) and Brienna 
Perelli (12) search for friendly nations 
on the diagram of the General Assem
bly. 

Juliet Mount (12) and Erin Heinemeyer (12) prepare to voice Norway's 
opinion in the General Assembly (G.A.) 
Megan Rutherford (12) and Emily Suh (12) pretend freezing is no big deal. 

Erin, Juliet, and Meredith collect protozoa in the North 
Sea at 12:30 a.m. for Mr. Hanks. 
Norwegians knock down a table during a suspenseful 
moment in JFK. 
Delegates pose for pictures in front of Amsterdam's 
Hash Museum. 
"No hard drugs allowed!" 
Oslo is the belly button of the world. 
Annihilate FIZH (Fight Imperialistic Zionist Homosexu
als)! 

M.U.N. Delegation 
Back Row: Ms. Mitchell (sponsor), Andrew Bon (11), Tremayne Moore (12), Jen 
Maddocks (12), Juliet Mount (12) Erin Heinemeyer (12), Ms. Stockard (Sponsor). Front 
Row: Emily Suh (12), Colleen Crook (10), Brienna Perelli (12), Merideth Johston (12), 
Annetta Burger (12), Megen Rutherford (12). 



by Matt Simmons 

Reporters, Lainey Tiderman (12), Mandy Blain (10), and Sara Short (10) tear each others 
articles apart. 
Karen Hutcheson (12) and Amy Botls (10) plan out next month's issue. 
"I could have sworn that mouse moved," exclaims a stunned Julie Quain (11). 
"What!?! A sneak preview?! Never!!!" says Karen Hutcheson as Lainey Tiderman looks 
on. 

Newspaper 

Cut it, paste it, tape it, WILL WE MAKE IT?! Edit! 
Write! Cram, jam, copy, move, type, panic, print 
TOMORROW?! We'll never make it! It's ready - the 
copier's broken - all that work for nothing? Improvise! 
Improvise! We'll sell them tomorrow or never! Who 
ever said the Panther Press wasn't as busy as the 
Times? Reporters dashing in and out, cutting long sto
ries to fit and lengthening those that don't, deadlines 
come and go, issues meticulously laid out only to be 
changed for a late-breaking story or mechanical imper
fection. Throughout the year, staffers discovered the 
news and personalities of Patch, as editors solved word 
use mysteries and generated a paper full of facts, fig
ures, funnies, fools, photos, and frivolous fun. 

Assisting the staff and consisting of the staff was the 
new Journalism class taught by Panther Press advisor 
Mrs. Bonnie Getty. The class, combined with the regu
lar reporters and editorial staff, produced more issues 
this year than ever before, with issues coming out on a 
monthly basis. For $0.10, the Panther Press gave the 
students a view on the inside and outside world, school 
and international issues, civilian and military life, and, 
of course, the latest club news. 

The Panther Press Editorial staff would like to thank 
all the reporters and the layout crew for a great year, 
and the organizers of the December Journalism Confer
ence, and leave you all with a few last thoughts relating 
to the frustration and good times which happened 
while frantically printing the paper: 

"Why is that printing SIDEWAYS?!" 
"I got spirit yes I do, I've got the spirit stick with 

which to HIT you!" 
"Finally the front page is done - wait, isn't that head

line misspelled?" 
ZAP! "What happened to my page?! 'Internal Error? 

What does that mean?" 
"Where's that other article?" "Try that pile of stuff 

over there in the trash can, it might've gotten mixed 
in." 

"Pizza anyone?" 
"Who's leading this meeting ... WHERE'S SEAN?!" 
"WAIT! Don't cut... that... " 

Newspaper 

Sean Hanover (12) and Julie Quain (11) laugh at an upended page. 
Editorial Staff of the Panther Press: 

Karen Hutcheson (12), News, 
Matt Simmons (12), Photography, 
Angela Proctor (11), Copy, 
Amy Botts (10), Managing, 
Sean Hanover (12, Editor in Chief, 
Jenni Tarpley (12), Feature, 
Ms. Bonnie Getty, Sponsor 

Ms. Bonnie Getty and Sean Hanover (12) decide the fate of the paper, while Lissa 
Conway (8) lays out the next page. 
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by Angela Proctor 

We stood there with our candles burning. 
The wheels of creativity turning. 
Constance Hellge: our oath she speaks. 
We hear it, and then we repeat. 
A strange sect you think you see? 
No, the Living Poets are we. 

The Living Poets' Society is the first club of its type at 
Patch. During meetings, members read, critique and, write 
original poetry. A candle always burns to symbolize the eter
nal flame of creativity. 

In addition to meetings, the society had a teacher Christ
mas coffee, made faculty birthday cards with original poetry, 
produced an anthology, and had an evening of food and 
poetry at President Megan Rutherford's (12) house. 

Dr. Hellge said, "The purpose of Living Poets' Society is to 
awaken the poetic spirit within its members and those who 
read their poetry. This year the club wandered with words 
together." 

Poets searching for diamonds in the rough ... draft. 
The Living Poets, alive and well are: Back row: LaKeisha Bankhead (10), Lani 
Norris (11), Sarah Bates (12), Megan Rutherford (12), Jen Maddocks (12), 
Maila Tata (12), Juliet Mount (12), Front Row: Amanda Henderson (11), Pam 
Groves (11), Jennifer Reynolds (11), Angela Proctor (11), and Karen Hutche-
son (12). 

Christmas candles illu
minate Jen Maddocks at 
a reading of original 
works. 
Dr. Hellge, Living Poets' 
mentor, caught in the 
midst of poetic justice. 

Erica Lambeth, and 
Marci Goede are build
ing up the "new" club 
during a lunch-time 
planning session. 
Beware of incoming 
work! Delegating 
authority to Edrice Bell. 0 

Black History Students 
We have a dream. 

by Angela Proctor 

This year Patch introduced something that has not been seen 
here in a while. It was here when the school first opened, but 
now it is back. It is the Patch Black History Student Croup. 

The group is sponsored by Ann McKenzie, Patch's cosmetolo
gy teacher. She got involved with the group because, "I feel 
knowledge and pride in one's roots is essential to self growth, 
character building and determination to make a difference as a 
result of being or having been a part of the human race." 

During February, which was Black History Month, the group 
participated in a field trip to Stuttgart High to meet with their 
Black History Group and attend a session with Dr. Sweeney 
which was followed by an assembly. They had a program which 
involved a T V show skit for Patch students, which was followed 
by an appearance by a special guest speaker. 

Ms. McKenzie was pleased that both black and white stu
dents joined the group. "Many people died and suffered for 
freedom as we know it today, they were not all black," she said. 

jovonia Thomas (11) said, "I joined the group because it 
deals with my race, and I wanted to further the education of the 
past." 

Ms. McKenzie summed up the goal of the group by saying, "I 
think and hope students will learn to be more tolerant of differ
ences and gain more respect for similarities." 

Fellowship and brotherhood is not a bad thing, think Chacole Harvey (10), 
Derek Lowe (9), and Adrianne Kelly (10). 
The history makers and shakers from the front: Sara Short (10), Marci Goede 
(10), Megan, Erica Lambeth (9), Edrice Bell (9), Leslie Perrault (12), Lakeisha 
Bankhead (10), Kay Sandberg (12), Angela Lewis (12), Mrs. McKenzie, 
Richard Lee (10), Derek Lowe (9), Givonia Bell (11), Tenaiya Murray (10), 
and Abby Bates (10). 



JV T • 1 s into Insight 
by Ulrikke Castberg 

For those of you who think that a 
yearbook just appears by itself, you are 
definitely wrong, something the peo
ple who have been working on it know 
for sure. Yearbook is a lot of frustra
tion, tears, and fun. We started this 
year with only three seniors, and two 
of them wanted to quit even before we 
got started, so there seemed to be 
absolutely no light at the end of the 
tunnel. We had a l ittle workshop with 
a lady from the publishing company, 
and that got the three of us started. 
We did layouts and captioning every
day after school, and even on the 
weekends. For a while, we had night
mares about deadlines creeping up on 
us and the school burning down with 
all the final layouts, but then we man
aged to cool down, and take it all as a 
fun everyday-everyweek project. Later 
on we got people to come in and help 
us, and it was just such a relief and 
surprise that for a while it we didn't 
have anything for them to do! But then 
our dear Ms. Editor got organized (?), 
and things suddenly started to move 

Our Editor Brienna Perelli 
(12) WORRY??? Never! 
"Geez ... what IS my pass
word ... Annetta Burger 
(12) wonders. 
Amy Rhoades (12), Sarah 
Short (10) and Melissa 
Bouldry (10) smile at 
Amy's funny caption. 

so much faster. Yearbooking is defi
nitely an interesting experience and a 
great deal of fun. Sometimes you just 
feel like Cod, you're the one to decide 
if you should put in that embarrassing 
picture or not, if you should have that 
caption that will stay carved in stone 
that will just make the person turn red 
just by the thought of it (ask Sarah 
Bates). It's a n iiiice feeling, and if that 
sounds like you, you should definitely 
do yearbook next year. You'll have a 
blast like we did!!! 

Yearbook 

nV ; 

"What do you mean by a 100 
more pages????!" Joe Garcia 
(12) asks Ulrikke Castberg 
(12) as he realizes that year-
booking is not an easy task. 
"I'm not doing ANY layouts, 
that's work for those dumb 
people who can't take pic
tures!" exclaims Matt Sim
mons (12) as Ulrikke (12) and 
Brienna (12) get frustrated 
over an impossible layout. 
"Who is that?!?" exclaims 
Dani Cador (10) to Michelle 
Lambeth (10). 
"You must be joking ... we 
have DEADLINES?!" Sarah 
Short (10) says as she realizes 
the harsh reality about year-
booking! 



by Richard Holt 

Quicker than the blink of an eye the athletes greeted their adversaries. The 
team giving their best to strive to do better played against all odds. The ath
letes showed few weaknesses as they faced tough competition. Day in and 
day out these individuals spent their time after school constantly practicing to 
get geared up for the next game. Another game went by and yet they could 
still be found practicing. 

Total dedication to their sport is what makes an athletes what they are. 
That's the type of athletes this school produced. The teams proved this by 
coming out on top. This year's tennis, volleyball, and girls' Cross Country 
teams were able to walk away as the conference champions. 

The coaches played a major role in helping the athletes overwhelm their 
opponents. On and off the field the coaches used their knowledge of the 
game to assist the players. Bad and good calls were often made by the coach
es as they either won a close game or lost. Even though the games were lost 
the coaches still praised their players for at least trying to win. Now it is time 
to see the dedication of the Panther athletes in action on the pages to come. 



The Patch Panther football team 
tried but was unsuccessful as they 
finished the season with only one 
win. The Panthers started off with 
their first and only victory against 
Mannheim, a 14-12 decision. This 
win was cherished for it was the 
only victory ever against 
Mannheim. As the season went on 
so did the injuries. The injuries 
became a disease everybody was 
catching. Game after game, start
ing players began to fall from the 
lineup, leaving the rest of the team 
to try harder. This didn't stop their 
determination as they tried their 
best to win games against tough 
opponents. 

Coach Jerry Lyons led this pack 
of Panthers as they continued to 
give their opponents competition. 
"We started big but injuries came 
along and we started to fall apart. 
Injuries here and injuries there, it 
was tough on everybody. The sea

son felt great because we never 
gave up and had the chance to 
beat other teams," says Coach 
Lyons. 

David Winters (12) ended the 
season with 274 yards on 55 car
ries. Carson Cutler (11) and Sam 
Lucas (10) posed as a passing 
treat against opponents. The offen
sive line was led behind ALL CON
FERENCE tackle Jay Downtain 
(11). "The line started off to a 
slow start but as everybody was 
getting playing time we improved 
our blocking and gave opponents 
a tough time." comments Down-
tain. Along with Downtain was 
guard Shawn Hebert (12) and 
center Josh Spoo (11). 

This years captains for the Patch 
Panther Football team are David 
Winters, (12) Sam Smith, (11) 
and Vince Gray, (10) "It was a 
great season even though we 
didn't win like expected, but our 

"Oh No! Not another one!" exclaims Ryan Stewart 
(10) while he saves his foot from a certain amputation 
"James Hagan (12) & Richard Holt (12) illustrate the 
healthy aspect of football. * " What's next?" asks Brian 
Owen (9) while returning with Lance Jones (9) and 
Marc Hoferichter (9) from the game. 

team spirit was always there," 
says MVP David Winters. "It's not 
whether you win or not but how 
you played the game," states Cen
ter James Hagan (12). 

Injury PlaguEd 

150 Football 

Front row. Richard Holt (12), Sterling McCormick (12) Shawn Hebert (12), Ryan Wheeler (12), David 
Winters (12), James Hagan (12), Mike Barry (12), Jason Downtain (11), Benito Mendoza (12), Jo e 

Garcia (12) 2nd row: Ryan Meno (11), Antoine Williams (10), Ben Mensah (11), Tony Zinni (11) 
Boris Western (11), Joe Kriewaldt (10), Vince Grey (10) 3rd row: Vernon Lewis (9), Gary Wafford 
(11), Terrance Barnes (9), Tori Lockhart (11), Sam Lucas (10), Sam Smith (11), Travis Howell (11) 4th 
row: Katie Lahnstein (9), Coach Riddick, Ryan Stewart (10), Lydell Alexander (10) 

Front ro w: James Money (9), Anthony Wilson (9), Dustin Mitchell (10), Devon Smith (9), Joel Ellison 
(9) 2nd Row: Roger Colon, (9), Carl White (9), Shane Roche (9), Marc Hoferichter (9), Steve Larsen 
(10), Lance Jones (9), Mike Harden (11), Brent Owen (9), 3rd row: Coach Wafford, Sean Bartolain 
(10), Chris Dickerson (9), Thomas Fugate (9), Thomas "Cat" Hirschmann (9), James Whitmore (10), 
Thierry Curtis (11), Jeremy Hancock (10), Ronnie Lewis (9), Ryan Tadeo (11), Thomas Beadle (9), 
Coach Sparks. 

Sam Lucas (10) takes another water break after some good work on the field. ""'Let 
me at 'em!" growls Joe Garcia (12) at the sideline. ""The Var sity team breaking 
through. 
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Football 153 

David Winters (12) sacks Bitburg's Quar
terback. * I sure wish they would stop 
drinking so much. I'm breaking a sweat." 
says Katie Lahnstein (9) to Julie Santos 
(12). * How many more sweaty hands do 
I h ave to touch? * OH MY GOSH! I fo rgot 
to get dressed." exclaims Mike Barry 
(12) * David Winters (12) plows ahead 
for a first down.* 

Vernon Lewis gets tender loving care from Katie Lahnstein (9) The Patch Line
man fight for the last twinkie *What in the world is that thing? 

/P:: Davki Winters 

Best DeiensiygjfcckSafatu 
Best Defensive Lineman: San 
Best Offensive Back: David \ 

'Btest Qffe nslVeTJneman: Jay 
W>st imDraypo: Bep Mensal 
Most In'roffational: Carsqrrl 

Athlete-Ryan Meno 

Ryan Wheeler (12) pre
tends to be hurt in 
order to talk to Julie 
Santos, (12). * The 
Patch Panthers hold 
back Nuernbergs 
offense. *Some people 
just can't wait to get 
their clothes off! (Ryan 
Wheeler) 

All Conference Players: 

Jay Downtairi (11) OG 
Mike Barry (lt>) Kicker 
David Winters (12)FB 
James Hagan (12) C 
Shawn Hebert (12) OC 
Richard Holt'(«) FB 
David Winters (t2) DE 
Sam Lucas (10) 
Sam Smith DT (11) 
James Hagan NG (12) 
Ryan Meno CB (11) 
Carson Cutler DE (10) 

* 1 st Team Offensive: 

2nd Team Offensives 
Hcnjfable Mention:^ 

Team Defense: 

2nd Team Defense: 
Honorable Mention: 

Football 



"Is he supposed to go that way with the ball?" laugh four Pantherettes. 
Pantherette training regimen: first wind sprints, THEN dancing! 

Ellena Pak (11), Kalhy Rousseau (10), Jennifer Niederauer (9), Teresa Scrypczuk 
(10), Belh McDonald (10), Michelle Lambeth (10), Vanessa Valdez (9) , Katy 

Buchanan (9), and Jamie Ross (9) 
Who shakes the best? 

"And a one, and a two ... " Vanessa Valdez (9) concentrates on her moves. 

Pantherettes 
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Pantherettes 

Teresa Scrypczuk (10) has t he moves. 
Pantherettes show what they do best ... 
love their team! 
"What a snap! I can do this with my eyes 
closed!" exclaims Jamie Ross (9) to 
Kathy Rousseau (10) 
Beach Bash? In December? 

by Annetta Burger 

Both basketball teams left the floor of the gym 
to be swiftly followed by a group of uniformed 
girls. Then the speakers blasted with the sound of 
the latest dance hit. The Pantherettes were in 
motion. Swinging hips, bobbing heads, and kick
ing legs moved in unison as i f controlled by one 
mind. The music flowed through their limbs as 
numbers echoed and reechoed through their 
heads 1..2..3..4..1 ..2..3.... Black, white, and gold 
flashed. Dancing to well-known tunes and strut
ting their stuff, the Pantherettes shone with joy 
and the fierce determination which put them in 
front of the bleachers. 

Weeks of hard work had paid off. The Pan
therettes replaced the band during half-time of 
the school games. "It's fun to dance and it's excit
ing to perform in front of the audience!" 
exclaimed Teresa Skrypczuk (10). 

Michelle Lambeth (10) echoed her words and 
added "I like getting a chance to be with my 

friends." They were exiled to the elementary 
school gym because of other activities the other 
gyms. The tiring practices were soon forgotten as 
plans for new routines and music formulated in 
their minds. 

At the end of the year, new sweaters or jackets 
occupied the closets of experienced Pantherettes. 
Selling cookies on Thursdays and organizing 
dances occupied much of their free time. "It's all 
worth it," said Michelle, "I'll probably end up 
doing it next year." 
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Friendship sets the season. 

Shower talk time! The entire 
varsity volleyball team heads to 
the one place they can talk in 
private - the gym shower room. 
Sitting around the floor, they 
look at their teammates. Per
sonalities of every type look 
back and smile. This was the 
time to speak truthfully, with
out fear, because nothing left 
the room. Feelings about the 
team and it's progress were 
discussed, and overall, one 
thing is agreed on: this year's 
team is something special. As 
Amy Botts (10) put it, "Let's 
face it! We're a family!" It's not 
often that the right combina
tion of girls get together to cre
ate a team that's successful on 
court and off, but this year it 
happened. Not only did Patch 
tie for first at AA Tournaments, 
but as Joy P oorman (12) said, 
"It was fun - we were just 
together." There were two All-
Conference Players, Rita 
Meshell and Joy, as well as 
honorable mention, Lakeisha 
Bankhead (10) Also, Rita and 
Lakeisha both received All-
Tournament Players. This unity 
in both skill and friendship 
wasn't always there, but after a 
lot of hard work, sweat, and 
practice, they learned about 
each other as they learned how 
to relate on the court. Carol 
Heffernan explains her philos
ophy on the dynamics as 
"great individuals making up a 
great team." 

Heff - the woman who brought it all 
together. 
After trekking in the rain to Burger King, 
spirits remain high. 
Captain Rita Meshell laughs at the 
competition. 
A group hug after the first big win 
against AAA Ramstein. 
"Oh my cow!" Lakeisha remembered 
her kneepads! 
The varsity volleyball team: (top to bot
tom) Lainey Tiderman (12), Lakeisha 
Bankhead (10), Kari Henderson (12), 
Sara Short (10), Andrea Haia (10), Jen 
Tarpley (12), Amy Rhoades (12), 
Natasha Bright (11), Joy Poorman -
Capt. (12), Amy Botts (10), Carolyn 
Dragoo (10), Rita Meshell - Capt. (11). 

Volleyball 
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The team (top to bottom): Aman
da Kogle (10), Tenaiya Murray 
(10), Katie Garst (9), Cindy Rider 
(9), Kathleen Davey (9), Jennifer 
Reynolds (11), Susan Rountree 
(9), Michelle Thomas, Wendy 
Williams (10) 

Cuddle Time! The JV team 
used cuddle time rather than 
huddle time, thanks to Frank 
Jones. This was one of the 
many inside jokes of the 1991 
JV vo lleyball team, which had a 
very successful season. The JV 
team was saved when Mr. 
Jones, a student teacher from 
Wyoming, volunteered to 
coach. Before he volunteered, 
there was talk of not having a 
JV team. Varsity coach Carol 
Heffernan couldn't have taken 
the huge task of coaching both 
teams alone. The season was a 
time for building volleyball 
skills. The JV team was very 
receptive to what was taught in 
practice. They caught on quick
ly and applied their knowledge. 
For a JV team, they exhibited 
many varsity skills. The most 
memorable game was when the 
spiking panthers beat Nuern
berg. Throughout the season, 
they became the number one 
rival, because they were played 
three times! Patch beat Nuern
berg in their second to last 
game of the season. Mr. Jones 
stated unbelievably, "Just think
ing back on how much the girls 
learned during the season ... is 
remarkable!" Michelle Thomas 
(10) JV captain, remarked, "I 
felt we had a great team; we 
worked really well together and 
we got closer as the season 
progressed." The team was 
young, so look forward to many 
more great seasons. 

Mr. Jones psyches himself up by con
suming the rest of the "spirit food." 
Wake up, Wendy! We play Bitberg in ten 
minutes! 
The JV te am captured Mr. Jones' heart ... 
and body! 
Always alert on the court, Amanda had 
no qualms about a l ittle beauty sleep on 
the bus. 
Winning style and winning smile! 
Tenaiya flashes her pearly whites. 
The crew bonds before one of the few 
home games. 

Volleyball 4flfc* 



Raising a Racket Susan draws the line. 
Susan Pinschmidt (10) and Jen Maddocks (12) map out 
some tennis strategies. 

by Sammie Funderburg 

The racket began, everyone was 
shaking, as the tennis team swirled into 
second place in the championships. 
Unlike most teams the tennis team had 
no enemies among each other. "We are 
the winnest Patch sport team and we'll 
keep it that way," says Chris Greiner 
10). 

When the years pass and you come 
back to look at this book you can always 
say you know the most rememberable 
event of 1991. When the girls came strik
ing back at Bitburg behind 2-4. Also, 
everyone was in tournaments against 32 
schools expect for one. You even know 
what the funniest fumble was, when Jeff 
Walfield (12) got hit with a tennis ball. 
Losing against Wurzburg, 5-4, in a no 
conference match, was the most disap
pointing moment as the team was 
undoubtedly beaten. The teams biggest 
disadvantage is only having two courts as 
some of the larger schools have six. The 
team only had 14 players, but was 
tougher in the heart than any other team. 
The many successes of the year were 
brought on by numerous hours of hard 
work. Giessen was the longest drive, but 
was the easiest match won. Coach Shane 
Washington thought, "This year's team 

was my best in the style and quality of 
the work the team presented. I hope to 
see you on the team next year." 
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Susan Pinschmidt walks on air. 
"You ... you tiger!!!" yell Sarah Bates (12) 
"What fault?!?" Sarah Bates, asks of friends Jen Maddocks and Tiffany 
Leister. (11) 

Tony Nance (12) flies high Pat Pinschmidt (12) reaches for victory! 

1S8 Tennis 

Front Row: Chris Foulk (11), Laura Greiner (9), Chris Greiner (10), Yvonne 
Workman (11), Evelyn Mosley (9), Michelle Nixon (9) 2nd Row Tony ^an^e 

(12), Bryan Strickland (12), Tina Engleman (11), Susan Pinschmidt (1 » 
Tiffany Leister (11) 3rd Row: Jennifer Maddocks (12), Jeff Walfield < -
Sarah Bates (12), Pat Pinschmidt (12), Coach Washington, Martin Bern 
(12) Tennis 159 



"Hi ho, hi ho, it's off to work we go." 
says the boys team as they shuffle 
through the forest. 
*Puffing and striding, Juliet Mount 
(12) begins the final hill of Alpha and 
Omega of Patch's race course. * 
Despite the cold, Meredith Johnston 
(10) still smiles. 

160 Football 

"We've got to pray, just to 
make it today" - the Girl's 
Prayer Circle. *Dan, the friend
ly coach, is the only one left 
smiling after a hard race. * 
Award winning Paul Karl 
beams at the first race of the 
year, held at Patch's back gate. 

By bending his legs, Ed G ibson (10) thinks: "No one's going to beat me!" But 
Scott Hill (9) sure doesn't think so. 
"I WANT the brush," says Jennifer Smithwick (9) while struggling with Abby 
Bates. (10) You've got a problem? Just run it off, " says Mr. Heffernan. 
Give John Bruckner (9) a thumbs up. 

Crosscountry 161 
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Show a Little Leg 
Picture this: You are running 

through the woods, dodging pud
dles, nurdling logs, leaping over 
ditches, and scaling hills. A night
mare about bootcamp? No. Cross 
country! 

"Cross country is actually a lot of 
fun. Everyone has a great sense of 
humor - which helps if you're going 
to run 6 miles uphill," says girls cap
tain Juliet Mount (12). Practices 
include a long stretch period, (belly 
breathing and flams) LSD (long slow 
distance), hills & stairs, Alpha & 
Omega, 500's and pace kilometers. 
Autobahn Assault is another favorite. 

"Most people think runners are 
crazy," says senior Meredith John
ston who has been with the team for 
3 years, "They're right," she adds. 
Both the boys & girls teams finished 
the season well, the girls even took 
first in regionals! 

"We aid really well, considering 
how small the team is; I guess quan
tity isn't everything," say one runner. 
What with four assistant coaches and 
one super head coach, it's no won
der this tiny team came out on top. 

"Sure we got a few hundred blis
ters on the way, but it was worth it," 
says a runner, "especially getting up 

in front of all of central Europe's 
DODDs schools and taking 3rd." 

Yes, surprisingly enough, the girls 
team got 1st place in AA regional and 
3rd place in AAA central Europe, the 
guys team having taken a complete 
team for the first time. 

We were there!" says boy's cap
tain Paul Karl (12). So if you think 
that cross country is for masochists, 
think again. 

As top AA girls runner Abby Bates 
(10) would say, "It's the only sport 
where you can have water balloon 
fights or all out sprints to Burger 
King." 

Front row: Brienna Perelli (12), Scott 
Hill (9), Brian Wening (9), Mike 
Reed (7), Abby Bates (10), Paul Karl 
(12) 2nd row: Paul Shedlock (11), 
Laura Peterson (8), Meredith John
ston (12), Juliet Mount (12) Megan 
Rutherford (12) 3rd row: Lance 
Mitchell (11), Nathan Ramussen (9), 
John Bruckner (9), Chad Hastings 
(8), Ed Gibson (10), Anthony Palazzo 
(9) 



WHAT? S'P-I-R-I-T! 
Football Cheerleaders pump up the Jam 

by Larina Halvorsen 

162 Cheerleading 

"We deliver 100% and more 
Our energy won't stop 
Till w e raise the score! 
Call out our name 

-PATCH! 
Who's gonna' win this game? 

-PANTHERS! 
We deliver 100%! 

Fun! Fun! Fun! That's what 
Fall 1991 cheerleaders 
brought to PHS with enthusi
asm! Most of them participat
ed in the annual National 
Cheerleading Clinic in Frank
furt Aug. 30 - Sept. 2 where 
learned cheers, chants, jumps, 
stunts, dances, and ways to 
bring spirit and pride to PHS. 
Throughout the season, they 
decorated halls and lockers, 
prepared spirit boxes of treats 
for the athletes. Most impor
tantly, they worked long hard 
hours to become proud repre
sentatives of PHS! - JAM! 

Fall 1991 Varsity Cheerlead
ers were: (Cpt.) Larina 
Halvorsen (12), (Cpt.) Malia 
Tata (11), Kara Garner (11), 
Lori Br eau (9), Katie Miedenna 
(12), and Christina Holling 
(10). The JV Cheerleaders 
were: Natalie Laquement (10), 
Lulie Gleisberg (10), Tracy 
Samanka (9), Faith Lewis (10), 
Debbie Tavares (9), and (Alter
nate) Annisse Soliz (10). 

The sponsor was Ms. 
Smith. 

Giving new meaning to the 
term "wind resistance, Patch 
cheerleaders strike a pose. 
Katie is definitely much better 
off as a cheerleader than a bal
lerina! 
Kara Garner goes airborne at 
practice! 
Hey guys! What are you wait
ing for? By chance, is it a group 
of desperate cheerleaders? 

"How do they do that?" asks a bewil
dered Larina Halvorsen. 
Cara Garner does her cheer. 
Even off the field the cheerleaders are 
"cheer-ful." 
JV c heerleader, Tracy Sanka, rubs her 
hands together gleefully in anticipa
tion of a win. 
Lori Breau asks innocently,"Who, 
me?" 
A wanna-be Egyptian, Julie Gleisberg, 
offers her "spirit" to the tree gods? 



by Amy Rhoades 

Sweat drips off his forehead and rolls down his back 
as he sprints down the court. A teammate steals the 
ball from the opposing side and hurls it, blurring, 
approximately 98 miles per hour, into his waiting 
hands, and he leaps, shoots, and the ball swishes into 
the net. 

Both the JV an d Varsity teams experienced times of 
triumph this year. Although Patch's boys' basketball 
teams' season began a little roughly, by the end of the 
season, they worked as a team. 

Dontell Green (10) saw the game against Frankfurt 
as the turning point for the varsity team. "We had lots 
of good defense, we passed the ball more, and took 
good shots." 

The 1991-92 teams have been described by several 
players as having a great amount of talent, but "just not 
being able to put it all together and keep it there." 

JV cap tain, Lance Jones (9 ), says, "People think we 
have a terrible basketball team because we don't win all 
the time, but the truth is, we're just as good as any 
other team in our conference." 

This talent could be seen at every game, with the ball 
flying back and forth between players. Rebounds, 
assists, and plenty of good baskets showed the amount 
of effort put forth by the Patch teams. 

"The entire team works really hard," noted Pat Pin-
schmidt (12), varsity captain. 

Hard work and team work can do a lo t of things. In 
the first quarter of the Giessen game, for instance, 
Patch had control, and came out ahead. Despite the 
fact that the lead wasn't held, many remarkable shots 
kept the crowd cheering. The most notable victory of 
the season was against arch rival Stuttgart, who had 
never before been beaten by a Patch boys' basketball 
team. Patch wanted to win, and they did. 

Coach Rehwaldt remarked, "We have a young team, 
and they all improved a great deal by the end of the 
season. We're looking forward to seasons in the 
future." 

DRIBBLING 
DUDES 

Ponthers Power 
Proudly for Patch 

164 Boys Basketball 

Dontell Green shows the thrill of victory. "Ummm ... you can let go 
of the rim now ... don't worry, I'll catch you," coaxes Travis Howell. 

The Patch Panther Varsity Basketball team: back row - Rich 
Holt (12), Carson Cutler (11), Vince Grey (11), Travis Howell 
(11), Shawn Johnson (10). front row - Lance Jones (9), Pat Pin-
schmidt (12), Roger Watson (12), Chris Foulk (11), Mike 
Stevens (10), Dontell Green (10), and Stefan Blum (11). 

The Patch Panther JV Basketball Team: Lance Jones (9), 
Kevin Frick (9), Anthony Palazzo (9), Joe Kriewaldt (10), 
Ryan McRae (11), Chris Greiner (10), Ronnie Lewis (9), 
Lanier Lumpkin (10), Sam Abbot (11), Devon Smith (9), 
Anthony Wilson (9), Ryan Halvorsen (9), and Coach Purtle. 

Ryan McRae shows us his 
form at the line. 
Pat Pinschmidt executes a fan
tastic pass while leading the 
break. 
Mike Stevens and Stefan 
Blum mull over a disappoint
ing loss. 



Hoop du Jour 
by Annetta Burger 

Jump, catch, dribble, pass, run ... 
jump, catch, dribble pass, run, over 
and over, up and down the courts — 
these PHS students have become the 
epitome of patience and determina
tion. 

Each afternoon was spent showing 
up for practice and surrendering to the 
coach's direction in the hopes of win
ning that next game. The basketball 
team became worn down by the end
less rounds of lay-ups and jump-shots. 
Run and jump, another miss! One after 
the other, none are good enough. 
Sides ache and throats close. It's not 
good enough. Saturdays disappear as 
another precious day is spent on the 

courts. 
The day of the game has come 

again. Will that one basket be finally 
made? Up and down the teams wear 
out the court floor. Then, that won
drous moment, the ball is passed; the 
basket is free. The ball is thrown, and 
it swishes through the hoop! Tri
umph!! The practice pays off. Games 
played every Tuesday and Friday (and 
sometimes Saturdays) lead to victori
ous baskets and enthusiastic cheers 
from fans. 

After games, team-mates relax and 
rejoice at the knowledge of a well-
played game. JV players often let off 
steam by s inging in t he shower before 
the timed water spouts shut off. Before 
the games, the players ate at the Sub 

Shop with friends. They enjoyed the 
company of friends and indigestion 
from junk food. 

"I w anted to try out to see if some 
one as short as me could get on the 
team," Angela Proctor (11) said, "Now, 
I'm going to try out next year." 

The team spirit and pride are every
thing. Sarah Bates (12) said, "One of 
the best things that happened to me 
this year was making the basketball 
team. The players, the coach, and the 
sport, Enough said." 

166 Girls Basketball 

The Patch JV Lady Panthers: back row - Katie Garst (9), Summer Stewart (9), Marlys 
Newey (asst. coach), Susan Pinschmidt (10), Susan Rountree (9); middle row - Jennifer 
Chester (9), Angel Garcia (10), Jennifer Basset (9), Beth Ann Coffman (10); front row -
Amy Franklin (11), Angela Proctor (11), Coach Sweat, Tyler Sweat (10), and Marci 
Goede (10) 

Braving the Giessen defense. Roshonda Cutler attempts to keep the ball from her 
opponents. 

tatimm. 

Intensely watching her teammates, Leslie Perrault chews on 
The Patch Varsity Lady Panthers: back row - Amanda "Barbie" Kogle (10), La Keisha "Ice" Bankhead basketball player's pacifier - the mouthguard. 
(10), Coach Wash, Shakira "Mermaid" Stoh (11), Nancy "Tough" Tuggle, Holly "Slow" Anderson (9), 
Anita "Eyes" Frazee (9), Sarah "Speedy" Bates (12), Roshonda "Ro-Ro" Cutler (9), Leslie "Shortie" 
Perrault (12), Melissa "Mimi" Roblado (9), Jovonia "Little J" Thomas (12). 

Girls'Basketball 167 



by Annetta Burger 

Do they just bum around after school, or can cheerleaders be 
classified as atheletes? That eternal question has echoed 
through generations of High School students and continues to 
do so. What do they do after school and games, just jump? 

Practice consists of running to warm up and a rigorous set of 
stretching excercises. Then the cheerleaders begin to practice 
those jumps that boggle every spectator's mind. Splits and 
jumps stretch the legs up above the head. "It's like gymnastics. 
You do one thing, stop and do another," explained Malia Tata 
(11). 

If gymnastics is a sport, why wouldn't cheerleading be con
sidered a sport? These dedicated girls spend every day after 
school practicing jumps, cheers, and routines. Tuesdays and Fri
days consist of even longer days, cheering at the home basket
ball games. And remember that "dumb cheerleader" stereo
type? Not these girls. Grades had to be kept up, just as in any 
other sport. Team captain Larina Halvorsen (12) took AP 
English as well as AP Calculus in her senior year. Others were 
taking courses like Russian history and Trigonometry. 

Then, according to Malia, there was that "fine line between 
making yourself look good and cheering on the team." The Bas
ketball Cheerleading team managed to do both. Often they 
were the only ones cheering on the team. Spending so much 
time at the home games played every week, the cheerleaders 
never had the chance to cheer at an away game, even though 
their hearts were with the team. 

So is cheerleading a sport? Malia said, It's not a sport unless 
you work really hard. For some it's just a song and dance rou
tine." 

Erin Murphy (9) cheers the team to victory. 
Katie Miedema (12), Larina Halvorsen (12), Malia Tata (11), and Kara Garner 
(11) just got back from their party raid. 

168 Basketball Cheerleaders 

Katie Miedema and 
Larina Halvorsen 
show their best spir
it while selling 
breakfast to hungry 
students. 
The Patch High 
cheerleaders take 
their positions. 



Wrestlers 

The Patch Panther Wrestling Team: top row - Coach Brooks, Thomas 
Dyer (12), Ryan Stewart (10), Matt Brow (10), James Whitmore (10), 
George Helmick (12), Steve Larson (10), John Shullo (10), asst. coach 
Cruz. Bottom row - Nathan Rasmussen (9), Tim Lennon (11), Kim 
Fuller (12), Ryan Snow (10), Lydell Alexander (10) 

Tim Lennon (11) poised for yet another victory. 

by Sean Hanover 

Dead silence fell in the gym as Lydell 
Alexander (10) slowly started out onto the 
mat. The Nurnberg opponent smiled broad
ly, expecting an easy victory, and proceeded 
to get stomped, increasing Alexander's 
record another notch. 

"If I had to say what made our team the 
best, it would have to be that we work really 
well together," said Coach Earl Brooks of 
the Patch High School wrestling team. 

The Patch wrestling team had a tremen
dous season this year, ending with a 11-5-1 
record before regionals. Although many 
wrestlers began this season with little or no 
experience, their quick learning and positive 
attitude gave them a serious edge over 
much of the competition. 

"The whole team made it happen," com
mented Tennley Singer (10), and Kathy 
Rousseau (10), both managers. 

Three members of the Patch team, Kim 
Fuller (12), George Helmick (12), and Lyde 
Alexander, were undefeated this season, 
having never been pinned. 

"We aren't the strongest team, but what 
we lack in strength, we make up in speed," 
explained Alexander from the practice mats. 

The team practiced everyday from 3:30 
until 5:30, and sometimes until 6:00. Typi
cally, practice started up with warmups. 
Coach Brooks demonstrated any new 
moves, and the team worked on them for 
future meets. 

Several outstanding performances stood 
out on Patch's record. The game against 

Mannheim was especially noteworthy. 
Mannheim, a AAA school, was a tough 
adversary, but Patch aced them and brought 
home the win. 

Of the other games, Tennley added, 
"They were mostly easy wins. We stomped 
them." 

Matt Brow humbly accepts praise from his teammates. 
Thomas Dyer "shoots" to kill. 
"Air raid!" 
Matt hovering over his opponent for the win. 
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by Sammie Funderburg 

Breast, butterfly, back, and freestyle 
strokes led seven people on the Piran
has swimming team to the Munich 
championships. 

This year the team is smaller but the 
heart of the team is still there. Coach 
Charles Vickers stated, "The draw
down has not effected us much, but 
when seventh corps leaves eight 
swimmers will be gone." 

The team's efforts went a long way, 

although they only won two meets 
while losing ten. Coach Vickers 
explained, "This year was definitely a 
rebuilding year because when we 
started eight or nine of the swimmers 
never had swum before." The ages 
ranged from seven to 17. 

Coach Vickers felt, "With minimum 
practice we're doing super." The team 
practiced at Vaihingen and Singelfin-
gen in the morning at 6:00 to 7:00 and 
at night 5:00 to 6:30 on different days. 

With only 26 people on the team 

now, compared to some other teams 
who have 50, the Piranhas have to 
compete more often in races. This year 
was special, according to Kris Abel (9) 
because, "There were a lot less people 
this year than last, so it made it harder 
to win, but our scores were still high 
compared with others schools in the 
district. 

Coach Vickers said, "The only crite
ria to swimming is to have a desire to 
swim and at least know how to swim a 
little." 

Robert Gomez (7) gasps for air as he kicks off for another lap. 
" ... and they're off!" 

The Pirhana Swim Team: top row - Ja son Wenig (11), Roy Vickers (10), 
Kris Abel (8), Scott Hill (9), Brian Wening (9). Bottom row - Robert 
Gomez (7), Sara Conway (7), Ellanie Gomez (9), Mike Venturella (7) 

Ed Gibson 10, Matt Sim
mons (12), and Mike 
Harden (11) sport that 
winter look while pausing 
atop the majestic Alps. 
Mike Harden shooting the 
curl... er, the slope. 
Tony Nance (11) achieves 
some major air. 
Kevin Steinman (10) con
templates the afterlife, just 
prior to impact. 
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by Matt Simmons 

Despite the hype about global 
warming and the ozone layer, the '91-
'92 ski year yielded some of the best 
snow in recent years. Slopes with 
powder and moguls, combined with 
numerous "bombing runs," provided 
diversity for the elite group of skiers 
stationed near world-famous ski 
resorts and top-notch pistes. 

Excellent snow wasn't the only 
aspect setting this year apart from 
those before. Many resorts adopted 
policies of leaving designated slopes 
ungroomed, leaving fresh powder and 
moguls. Even on the groomed slopes 
snowcats tended to create jumps 
rather than flatten them much to the 
delight of mogul and "airborn" skiers. 

"My jumps were so high they 

should have had a flight number!" 
laughed Bryan Strickland (12). 

"There's nothing like kicking up 
powder on a clear sunny day, on top 
of the world," said Tony Nance (12) of 
the snowboard contingent. 

Fellow boarder Shawn Herbert (12) 
described those "airs" that go awry," 
'AHHHHHHHhhhh ... @#%$!!! Ufft 
... ' the sound of a face plow." Appar
ently the price of admission has 
increased from the once-standard face 
plant. 

Evening activities were the standard 
Sitzmarker traditions. Crooked card 
games, Pictionary, pillow fights, and 
disturbing the local populous with 
loud American snowball fights and 
white-washings ended the day with a 
bang. 

"Aside from blocking traffic with 

gigantic snowballs and reenacting the 
Reign of Terror in snow, it was pretty 
subdued behavior for one night," stat
ed a calm Mike Harden (11). 

Overall, the '91-'92 season provided 
skiing equal to the previous years, if 
not better, and broadened the abilities 
and heightened the altitude of veteran 
and newcomer skiers alike. 

Resident Swede, Hedvig Elander 
(11), suggested skiing in Europe was 
"a really 'cool' experience everyone 
should try!" while Carson Hellwinck-
el (12), now enjoying Colorado's finest 
agreed that "the weather was cool, but 
the skiing was HOT!" 

P.S. Remember that to 'air' is human. 
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The key to yearbook aspirations is the support of the Patch community. 
Business contributions set our yearbook goals "within sight" by taking out 
product ads to congratulate the graduating class of 1992. Worried about 
what to buy for your friends next Christmas (in six months)? Check out the 
ads for great ideas! 

Friends and family complete the ad section by constructing their "vision" 
of the perfect personal ad for a senior. Pictures from the past and present 
adorn their loving messages. Look to see just how much many have 
changed. Some Seniors choose to create an ad thanking all their friends 
instead of just dedicating it to one person. There are many ways to repre
sent an ad; many possibilities for neat "eye"-deas and spontaneous creativ
ity. Turn to the next page to discover all this for yourself. 

Thoughts about the past year are reflected in the conclusion. We're 
looking back on the events we've been through this year and reminiscing 
about the time that seemed to go so slowly but is now over. Look to see 

if y ou can find a little piece of your thoughts about the year... 
The yearbook look at the past should be "a sight for sore eyes" and 

help you to remember times gone by. 
And who are all the businesses and individuals that made all these 

terrible puns possible? Read on and see ... 
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From deflecting goals 

To achieving goals 

Congratulations 
To our" favorite" 
Son and Brother. 
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Heather Baker '92 
You Made It! 

You've seen the sunny beaches of Guam and Florida, the snow storms of Upper Michigan 
and the "Blah" weather of Germany. 

You've witnessed history — The fall of the wall and the fall of communism. The sky is your limit 
— Reach out and grab your star!! 

We're proud of you! Love, 
Mom, Dad, Jason & Josh 

TRTEKE WILL EE WO PC-ACE 
UHTIL ALU MEH LEARH TO 
UHPERSTAHP EACH OTHER 

TA/E... 
How ARE WE OOIHGTO 
GET EVGPREOOR TO 
5PEAK HORWEOlAW ? 

Well guys, it's over!!! It is hard to believe, but we did it. Most of you are heading to the 
States, and I'm going back to the polarbears and the North Pole. Keep in touch, and never 
ever forget the calm, quiet and super adorable Norwegian. 
Joanna - Thanks for being the string that keeps the balloon from flying away. 
Annetta - You're truly a shoulder to cry on. 
Ryan - My forever (?) bus-talking-buddy. 
Hedvig - I suddenly love Swedes. Thanks for keeping me from being totally brainwashed by 
all the Americans. 
Brienna - Thanks for being my little sunshine. 
Emily & Lainey - English would not have been the same without you. (Lainey, thanks for all 
understanding about the guys!) 
Heather - You're simply great. 
Katy - I will never forget my fellow ding-a-ling. 
Joe - W hat would I ever do without you, BABY!?! 

I wish I could name the rest of you, but since I'm so popular, it's impossible(!). You're all 
great friends, and all of you better come and visit me at the North Pole. Love you lots. 

Congrarulafions, 

Erin! 

Turn around and she's fwo, rurn around and she's four 
Turn around and she's a young woman walking our rhe door, 
...bur she's forever in our hearts. 



Love, 
Mom & 
Dad 

.. Hold 
fast to that 
which is 
good." -
ITIM 5:21 

Joy 8c Kari 
"The only way to have a 

friend is to be one." 
- Emerson 



PATCH FBLA ALONG WITH THE DODDS 
* EUROPE GROUP ATTENDING THE 
NATIONAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
IN ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA WISHES THE 
1992 GRADUATES MUCH HAPPINESS 
AND SUCCESS IN THE FUTURE. 

MEMBERS AND ADVISORS FROM DODDS * EUROPE WHO ATTEND THE 
FBLA NATIONAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE IN ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA. 
FROM PATCH: MICHAEL PROST, PATRICK PINSCHMIDT, AND MR. 
DELONGE. 

You.ee kept otui wotM aA/e with goue beautiful tiniA, 

A (UtA bit of Coudtg, a (tftA bit of lode & toll, 

Keep bopping along ml tinging gom iongi, 

Make that fog cabin dne/m come true, 

Owi iove U uidlc goto off tie wag tfaiougIt. Kn/e Alwagl, 

Yoate a graduate of 1992! Had, Mom, Jeni, & CJ 

Gma 1/1/eM 
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Congratulations Joanna! 
You've come a long way, Babe! That first day of 
school seems only yesterday. You have done great 
things and are very special in our lives. Remember 
from whence you came and your best friends. 
We've introduced you to the world, the joy and 
the hardknocks. Now go and seek the new hori
zons. 

Cod Bless. 
Love, Mom, Dad, Melanie, Midnight. 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE CLASS OF 1992! 

AND ESPECIALLY 
SARAH BATES 

ULRIKKE CASTBURG 
MEREDITH JOHNSTON 
BRYAN STRICKLAND 

FROM YOUR "NON I.D. 
CARDHOLDING" FRIENDS 
Fa. Crook, Fa. Greiner, Fa. 
Johnston, Fa. Lambeth, Fa. 
Palazzo, and Fa. Peterson 

YOU'VE GOT IT • •• 
Ms.  Ba tes  

The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2200. 

WITH LOVE 

Dear Alyson, 
You Ve grown up to be 
a very special young lady ... 
but memories of you 
as a little girl still 
echo through the house. 
No matter where you are 
or what you do, 
You'll always be "our little girl. " 

Congra tula tions! 
With Love, 
Mom and Dad 

CONGRATULATIONS 
CU of '92! 

fuzed uoeff, 

and foved MJUJCI; u)lw kal yalned 
InteMyent MM and tie fove of 

ffljfe clufdzoen; alw lal fiffed toil nlcle and 

aczumpflljed lul talk; alur lal fefttle aodfd 
bettezi than le found Ct, aletlezi by an 
'mpKoved poppy, a pe/fect poem o>i a reicaed 
lad; MIW lal neven fadcdl appWJticSlon of 
with beauty o*i faded 1a expnzell it; mho- lai 
fooled fo>i Hoe belt In dtloertl and y'u/en $oe 
belt le lad; aloie fife aal an inlpOuxtion; 
aloie MJewoony il a benediction. 

- Mm. AdJuw 

Beit Willel, 

- The, Sklent Co<wttt 
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Congratulations 
Juliet 

From Your 

Loving Family 

HOTEL FONTANA 

SITE 

PROM '92 
LLERSTRASSE 5, 7000 STUTTGART 80 

/730-0, Fax 0 711/730-2525, Telex 72 55763 
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These memories brought to you by the 92 

Athletic Booster Club 

History has demonstrated that the most notable 
winners usually encountered heartbrea king obsta
cles before they triumphed. They won because 
they refused to become discouraged by their 
defeats. 

-B.C. Forbes 

Alexander M. Patch American High School 

Eighth Battalion AJROTC 
Congratulates the Class of 1992 

IlHCH AMERICAN 



Go For A Natural Fligh!! 
(from the 
people for a 
drug free life) 

Hold yourself responsible 
for a higher standard 

than anybody else 
expects of you. 

"Things may come to those who wait, but 
only the things left by those who hustle." 

' Abraham Lincoln 



Had I bee n left to create this yearbook by myself, I 
must honestly say that I w ould not have done it 
without the support of two very important people: 
Ulrikke Castberg and Annetta Burger. Every day after 
school, on Saturdays and Sundays, and into the wee 
hours of the morning they were there. Working at a 
super fast pace, they accomplished more than I 
could imagine. I co uld barely keep them supplied 
with things to do. Thanks, you two, your loyalty 
means the world to me. 

Other staff members' help was also invaluable. 
Colleen Crook, always giggling, drew layouts and 
typed faithfully. Matt Simmons took some brilliant 
pictures, and many of those witty (and corny) cap
tions can be attributed to him. Kevin St einman pro
vided hours of entertainment (instead of great vol
umes of work), and we love him for it. A n ew addi
tion to the yearbook was the superb quality of the 
articles, due to the journalism class. From captioning 
to typing to copying layouts, countless other people 
lent a helping hand. I wis h I could name each one. of 
you; I app reciate every moment you gave. 

This year's toil w as different f rom previous years. 
Emanating from the computer room was chatter, 
music, screams of frustration (actually Viking yelps), 
and most importantly, laughter. We were hardly a 
quiet staff (ask Ms. Pangman). Another difference 
was the amount of food consumed daily. All t hat 
work takes a good, healthy supply of junk food! 
Amongst all the cries of "Brienna" or "I have a ques
tion," were never ending smiles, which made it all 
worth while. 

Finally, I ne ed to recognize a truly wonderful per
son - Mr. Abel. He would always bring me creative 
"visual" ideas (and puns, of course), yet he left t he 
actual c reating up to the staff. By tack ling the more 
enterprising aspects, he handled the money and 
marketing, including those inventive morning 
announcements. Most importantly, however, Mr. 
Abel t ook pictures. Unique perspectives, wild angles, 
and crazy shots fill the book, because he snapped 
them. Without Mr. Abel's time and dedication, 
"Insight" would be nonexistent. 

"Insight" 1992, 200 pages long, was published by 
Walsworth Publishing Company. The body copy is 
Optima; the headlines are a range of styles. The 
yearbook staff w ould like to thank Ms. Getty for the 
use of the Journalism class, Ms. Pangman for letting 
us get under foot, and our other supporters. We 
wish future Andenken staffs luck and patience. 
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Insight Into Spring 
Spring Supplement Patch American High School 1992Andenken Vol. XIII 

Preamble to the Spring Supplement 
We, the yearbook staff of Patch American High School, in order to form a more perfect yearbook, establish 

fairness, insure scholastic tranquility, provide for the common humor, promote the Panther spirit, and secure the blessings 
of Seniors to ourselves and our underclassmen, do ordain and establish this SPRING SUPPLEMENT for Alexander M. 

Patch American High School. 

Senior Declaration of Independence 
When in the course of Spring events, it becomes necessary for one class (namely Seniors) to dissolve the 

scholastic bands which have connected them with the administration, and to assume, among the powers of the school, the 
separate and equal station to which the laws of DoDDS and of DoDDS Superintendent entitle them, with a decent restraint 
to the opinions of underclassmen, requires that Seniors should be reminded of the events which lead them to Graduation. 

We hold these sports to be self-evident, that ALL jocks are created equal, that Seniors are endowed by their 
Principal with certain inalienable rights, that among these are prom, pizza parties, and the pursuit of Senior Skip Day. 
That, to secure these privileges, Class Officers are instituted among Seniors, deriving their just powers from the consent 
of the sponsors; that whenever any kind of Underclassmen becomes destructive to these ends, it is the right of the 
Seniors to ducttape or to whitewash him, and to institute a new administration, laying its schoolbooks on such mundane 

m a t t e r s  a s . . .  

The Following Memories are 
covered in this revered document: 

Boys' Soccer 

Girls' Soccer 

Track 

Band Tour 

Spring Drama Production 

Class Night & Elections 

Prom 
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Boys' Soccer Team Sweeps European Championship 

by Amy Botts, Angela Proctor, and Lainey Tiderman 

"Looking back on our struggle during the season I felt we deserved it," said captain Bryan Strickland, (12). 

After ending their season of three wins and three losses, the Patch men's soccer team went on to win the Big 

Schools Tournament on the 14-16 May. 

Bryan commented, "Everyone underestimated us going into tournaments because we were the fourth place AA 

team. We showed those doubters, though, that we could do it!" 

Although the team had a rough start, the team pulled together and overcame illness and injuries through a lot of 
hard work. After overcoming the psychological obstacles of a mediocre season, the guys started off tournaments by 
beating the number one AAA team, Kaiserslautern. (Continued on next page) 
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(Continued from previous page) 

"After we won that game I knew we would take it all the way and win it all," said captain Mike Barry (12). 

The end, which proved their victory, was beating the AAA team, Ramstein. Having to go into two overtimes, a 
shootout, and a sudden death shootout, the Patch men defeated Ramstein with a score of 7-6. 

Ryan Schlagheck (12), Patch's goalie, was awarded the All-Tournament Goalie Award for his outstanding plays 
and saves. 

Ryan was quoted, "I was really shocked that they chose me for the award." 

"This year's team played together and improved their skills in each game. If I were to use one word to describe 
them, it would be 'determined.' They refused to be shaken and it was their determination individually and as a team that 
saw them through the championship," said sponsor Diane Gibbs. 

Mike ended by saying, "The season as a whole was not as successful as we had hoped, but we proved 
ourselves in the tournament and that is all that really matters." 
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Feel the Need for Speed - Track 1992 

By Jovonia Thomas, Mandy Blain, 
Sammie Funderburg 

Relax, relate, release!! These 
are three basic steps to prepare for a 
track event. Then the team jumps, 
jogs, sprints, flips or trips down the 

track. 

"I like running because I'm 
comfortable with it. Plus I feel good 

when I run well in a meet," says Faith 

Lewis (10). 

Track does not only involve 
running, as many people think. There 
are many other events such as, long 
jump, high jump, shot put, discus, and 
triple jump. 

"People think that track is 
easy because all you do is run, but 

that isn't true. It takes coordination: 
you have to lean, throw your arms 
back and lean forward. While using 
these techniques, you also have to 
have fun," says Jovania Thomas (11). 

Kay Sandberg (12), who ran 
the 300 meter hurdles, is constantly 
hearing from the track coach, Mike 
Sandberg, "Attack, Kay. Attack that 

hurdle!" 

"The track team overall this 
year has done very well. I'm rather 
pleased with the people who are on 
the team, because they all have the 
desire to do their very best," says 
Kay. 

Tremayne Moore's (12) most 
memorable moment with the track 
team was participating in the relay. 
Tremayne says, "I was in the sprint 
medley relay qualifying for European 
Championships when I ran the 400 
meter relay in :56 seconds and before 
I'd only run it in :63 seconds!" 

The team agrees that there 

are many people who have helped 
build a strong team and they all 
deserve to be thanked, but mainly 
they would like to thank Coach Sand
berg for his support and determination 
to make them a better team. 
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Jelly Beans and Torrential Downpours - Girls' Soccer 1992 

by Juliet Mount and Jen Tarpley 

Walking innocently to Husky 
Field, you see a car barreling down 
the street, a single orange cone rest
ing as its hood ornament. Most of the 
girls' soccer team sits inside, debating 
whether or not they should satisfy an 

urge for ice cream, thereby circumna
vigating a long run around the track. 

Both girls' soccer teams had 
great seasons, despite their adversity 
to seriousness at practice. Admit
tedly, they prefered freshmen initiation 
rites and rapid destruction of pennies 
to well known drills. Finishing first for 
the AA schools, the Varsity girls boast 
a 6-win, 0-loss season, with only a 
few, semi-prominent injuries. The JV 
team finished just as well, with only 2 
ties, and no losses. 

Mr. Gyetvai, the Varsity girls' 
coach, seldom asserted himself at 
practice, preferring to stay quiet 
amidst scenes of outright ludicracy 
(flagging, mooning, color-calls), but 
none-the-less, he helped the girls to 
beat their arch nemesis, Bitburg, and 
other schools. It is still under intense 
debate as to whether or not this 
soft-spoken Hungarian wanted Jen 

Tarpley (12), the varsity goalie, to 
come out of the goal to retrieve 
dangerously close soccer balls. 

The Varsity girls team had a 
very offensive forward line, with high 
scorer Jessica Marr (10) and captains 
Angie Carroll (12) and Trish Eisemann 
(12) as well as Joy Poorman (12), and 
a strong defense made up of fresh
man and seniors Meredith Johnston 
(12), Juliet Mount (12) and Megan 
Rutherford (12). Goalies Jen Tarpley 
and Jen Maddox (12) finished off a 

great team. 

Junior Varsity girls, lead by 
Coach Mr. Eisemann, captains 
Rebecca Shlagheck (10) and Theo
dora Bellos (11), provided a strong 
opposing team for daily scrimmages 
against Varsity, causing Varsity girls 
to be wary of Kathleen Davie's (9) 

boot. 

All in all, the season was fun, 
and team members will long remem
ber games played in the midst of 
torrential downpours, the Zwei-
bruecken game, pad problems, jelly 
beans and team cheers (the old 
cemetery farther down the road). 
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Mixture of Assualt, Love, and Murder all in the Program 

by Erin Heinemeyer and Meghan 
Woodhouse. 

Assault, steamy love scenes, 
family conflicts, and murder...sound 
like one of those new hit movies? 
Well, you are close, but its actually the 
Drama Club and drama class' spring 
production. 

On May 15 and 16, aspiring 
actors and actresses performed four 
plays, two of which were, Electra. a 
Greek tragedy, and Gammer Gurton's 
Needle, a medieval comedy. Both of 
the plays were period pieces which 
required elaborate costumes. 

Pat Pinschmidt (12), who 
played Orestes in Electra, com
mented, "Many of us had never acted 
before...it was a new experience." 

The other plays performed 
were Baby, a modern comedy, and 
The Happy Journey, which was taken 
to Drama Fest at Hanau and perfor
med for the PTSA. Baby was perfor
med mainly by a cast of seventh and 

eighth graders. 

Besides preparing the spring 
plays, the Drama Club was also busy 
getting ready for the Speech and 
Drama Fests. Waheed Choudhry 
(12), Erin Heinemeyer (12), Mike Ste
vens (10), Tyler Sweat (9), Samantha 
Shullo (8), Barb Wisniewski (8), and 
James Tomlinson (8) trekked to 
Hanau for Drama Fest. Stevens 
received a "Superior" award for his 
solo taken from Fool for Love. 

Though there were many 
complications and date changes, 
Janna Vinson (9), Susan Roundtree 
(10), Tyler Sweat (9) and Lakeisha 
Bankhead (10) still managed to make 
it to Speech Fest in the Netherlands. 
Janna received an "Outstanding" in 
prose reading and Tyler and Susan 
brought home an "Excellent" in prose 
reading. 

To sum up the year, James 
Hagan (12) said, "The acting was 
great, but being backstage with all the 
pretty girls was the best!" 
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Pillow PHWUMPING, Bat Dancing Provide a Night of Class 

by Alyson Soma, Sara Short and Rick 
Martin 

Foulk (11). The Junior Class prevai
led in the game as they did overall, 
but the Senior Class came in a close 
second. They were followed by the 
Sophomores, with the Freshman 
trailing right behind. The Junior High 
competition was dominated by the 
eighth graders. 

Wrapping up the night, was 
the awaited announcement of the new 
Student Senate officers for the '92-'93 
school year. PHS students elected 
the following: 

President: Travis Howell 

Vice-President: Chris Foulk 

Secretary: Elena Pak 

Treasurer: Tina Engleman 

Historian: Keeli Ellison 

Balancing on a beam. A 
gleam in the eye. Teetering between a 
win or a loss. And then PHWUMPII! 
Sacked by a pillow from the opposing 
team. Sound like a bizarre way to 
spend a Wednesday night? Not for 
those who participated in the Student 
Senate's Class Night '92 on May 13. 

Karen Hutcheson (12) perfor
med as the Master of Ceremonies, 
livening up the evening with her run
ning commentary on the progress of 
the games. Acting as referees were 
Student Senate members while music 
instructor Marcia Dawson and US 
Government teacher Cris Chester ser
ved as judges. 

The pillow fight on a balance 
beam was only one of the games in 

which each class competed. The 
obstacle course, the spoon race and 
the bat relay were as amusing as the 
pillow fight. 

"Although the Olympics it was 
not, a good time was had by all. The 
athletes enjoyed such games as the 
obstacle course and four-handed bas
ketball while the intellectuals were 
stimulated by such events as the bat 
relay and the spoon race," remarked 
John Shullo (10). 

Highlighting the evening's 
events were the four-handed basket
ball games, most notably the Junior/ 
Senior match. At first the game ended 
in a tie, causing the teams to go into 
overtime, but even that was not 
enough determine a winner. The 
score was finally broken with a last-
minute, sudden-death basket by Chris 
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'Evening in Paradise:' a Pineapple, Pumpkin Night 

by Karen Hutcheson and Amy 
Rhoades 

Colors shimmered and swirled 
as satin and silk skirts and shirts 
swayed to the best of...OLDIES? But 
though the tunes flashed back to the 
50's, the night was pure 90's when the 
Juniors presented Prom '92. Held on 
May 2 in Vaihingen, the "Evening in 
Paradise" transformed the Hotel Fon-
tana's standard decor into a modern 
day Garden of Eden...assuming they 
had pineapples back then. 

Once prom-goers had settled 
at their flower-bedecked tables for a 
rather non-traditional luau, the real 
fun began. Following a thought-pro
voking lecture on respect of musical 

tastes by tambourine specialist/DJ 
Ron Brown, dancers gyrated to the 
sounds of such diverse groups as 
Red Hot Chili Peppers, Milli Vanilli, 
and Elvis Presley. 

Much to the disappointment of 

many enthusiastic males, the infam
ous Garter Dance remained out of 
grasp. However, the highlight of any 

prom-the crowning of the Prom King 

and Queen-DID take place. After an 

acapella rendition of "When I Fall in 
Love" by Three Gals and a Guy, 
crowns were presented to Ryan 
Wheeler (12) and Julie Santos (12), 
who then led the court in a dance to 
Vanessa William's "Save the Best for 

Last." 

When the clock struck mid
night, and the last song had been 
played, it was time for the high school 
Cinderellas and Prince Charmings to 
hop back into their pumpkins and 
head off, maneuvering effortlessly 
through the parking lot labyrinth and 
clutching the glasses and pineapples 
that would keep this "Evening in 
Paradise" fresh in their memories. 
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London Falls to Conquering Patch Musicians 
by Banana and Casper 

Band Tour '92 rolled off on a 

semi flat note amidst bus misinterpre

tations and other unforeseen details. 

Nothing could dampen the Band and 

Harmony Express' (and 3 Gals and a 

Guy's) spirits, however, as later 

events on the trip proved. 

After a LONG bus ride, during 

which Joanna Reininger's shorts - or 

lack of them - intriguedJay Gleisberg, 

100 tired bodies promptly collapsed 

on the floor of the ferry. Their first 

concert engagement came after 

almost 24 hours of traveling (and no 

shower). Their welcome committee at 

Alconbury High School met us with 

"Patch, who?" They overcame this 

obstacle and gave what turned out to 

be the best concert of the entire tour. 

Half of the group then pro

gressed - or digressed (depending on 

your point of view) to the YMCA and 

spent a "fun-filled" night with the fire 

department, various fire drills, and 

statements like "Should we jump?" 

Congratulations went to Scott Worth-

ington who appeared downstairs in 

the middle of the night in his band 

tuxedo. The whole gang was more 

than ready to rendez-uous the next 

morning and head off to their next 

concert - AWAY from the YMCA. 

Following the concert, they 

were ready for lunch; Burger King 

could have made a million by filming a 

commercial of the herd of 75 high 

school music students in full uniform 

racing there. 

Tour ended in London, but not 

before they had an afternoon at the 

animal park where some band mem

bers felt quite at home. The Alconbury 

bus thought it appropriate to crown 

Jay with a chain of daisies. 

They experienced London in 

whirlwind fashion - so whirlwind for 

some that their tour guide got lost 

while giving the tour. One afternoon of 

shopping gave them a chance to 

spend some of their sheck/es before 

they had to touch base back with our 

chaperones. Back in the hotel, 

humanities students Ulrikke and 

Joanna kept up with their studies by 

analyzing the hotel art while the more 

sophisticated sister of our well-known 

female announcement reader and the 

son of our weller-known computer 

teacher turned to tea parties for their 

cultural entertainment. (For the safety 

of these socialites their names remain 

confidential) 

They all set out for an evening 

at the theater - Cats, Les Miserables, 

Phantom of the Opera, Chippendales 

(well...), but threatened by rain and 

bombs in the tube station, they almost 

didn't make it. British taxis came to the 

rescue and everyone enjoyed the 

musicals immensely. With this great 

finale to our most interesting band 

tour, they headed home - only missing 

one ferry - and arrived at Patch at a 

semi-decent hour of 1 am. But, 

"nonny nonny ding dong...ooba 

dooba"...here's to another great year 

of Patch High's musicians. 
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